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Accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has led to rising 
temperatures, and is expected to lead to a change in climate. Crop yields are 
vulnerable to these changes. Adaptation is expected to be key to combating 
climate change impacts, but the effectiveness of adaptation strategies is not well 
understood. Hence, there is a need to assess the impacts of climate change on 
agriculture and devise profitable adaptation strategies to combat its effects.  
This study uses historical and three projected climate data sets to simulate 
yields using the crop model Daycent, empirical relationships between weather 
and agronomic variables that influence farm management decisions, and a linear 
optimization model (Purdue Crop/Livestock Linear Program, PCLP-GAMS) to: 
1) Provide an integrated assessment of the farm-level impacts of climate change;  
2) Identify farm-level adaptation practices and estimate their cost; and 
3) Solve for profit-maximizing crop rotations and management adaptations.  
This approach is applied to a representative corn and soybean farm for a 




The extent and direction of climate change impacts depend on climate 
projections and crops. The NCAR projection is associated with an increase in 
corn yields into the future whereas GFDL and UKMO projections lead to a 
decrease in corn yield. Soybean yields increase for all future projections. Among 
the adaptation practices considered, irrigation, split application of fertilizer, 
rotating corn with soybeans and switching to continuous no-till were found to 
have a positive influence on corn yield. Soybean yields, although affected by a 
changing climate, do not respond to the adaptation practices simulated. 
Economic optimization results suggest that there is the potential to slightly 
increase net income with the adoption of some adaptation practices investigated 
in the 2041-2070 mid-century period.  
The study provides a holistic framework to analyze the agronomic and 
economic impacts of climate change and associated adaptation practices that 
are more complete than previous research. The results are helpful for farmers, 
crop advisors and policy makers struggling to understand the impact of a 





CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Climate Change and Agriculture 
Agricultural production will be affected by climate change (Melillo et al., 
2014). Accumulation of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere has led to 
rising temperatures, variable precipitation and other extreme events like droughts 
and floods (Solomon et al., 2007). Although global food production has increased 
due to technology, yields are vulnerable to climate impacts as seen by a 
decreasing rate in production increase over recent years (Ainsworth and Ort, 
2010). The severity of this impact depends on the magnitude of temperature 
increase. Generally any increase over 2.5oC is considered to have a negative 
effect on yield (Cutforth et al., 2007). Examples of this reduction in yields of 
cereal crops is already documented (Fischer and Edmeades, 2010). Section 2.1 
describes in detail, the impacts of climate change on crop yield.  
 
1.2. Agriculture in the Midwest 
Agriculture accounts for 40-50% of the land used globally. In the US, farm 
land accounts for almost 41% of the land area. In the US, the Midwest is known 




According to the United States Census Bureau, the region consists of 
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North 
Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. The Midwest alone accounts for 
about 39% of the land devoted to agriculture, with around 71% of the total land 
area in the Midwest under agriculture. Agriculture in the Midwest consists mainly 
of corn, soybeans, wheat, hogs, dairy and cattle. A detailed breakdown of the 
agricultural statistics in the Midwest is shown in Table 1. 






















Illinois 26,775,100 75% 5,781 1% Corn, Soybeans and Hogs 
Indiana 14,773,184 64% 3965 1% Corn, Soybeans and Hogs 
Iowa 30,747,550 86% 10162 7% Corn, Hogs and Soybeans 
Kansas 46,345,827 89% 5428 4% Cattles and Calves, Corn and Wheat 
Kentucky 13,993,121 55% 2090 1% Horses/mules, Broilers and Corn 
Michigan 10,031,807 28% 4110 1% Dairy, Corn and Soybeans 
Minnesota 26,917,962 53% 7449 3% Corn, Soybeans and Hogs 
Missouri 29,026,573 66% 3299 1% 
Soybeans, Corn 
and Cattle and 
calves 
Nebraska 45,480,358 92% 7094 7% Cattles and calves, Corn and Soybeans 
North 
Dakota 39,674,586 90% 3629 8% 
Wheat, Soybeans 
and Corn 




Table 1 continued 
South 
Dakota 43,666,403 90% 4384 10% 
Corn, Cattles and 
calves and 
Soybeans 
Wisconsin 15,190,804 44% 4802 2% 
Dairy products, 
Corn and Cattles 
and calves 




0 41% 168636 1% 
Corn, Cattles and 
calves and Dairy 
products 
 
A summary of the top commodities by cash receipts indicate that corn and 
soybean are the predominant crops grown in the Midwest, accounting for about 
89% and 87% of all US corn and soybean and 50% of the total cash receipts in 
the Midwest (see Figure 1).  
 
 
Figure 1 Breakdown of Top Commodities by Value in the Midwest  
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Current estimates quantify corn yields at 154.5 bu/acre and soybeans at 
43.8 bu/acre in the Midwest (USDA., 2014) This study develops and applies a 
framework for farm-level integrated climate-crop-economic assessment to a farm 
located outside of Renssalaer in Jasper County, Indiana. A detailed summary of 
corn and soybean production in Indiana are shown in Table 2.  


























Corn 5.75 25% 146 839.5 6.25 5.24 
Soybeans 5.29 23% 45 238.05 11.60 2.76 
 
1.3. Adaptation to Climate Change 
Adaptation is any response that improves an outcome. According to the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) agricultural adaptation 
constitutes adjustment of agronomic practices, agricultural processes and capital 
investments in response to climate change threats (Easterling and Apps, 2005). 
Examples include adjustment of planting and harvest times, expansion of 
croplands, developing genotypes that are heat tolerant with improved traits, 
change in management practices and climate forecasting (Howden et al., 
2007).Although adaptation could be key in combating climate change impacts, 
the effectiveness of adaptation strategies are not well understood.  
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Crop simulation models are limited in their ability to capture climate 
extremes, effect of climate on pests, diseases etc. and also CO2 fertilization 
effects (Ainsworth, 2008). Hence it is important to understand the impacts of 
climate change on agriculture and frame effective adaptation strategies.  
 
1.4. Problem Statement  
Climate change is affecting agriculture. There is a need to assess the 
impacts of climate change on agriculture and devise profitable adaptation 
strategies to combat its effects.  
 
1.5. Objective Statement  
Understand the impact of climate change on agriculture by analyzing the 
cost and feasibility of adaptation practices to counter the effects of climate 
change using the PCLP (Purdue Crop/Livestock Linear Program) model. Identify 
profit maximizing adaptation strategies for a case study location in Renssalaer, 
Indiana.  
 
1.6. Hypothesis Statements 
The following adaptation practices can combat the effects of climate 
change on corn and soybean yield and profitability 
a) Changing planting and harvesting dates 
b) Changing tillage 
c) Crop rotations 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter is a review of literature pertaining to climate change impacts 
on cropping yields (Section 2.1), its subsequent economic implications (Section 
2.2) and adaptation strategies to counter the impacts of climate change (Section 
2.3). A detailed description of the climate induced factors affecting agricultural 
productivity along with statistical and modeling approaches to quantify yield and 
economic losses from climate change impacts are presented in this chapter. 
Adaptation strategies are also described and analyzed in light of their yield 
impacts, leading into the next chapter, Methodology (Chapter 4). 
 
2.1. Impact of Climate Change on Yield 
Agriculture production will be affected by global climate change. The 
accumulation of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases (GHG) in the 
atmosphere leads to various factors that affect climate and subsequently crop 
yields. It is observed that generally accumulation of GHG’s leads to changes in 
climate which are detrimental to crop yield. The only major exception is the 
positive yield reponse to increased CO2 levels (CO2 fertilization), particularly for 




Table 3 outlines the factors arising from increased GHG accumulation, 
provides a brief description of the phenomenon and highlights their impact on 
crop yields. 
Numerous studies in literature aim to quantify the impacts of climate 
change on crop yields through statistical and modeling approaches. Since this 
study intends to simulate crop yields under a changing climate, it is important to 
review past literature on the same. Although, a variety of crops are analyzed in 
the literature, the focus of this paper is limited to corn and soybean. The following 
section describes these studies in detail, outlines the modeling methodology, and 
the yield impacts from climate change. These studies and others are summarized 
in Table 4.  
Moriondo, in his study uses a General circulation model (GCM), HADCM3 
coupled with the process based crop model Cropsyst to determine the impacts of 
future climate change impacts on sunflower, soybean and wheat in Europe. After 
validating the climate and crop data, projections are made for climate and yield 
and other phenological factors to understand the effects of climate change on 
European agriculture for a 2oC rise in temperature relative to pre-industrial levels. 
The climate projections show a general rise in temperature by 1.5oC and a 3.5% 





Table 3 Climate Induced Factors Affecting Agricultural Productivity of Crops 
Factor Description Impact on crops Literature reviewed 
Increase in 
CO2 levels 
CO2 levels in the atmosphere have 
increased steadily over the years and 
projections indicate current levels 
(387 μ mol mol-1) will increase to 450 
μ mol mol-1 by 2050 
All crops show a positive yield response to 
increased CO2 levels. However, C3 
(soybeans, wheat, rice etc) crops are 
expected to show a greater response than C4 
(corn, sorghum, millets etc) crops. A doubling 
of CO2 levels would lead to around 30% yield 
increase in C3 crops but less than a 10% yield 
increase in C4 species. Increased CO2 levels 
also enhance water use efficiency (WUE) in 
plants 
(Allen Jr et al., 2000; 
Ainsworth et al., 2002; 
Leakey et al., 2006; 
Hatfield et al., 2011) 
Ozone  
Ozone (O3) levels have increased in 
the rural areas of the US. Midwestern 
and eastern US have one of the 
highest ozone concentrations in the 
world. Daytime O3 levels in the 
Midwest have increased from < 10 
nmol mol-1 to around 60 nmol mol-1 
over the last 100 years 
Increased O3 levels reduce yields in all crops, 
but soybean, wheat, peanut and cotton are 
more sensitive than corn. Soybean yield 
damages in the Midwest have been quantified 
at 10 to 25%. Although studies indicate that 
C4 crops are less sensitive, annual economic 
losses in corn due to O3 exposure in US and 
China have been estimated to be over a billion 
dollars 
(Rudorff et al., 1996; 
Ashmore, 2002; 
Morgan et al., 2004; 
Van Dingenen et al., 








Table 3 continued 
Temperature 
Future temperature trends across the 
US shows a warming trend of 1.5 to 
2oC over the next 30 years.  
Growth rates of crops decrease when exposed 
to temperatures above the optimum and cease 
when the ceiling temperature1 is reached. 
Vegetative development hastens with 
increasing temperature, reducing the growing 
season length and consequently yield. It also 
affects pollen viability, fertilization and grain 
formation, all of which leads to reduced yields.  
(Badu-Apraku et al., 
1983; Muchow et al., 
1990; Grimm et al., 
1994; Pan, 1996; 
Boote et al., 1997; 
Schlenker and 
Roberts, 2009; 
Hatfield et al., 2011) 
Extreme 
events 
Under increased GHG concentrations 
the probability of extreme events like 
droughts and excess precipitation is 
increasing  
Droughts lead to increased plant temperatures 
due to closing of the stomata and reduced 
transpiration. This effectively kills the plant 
resulting in a loss of vegetative cover that 
leads to wind and water erosion which affect 
future crop productivity. Excessive rainfall 
leads to waterlogging which hinders field 
operations, increases pest and pathogen 
pressures, disturbs the plant growth cycle and 
also causes soil erosion. The costs of drying 
grain may also increase under excess 
precipitation.  
(Rosenzweig, 2000; 








Table 3 continued  
Grain quality 
Grain quality has implications for the 
nutritional and processing quality of 
grains. 
Greater growth of plants with higher CO2 
concentrations requires higher N supply. 
Experiments have shown that the quality of 
grains at increased CO2 levels is lower without 
higher N application.  
(Conroy and Hocking, 
1993; Kimball et al., 
2001; Erbs et al., 
2010; Hatfield et al., 
2011) 
Weeds 
Weeds create competition for 
resources among crops and reduce 
yields. Weeds are also associated 
with long distance dispersal and can 
migrate to resist increased 
temperature effects. This has been 
evident in the northward migration of 
kudzu, cogongrass and witchweed in 
the US. 
Weedsare generally hardy and have better 
genetic diversity than crops to withstand 
climate extremes and take greater advantage 
of moisture and CO2 fertilization. It has also 
been observed that the efficacy of pesticides 
decreases with rising CO2, which compounds 
the problem.  
(Patterson, 1993, 
1995; Ziska et al., 
2005; Wolfe et al., 




Insect ecology is governed mainly by 
temperature and pathogens are 
affected mainly by humidity and 
rainfall. 
Changes in insect and pathogen attack based 
on climatic changes have been documented in 
various studies. Experiments have also shown 
that crops grown in elevated CO2 levels have 
more sugar in the leaves and hence are prone 
to increased attacks from insects and 
pathogens. 
(Coakley et al., 1999; 
Coviella and Trumble, 
1999; Goho, 2004) 
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The crop model is used to take these projections and simulate their 
impacts on yield and other phenological factors like growth season, radiation use 
efficiency (RUE), water use efficiency (WUE) and evapotranspiration.The results 
show that the impacts are dependent on crop type and geographical area. Due to 
increase in temperature, the growing season is reduced and soybean yields fell 
by 9% over the entire EU domain. The northern Euopean region had only a 
moderate heat stress as compared to the southern region and hence the 
reduction in soybean yield from North to South varied from 4 to 13% respectively 
The study also simulates the implementation of adaptation options to combat 
climate change effects. The authors, through modeling, highlights the negative 
yield impacts of climate change if a business as usual (BAU) scenario, without 
adaptation is adopted (Moriondo et al., 2010).  
Kucharik and Serbin regress yield data from 1971 to 2006 on weather 
(temperature and precipitation) to determine the impact of climate parameters on 
corn and soybean yield. The final variables in the model were limited to one 
unique temperature and precipitation variable (considered monthly, 2 months and 
3 month periods of average (Tavg), maximum (Tmax) and minimum (Tmin) 
temperature and composite precipitation), based on regression results. Although 
using weather to explain yield trends does not separate the effect of other factors 
on yield, the variability is reduced since the study is concentrated on a smaller 
area (Wisconsin). The results show that Tavg during June to August and 




As far as soybeans were concerned, July to August for Tavg and June to 
August for precipitation were correlated with yields. The results of the multiple 
regression shows that for every one degree change (positive/negative) in Tavg 
from June to August for corn and July to August for soybean causes a 13.4% and 
16.1% change (yield increases with a degree drop and vice versa) in yield 
respectively. As far as precipitation is concerned, every 50mm change 
(positive/negative) over June to July for corn and June to August for soybean 
leads to a 16.1% and 9.6% yield change (yield increases with 50mm increase in 
precipitation and vice versa) for corn and soybean respectively. The climate 
factors differ for corn and soybeans due to phenological differences in growing 
period length, leaf area expansion, pollination, the land cover of corn and 
soybeans and also the changes in cultivar types of corn. The study does not 
account for management changes, CO2 fertilization and the effect of pests, 
weeds etc. The authors argue that since the study area is small, the effect of 
these parameters wouldn’t vary a lot. Overall they find that cooler and wetter 
conditions during summer contribute to increased corn and soybean yields in 
Wisconsin (Kucharik and Serbin, 2008). 
Rosenzweig, in her study discusses the effects of climate change on food 
production due to extreme weather events and the incidence of weeds, pests and 
diseases. The study discusses the effect on extreme events like droughts and 
excess precipitation on crop yields. Drought stress raises the plant temperature 
due to closing of the stomata and reduction in transpiration, which eventually 
leads to plant death.  
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The death of the plant exacerbates the loss in productivity due to loss of 
soil cover from wind and soil erosion. Although precipitation during the growing 
season increases yields, excess precipitation is detrimental to crop yields as it 
leads to waterlogging, increased pest infestations, damage younger plants, 
cause soil erosion, disrupt management activities and also increases the overall 
cost of production due to the need for grain drying. The study supports this with 
the example of U.S. drought of 1988 and the Mississippi river flood of 1993. 
During the drought the yields dropped by 37% and required a $3 billion 
congressional bail-out for farmers to cope with the damage. The flood affected 
the states of Nebraska, Iowa and Michigan the hardest. Over 11 million acres of 
crops were damaged and the losses were estimated at over $3 billion. Excess 
water is a major problem particularly in Iowa where emergency measures are 
estimated to cost over $222 million. It is important to note that sequential 
extremes, where prolonged rains follow a drought is even more damaging than 
individual extremes. The study also discusses the phenomenon of the El Nino-
Southern Oscillation (ENSO), but this is typically associated with the pacific coast 
and hence is not discussed here. The changing climate may also lead to 
incidence of pests, insects and diseases which adversely affect crop yields. 
Under increased temperature and humidity, pests become more active, 
germination of spores and proliferation of fungi and bacteria occurs and causes 




Although, many studies have attempted to link incidence of pests and 
diseases to climate change, it is still unclear whether global climate change has 
contributed to the trends on incidence (Yang and Scherm, 1997; Rosenzweig, 
2000). It has also been observed that climate also reduces the efficacy of 
pesticides and insecticides to counter these infestations. The amount of money 
spent in the US on pesticides increased from around $500,000 in 1950 to around 
$9 million in 2000. The damage to maize and soybeans due to pests, insects and 
weeds globally is quantified at around $27 billion and $11 billion, respectively. 
The overall loss to agriculture in North America for the same is estimated at 
around $23 billion. Although this is true, and studies have linked climate trends 
and extreme weather events to damage from pests, insects and diseases, there 
is a need for more studies to provide concrete evidence of the same. The study 
calls for the need to adapt to these conditions through policy, technology and 
investment (Rosenzweig et al., 2001).  
Global food prices have been volatile recently and the effect of weather on 
this has been prominent. Average temperature has risen by 0.13oC per decade 
from 1950, but its impact on agriculture has not been well understood. Two 
studies by Lobell and co-authors, using historical yield and weather data to 
understand the weather impacts on global yield are described here. In both 
(Lobell and Field, 2007; Lobell et al., 2011) studies a regression analysis is 




While one study (Lobell and Field, 2007) uses only temperature and 
precipitation as predictor variables, in the more recent study (Lobell et al., 2011) 
regression analysis is performed using temperature, precipitation and country 
specific technology gains, management, soil quality, etc. The results from both 
studies indicate a reduction in yield for corn and increases in yield for soybean. 
While the first study quantifies corn yield reductions at 12.5% and soybean yield 
increases at 1.8%, the second study has corn yield decrease by 3.8% and 
soybean yield increase by 1.3%. The results from the most recent paper also 
show that largest country specific losses were in Russia (almost 15%) and the 
US did not show any yield impacts due to insignificant weather trends. It is seen 
that the yield impacts are mostly temperature driven as compared to precipitation. 
Changing the time period used or separating the effects of maximum and 
minimum temperatures did not change the conclusions.  
Schlenker and Roberts (2009) tried to estimate the effects of climate 
change, particularly increased temperature on corn, soybean and cotton yields in 
the US. The study is different from others in the sense that it uses weather data 
that includes the length of time each crop is exposed to a one-degree change in 
temperature summed over the growing season. This captures the effects of 
variable temperatures over the growing season and its effects on crop yields. 
The results identify the threshold temperatures for corn and soybean beyond 
which yields are negatively impacted. Yield growth generally decreases gradually 




Using a non-linear model based on temperature, yields are expected to 
decrease by 30 to 46% and 63 to 82% under the slowest and most rapid 
warming scenarios, respectively. However, the statistical model fails to account 
for adaptation and the effect of CO2 fertilization (Schlenker and Roberts, 2009).  
 
2.2. Economic Impacts of Climate Change on Agriculture 
Climate change not only affects yields, but also leads to economic 
vulnerability of agriculture by affecting its contribution to the national economy, 
welfare distribution and market fluctuations (price effects from supply changes). 
In the case of extreme events, these effects were substantially larger. Cho (2011), 
analyzes the impacts of climate change on agriculture and argues that the 
national economy of developing countries are more vulnerable to climate change 
impacts since the contribution of agriculture to the GDP is usually higher. 
However, it could also affect supply and hence trade patterns for countries like 
the US, which is a major agricultural producer and exporter. The study also 
indicates, citing a number of earlier studies that welfare change from climate 
change is almost always negative, but improves over time due to technology and 
adoption of adaptation practices. In the US, the reduction in crop productivity due 
to climate change, cause price rises, which is harmful for the consumers while 
being beneficial to the producers. This also leads to land use changes and 
changes in cropping systems and management practices (Cho et al., 2011) 
Adams, in his review article on the effects of climate change on agriculture 
highlights the yield and economic impacts of climate change on agriculture.  
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Similar to previous studies, the findings indicate that crop yield is 
adversely affected by climate change. Estimates for the US indicate a reduction 
of yield in the range of 15% to 30 for maize and a mixed response for soybean 
yields in the range of -40 to +15%. The study also discusses the structural and 
spatial analogue approaches used to quantify economic impacts of climate 
change along with the possibility of adaptation to counter the adverse effect of 
climate change. The results from various studies referenced in the paper shows 
that adaptation reduces yield losses. Without adaptation, the supply of crops is 
affected which leads to price changes and subsequent economic losses. Under 
different warming scenarios price changes are estimated to range between +15% 
and -19%. Other studies that quantify economic losses from climate change have 
contrasting results due to different warming assumptions. Mendelsohn, reports 
losses of $120 billion to a gain of $35 billion (Mendelsohn et al., 1994), while 
Adams reports a welfare loss of $2 billion to a gain of $10 to $16 billion (Adams 
et al., 1995). These welfare changes are harmful for the consumers, but 
beneficial to the producers. However, since the effect on consumers is diffused 
over a large area as compared to proudcers, the aggregate effects are of similar 





Table 4 Summary of Selected Studies on Yield and Economic Impacts on Agriculture from Climate Change 
Study Objectives Methods Impacts Conclusion 
(Adams et 
al., 1998) 
Study reviews the effect of 
climate change on yield and 
its subsequent economic 
impacts. It also highlights the 
potential of adaptation to 
counter climate change 
impacts 
Review of extant 
literature 
Under projected climate corn 
yields reduced by 15 to 30% and 
soybean showed a mix 
response in the range of -40 to 
15%. Price changes also shows 
mixed reponses in the range of -
19 to 15%. The study reports a 
welfare loss of $2 billion to a 
gain of $16 billion  
Climate change 
affects crop yields 
regionally, but on a 
global scale not 
expected to result 





increased costs  
(Alexandrov 
et al., 2002) 
Study aims to assess the 
vulnerability and adaptation 
potential of soybean and 
wheat to climate change 
using climate change 
scenarios and crop growth 
models for Austria 





information serves as 
input to the DSSAT 
and CROPGRO 
models. Once these 
models are validated, 
the yields are 
projected 
Impact of varying precipitation 
and temperature on soybean 
without changes in CO2 
increased yields by 0 to 20%.  
For future projections soybean 
yields increased by 30 to 90% 




leads to higher 
soybean yields. 
Increased CO2 also 
led to high soybean 
yields. Adaptations 
like sowing date 
and crop cultivars 






Table 4 Continued 
(Cho et al., 
2011) 
Study reviews effect of 
climate change on national 
economy, welfare distribution 
and market fluctuations 
Review of extant 
literature 
National economy of countries 
dependent on agriculture is 
adversely affected. Welfare 
impact from climate change is 
negative. Price usually rises due 





trade patterns and 
is harmful to 
consumers due to 
price rises. Leads 








Estimate yield impacts for 
maize, soybean, wheat, rice, 
cotton, peanuts and beans for 
US.  
Uses previously 
published literature to 
assess the impacts of 
increased CO2 levels, 
temperature, 
precipitation, ozone, 
weeds, pests and 
pathogens on crop 
yields 
Yields for corn reduce by 1.5% 
and soybeans increase by 9.1% 
under a increased CO2 (380–
440 μmol/mol) and temperature 
scenario (by 0.8oC)  
Different climate 
variables interact 
with each other and 
















Quantify impact of 
temperature and precipitation 
on corn and soybean yield 
trends in Wisconsin from 
1976 to 2006 
Multiple regression  





and county level yield 
data as responses 
Every one degree change in 
average temperature from June 
to August for corn and July to 
August for soybeans causes a 
13.4% and 16.1% change in 
yield respectively. Every 50mm 
change over June to July for 
corn and June to August for 
soybean leads to a 16.1% and 
9.6% yield change for corn and 
soybean respectively. 
40% and 35% of 
the corn and 
soybean yield 
trends could be 
explained using the 
climate factors. 
Overall cooler and 
wetter conditions 
during the summer 
months lead to high 
corn and soybean 




models for global yield 
response to climate (1961 to 
2002) and investigate impact 
of climate trends on yields 
Multiple linear 
regressions with first 
differences in yield as 
the response 








The empirical model explained 
roughly one third to half of global 
yield variance using the 
predictor variables. According to 
the model corn yields reduce by 
12.5% and soybean yields 
increase by 1.8% for 2002 
production 
The recent climate 
trends indicate a 
reduction in yield 
for all crops. 
However, the 
model does not 
account for 
adaptation, 






Table 4 continued 
(Lobell et 
al., 2011) 
Develop a database of yield 
response to evaluate impact 
of climate trends on a country 
scale from 1980 to 2008 
Regression analysis 
of historical data 
relating past yield to 
weather outcomes. 





for technology gains, 
management, soil 
quality etc.  
Global impact of climate change 
has reduced average yield of 
maize by 3.8% and increased 
average soybean yields by 
1.3%.  




States does not 
show considerable 
effect on crop yield 
due to lack of 
significant weather 
trends.   
(Mearns et 
al., 2004) 
The study estimates yield and 
economic impacts of climate 
change for agricultural crops 
in the US using a crop growth 
model and an agricultural 
economic model 
Climate data from 
climate models is 





impacts. These yield 
impacts serve as 
inputs to an 
agricultural economic 
model (ASM) to 
measure economic 
welfare 
Corn yield is reduced in the 
range of 5 to 18% for various 
scenarios. Soybean yields show 
an increase of 33 to 41% for 
simulations in the corn belt.  
The modeling 
results show that 
the impact of 
climate change on 
crop yield is not the 
same for different 




Table 4 continued 
(Moriondo et 
al., 2010) 
Study assesses the impacts 
of climate change on 
sunflower, soybean and 
wheat in Europe using a 
process based model 
Climate data is used 
to calibrate the 
process based 
model, CropSyst for 
the crops. Future 
climate scenarios 
(+2oC) with and 
without adaptation 
are then modeled 
using CropSyst 
Soybean yields were reduced in 
the range of 4 to 13% based on 
geography for a BAU scenario 
without adaptation 
The yields of crops 
vary over different 
regions due to 
varying stresses 




Study evaluates the impact of 
climate change on crop yield 
for wheat, potato, maize and 
citrus for the US using two 
climate change scenarios 
with a dynamic crop growth 
model 
Sites were chosen 
over the US for the 
crops, and climate 
scenarios were 
generated using the 
two climate models. 
The climate and 
management data 
served as inputs to 
the DSSAT model to 
project yield impacts 
Under rainfed conditions, corn 
yields generally showed 
increased yields in the range of 
15 to 50% compared to the 
baseline (range over all sites). 
Although some regions had 
reduced yield impacts. Under 
irrigated production, the yields 
reduced by 4 to 20% (range 
over all sites).  
It is important to 
consider different 
climate scenarios 
while evaluating the 
impact of climate 
on crops. The 
results show no 
immediate threat to 
US food 
production, but 
there is a 
geographical 
variation in yield 
impacts with yields 
in southern US 









Estimate yield impacts of 
corn, soybeans and cotton 
from weather variation for US 
accounting for threshold 
temperatures and non-linear 
response of yield 
Non-linear regression 
model using county 
yield data, fine scale 
gridded weather data 
developed from 
existing data sets 
and climate 
projections from the 
Hadley III model 
Yields reduce by 20-30% and 20 
to 22% for corn and soybean 
respectively over 2020 to 2049 
under different warming 
scenarios. Further decreases 
are observed for both crops 





act differently over 
varying plant 
growth stages is 
important to 
determine the 








2.3. Adaptation to Climate Change 
 
2.3.1. Targeting Adaptation Strategies 
Adaptation strategies may be framed based on regions which are food 
insecure, staple crops in specific regions, and crops and regions that are most 
affected by the changing climate. Farmers would usually find short term 
adaptations based on immediate climate trends more useful and effective than 
adaptation strategies based on long term projections which are often riddled with 
uncertainty. Agricultural risk management policy that takes climate risks into 
account is the need of the hour as this could act as a cushion against extreme 
events where adaptation fails. Although adaptation strategies are globally 
important, the focus of this paper is limited to management adaptations that are 
relevant for the Midwestern US states. As seen before these states are major 
producers of corn and soybeans. Although the warming of temperate regions like 
the Midwest is generally considered favorable, adverse effects of increasing 
temperature on yield have been well documented (Lobell and Asner, 2003; 
Kucharik and Serbin, 2008). Hence we see that research and investment in 






2.3.2. Adaptation Practices 
The immense diversity of agricultural crops and practices and their 
vulnerability to climate change means that there are a range of adaptation 
strategies possible. A few possibilities are discussed below and summarized in 
Table 5.  
1. Developing heat tolerant crop varieties (through genetic engineering or 
breeding) 
The effect of temperature on the rate of photosynthesis is very important 
as it adversely affects plant yield (Ainsworth and Ort, 2010). Plant proteins are 
affected by warmer temperatures due to inhibition of photosynthesis (described 
in Section 2.1). Also, plant development is faster with increased temperature. 
This leads to shorter growth cycles, less photosynthesis and consequently lower 
yields. This has already caused a reduction in the wheat yields in the Midwest 
(Backlund et al.). High temperatures could also lead to a decrease in pollen 
production, which also leads to reduced yields (Hedhly et al., 2009). 
Understanding this relationship between plant genetics and temperature to 
produce heat stress tolerant varieties would be an effective adaptation technique.  
2. Crop sequencing and rotation 
The ability of pulse crops to increase crop yields could be an effective 




The benefits from rotation include enhanced soil fertility, increased water 
use efficiency, decreased yield losses as well as protection from weeds and 
other soil borne diseases (Cutforth et al., 2007). Although higher yields have 
been observed when crops are grown in rotation, the underlying reasons and 
guidelines for altering management practices to ensure higher yields are 
uncertain. Switching crop varieties to suit a particular temperature could also be 
a viable adaptation technique. Switching to sorghum, which is a drought tolerant 
crop during a dry season or choosing a faster growing variety of maize if the 
growing season is shorter, are some examples.  
3. Altering management decisions 
Earlier or later planting and harvesting to increase the growing season or 
to avoid temperature extremes could reduce the detrimental effects of climate 
change.  
Studies have indicated that shifting planting dates by 2 weeks can reduce 
20-25% of yield losses by 2030 (Burke and Lobell, 2010). Proper irrigation and 
drainage facilities could protect the crops from extreme events like droughts and 
floods. Rainwater harvesting and conservation tillage that preserves soil moisture 
could also be other methods to ensure adequate water to crops. Timely pest and 
weed management practices can help in negating or reducing their impacts on 
yield losses. Expanding crop production into new areas (extensification) to offset 





4. Investment, research, education and markets 
Adaptation research can help inform farmers, industry and the policy 
makers in making sound decisions. The use of statistical and crop growth 
simulation models to forecast the impact of climate on yields have contributed 
significantly in altering management decisions. Continued development of these 
models would ensure enhanced adaptation to climate change. It is also important 
to assess the adoption potential of adaptation strategies from an economic and 
resource availability standpoint. Studies should address the economic, 
environmental and social benefits and obstacles to adoption associated with a 
particular adaptation practice.  
Several studies have addressed the impact of adopting a particular 
adaptation practice or a mix of adaptation practices to counter climate change 
impacts. Some of them are summarized in Table 6. Based on the literature 
review and modeling constraints, the following adaptation practices are chosen, 
and simulated in this study. It is important to note that nitrogen management is 
included as an adaptation practice in this study, although it is primarily 








Table 5 Adaptation Strategies Identified in the Literature 
Adaptation strategies Description 
Sowing dates and other seasonal 
changes 
Planting two crops, winter crops or a spring and 
fall crop to avoid the hot mid summers. Change in 
planting and harvesting dates to avoid weather 
impacts 
New crop varieties Develop more heat tolerant, pest resistant and 
water use efficient crop varieties 
Water supply, irrigation and 
drainage systems 
Technologies to increase irrigation efficiencies and 
also development of drainage systems to avoid the 
impacts of excess precipitation 
Tillage practices Incorporation of crop residues and reduced soil disturbance  
Development of forecasting and 
impact tools 
Use of short term and long term climate forecast 
models and tools to quantify yield impacts would 
help reduce losses from weather variability 
 
However, it is included in this study to evaluate if it could lead to yield and 
economic incentives in a changing climate.  
1. Changing planting and harvesting dates 
2. Changing tillage 





Table 6 Impact of Adaptation Strategies on Crop Yields 
Study Adaptation Strategies Impacts 
(Mearns et 
al., 2004) 
 Sowing dates and other seasonal 
changes 
 New crop varieties 
Yields for corn and soybean improve with adaptation. In the 
Corn Belt, corn yields improve in the range of 5 to 10% as 
compared to no adaptation. For soybeans the improvement in 
yield is estimated in the range of 3 to 5% 
(Moriondo et 
al., 2010) 
 Sowing dates and other seasonal 
changes 
 New crop varieties 
 Irrigation 
Soybean yields increased by 2 to 13% with early sowing while 
delayed sowing did not give any yield benefits. Shorter season 
varieties, despite avoiding stresses, did not improve yield. 
However, longer season varieties had a yield changes of -9 to 
26%. Irrigation showed positive yield responses in the range of 
27 to 35% 
(Byjesh et 
al., 2010) 
 New crop varieties 
 Sowing dates and other seasonal 
changes 
 
Maize yields increased by 17 to 24% for a 1 to 2oC change in 
temperature with changing crop cultivars and sowing dates for 
monsoon season. Maize in winter shows only low adaptation 
gains of 6 to 10% with the same combination of adaptive 
strategy 
(Alexandrov 
et al., 2002) 
 Sowing date 
 Crop varieties 
Although no quantifiable estimates were presented, results 
indicate that early planting (40 and 50 days) leads to a higher 
yield than the baseline scenario (conventional season length 
varieties). Changes in crop cultivars by switching to a slightly 
longer season cultivar than the current shorter growing cultivar 









 Early planting 
The two studies show that majority of the Corn Belt is shifting 
towards early planting. Observed yield increases are in the 
range of 19 to 53% for the northern and western parts of the 
Corn Belt.  
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1. Project Scope 
Agricultural production depends on a variety of factors: crop rotation and 
yield; land, labor and machinery available; application of inputs like fertilizers; 
and many other individual management practices. Farm operators strive to 
manage and schedule the use of these resources to attain maximum profit. The 
literature is clear that climate change is expected to affect crop yields. We also 
highlighted the potential of adaptation strategies to counter the effect of these 
impacts. Farmers are used to allocating resources to achieve maximum profits, 
and it is reasonable to expect farmers to consider reallocating these resources to 
evaluate the feasibility and viability of different adaptation strategies. In this study 
we use a research version (Preckel and Dobbins 2006) of the Purdue Crop/ 
Livestock Linear Program (Preckel et al. 1992), a linear programming model to 
evaluate the profitability of different adaptation strategies for a case study 




The representative farm was chosen as a case study location from the 
USDA Agricultural and Food Research Initiative funded Useful to Usable (U2U) 
project spanning the entire Corn Belt region (www.agclimate4u.org) and also 
based on the availability of data. The coordinates for the location and soil type 
are given in Table 7. The land area for the representative farm is assumed to be 
2000 acres.  According to the Indiana Census of Agriculture 27% of the land in 
farms belong to farm sizes greater than 2000 acres which is higher than other 
listed farm sizes (USDA., 2012). Hence 2000 acres is representative of a typical 
farm size for the purposes of this study. 
Table 7 Renssalaer Site Information 
State County Coordinates  Soil types 
Indiana Jasper (40.938,-87.151) Granby, Zadog 
 
3.2. Modeling Framework 
The modeling framework for the study is shown in Figure 2. As discussed 
in the previous sections, climate change is expected to affect yield and field work 
days. This will affect optimal input decisions and management practices, which in 
turn drives yield and net income. The objective of the study is to identify the most 
profitable adaptation strategy (ies), given that output from the PCLP model is a 
single profit-maximizing production plan for a given farm year.  
Climate scenarios are based on projections of the future climate from 
GCMs based on scenarios for emissions, population growth and other 
anthropogenic and bio-physical drivers of the global climate.  
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The output from a GCM is then down-scaled using a Regional Climate 
Model (RCM) to generate finer resolution gridded climate data. The downscaled 
daily output from the climate models is used to drive a parameterized crop 
growth simulation model to simulate the effects of climate change on yield for the 
study location. Field work days are generated using the fitted values from a 
regression estimated from historical data and projected using future climate from 
the GCMs. Adaptation practices selected from the various options discussed 
previously will be implemented as scenarios in PCLP through alternative 
management and input decisions. The costs and returns from these 
management practices will be optimized using the linear programming model. 
Optimization results from PCLP will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of 
different adaptation options, taking yield, field work constraints and profit into 
account simultaneously.  
 
3.3. Experimental Design and Data Sources  
This section provides a description of the different components associated 
with the modeling framework depicted in Table 2. Table 8 illustrates the key 




Table 8 Key Simulation Inputs and Description 
Inputs Description 




Daycent requires: weather data, soil profile, management 
information and crop cultivar coefficients as inputs  
Good field 
working days 
The good field working days are observed weekly during the 
growing season for the historic period. An empirical model 
(Gramig, 2014) fit to the historic data is used to project field 
workdays using climate projections. 
Adaptation 
practices 
Changing planting dates; changing tillage; nitrogen application 
timing; irrigation  
Management 
information 
Same management information (albeit different timing of 
operations) for all runs except for specific changes required for 
individual adaptation practices  
Economic 
optimization 
PCLP-GAMS  is used to evaluate the profitability of adaptation 
practices 
 
3.4.1. Weather Data 
Climate change projections are used to drive Daycent to simulate yield and also 
to estimate the field working days. General Circulation Models (GCMs) are used 
to simulate the impacts of changing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse 
gases on future climate. In this study we use historical data (1981 to 2010) and 
output from three GCMs (2041 to 2070) to simulate the effects of climate change 






Figure 2 Modeling Framework to Evaluate Adaptation Practices2 
                                            2 Gray dashed boxes indicate individual models; solid black arrows indicate the flow of data and management inputs between models and 
components of the PCLP-GAMS model; black dashed arrows indicate the where the selected adaptation practices are modeled. 
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Three GCMs are chosen to compare and contrast the different future 
climates each model projects, the simulated effects on yield and the resulting 
profit-maximizing management of a farm in Jasper County, Indiana. The GCMs 
chosen in this study are the National Center for Atmospheric Research’s Parallel 
Climate Model (NCAR-PCM), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory’s Coupled 
Model (GFDL-CM2) and version 3 of the United Kingdom Met Office-Hadley 
Centre coupled model (UKMO-HAD3). All the models are driven by the A1B 
emission forcing scenario contained in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES). The historical data is 
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) cooperative 
weather station network (coop network) and was obtained from collaborators at 
Michigan State University for consistency across the individual components of 
the Useful-to-Usable project (www.agclimate4u.org). The projected weather data 
is from Phase 3 of the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project (CMIP3) and was 
extracted for the Rensselaer location by collaborators in the Department of 
Agricultural and Biological Engineering at Purdue University, West Lafayette 
(WCRP, 2014). 
The analysis of historical and projected weather data from GCMs for the 
case study site is summarized in Table 9. We see that all GCMs project a 
temperature increase (both average maximum daily temperature, Tmax, and 
average daily minimum temperature, Tmin) for all sites compared to the historical 
observations. Among the GCMs, UKMO shows the highest temperature 
increases, followed by GFDL and NCAR.  
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However, daily average precipitation shows mixed results. NCAR predicts 
higher average daily rainfall than historical observations and the other two GCMs 
for all the sites. Average daily projected precipitation for GFDL, UKMO are similar 
to the observed historical estimates. The highest temperature and precipitation 
estimates for historical and the projected weather data are highlighted in red in 
Table 9 for the four sets of climate data. Detailed analysis of the historical and 
projected weather data for all the GCMs over a monthly time period is presented 
in the Appendix (see Figure A1, Figure A2 and Figure A3.)  
Table 9 Summary Statistics, Historical and Projected Weather Data for Study 
Site 
Site GCMs Average (daily) Median (daily) 

















16 5 0.28 17 5 0.00 
NCAR (2041-
2070) 
18 6 0.30 19 6 0.01 
GFDL (2041-
2070) 
19 8 0.26 20 7 0.01 
UKMO (2041-
2070) 
19 8 0.27 20 8 0.01 
 
3.4.2. Crop Simulation Model 
The crop simulation model driven by the projected climate data will 
quantify the yield impacts due to the changing climate under different 
management (adaptation) practices. The crop simulation model used in this 
study is Daycent.  
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Daycent is a terrestrial biogeochemical model used to simulate carbon 
and nitrogen cycling for various cropping systems (Del Grosso et al., 2005a; Del 
Grosso et al., 2005b). The strength of the model is its ability to include the 
influence of site, weather and management information at a daily time step to 
predict the yield and trace gas fluxes (CO2, N2O and CH4) associated with crop 
production. The model also captures the influence of CO2 and atmospheric 
nitrogen fertilization on cropping systems. Hence the model has the ability to 
account for the impact of climate variability and adaptation practices on crop 
yields, despite being developed primarily with land-surface exchanges of GHGs 
and detailed simulation of C and N pools in soils in mind. The yield simulation 
workflow for the various scenarios is illustrated in Figure 3. The status quo 
scenario refers to a continuous corn (conventional tillage with spring pre-plant 
fertilizer application, denoted CC) and corn (conventional tillage)-soybean (no-till) 
rotation (spring pre-plant fertilizer application, denoted CS) that represent the 
prevalent crop rotations and management in the selected location today. Other 
crop simulation scenarios are the selected adaptation practices (non-
predominant today) to be simulated. The yield results from Daycent are an input 
to PCLP-GAMS. Changing planting dates to allow for earlier planting than has 
historically been done is the only adaptation practice simulated in combination 





Figure 3 Yield Simulation Workflow 
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3.4.3. Daycent Inputs and Outputs 
The model inputs are daily maximum and minimum air temperature and 
total precipitation, soil texture and other characteristics, crop rotation and 
management data (adaptation practices under the projected future climate). The 
main model outputs include daily nitrogen gas flux, CO2 flux from heterotrophic 
respiration, CH4 flux, changes in soil carbon and net primary productivity Figure 4 
summarizes the flow of inputs to and outputs from the Daycent model. In this 
study we are particularly interested in net primary productivity (NPP) which is the 
basis for estimated crop yields and is an input to PCLP-GAMS. The historical and 
projected weather data required by the model are described in earlier. External 
nutrient deposition from wet and dry atmospheric deposition of nitrogen and 
sulfur are obtained from the U.S. EPA Clean Air Status and Trends Network 
(CASTNET) site nearest to case study locations. The soil types associated with 
the locations were extracted from the SSURGO database by U2U project 
collaborators and the corresponding soil profile information is extracted from the 
USDA web soil survey. Additional soil parameters (bulk density, hydraulic 
conductivity etc.) needed for Daycent were calculated using the Colorado State 
University Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory’s 
(http://www.nrel.colostate.edu/projects/century/soilCalculator.htm) online soil 
calculator. The crop files in Daycent represent the physiology of the plant and 
characterize the growth of the crop. Default crop parameters from the public 





Figure 4 Daycent Inputs and Outputs 
 
The production parameters are calibrated within the crop file, following the 
procedures recommended by the Daycent model developers, to best represent 
the measured county yield from the NASS census data in the case study location. 
Daycent uses a schedule file to simulate the timing and type of operations that 
are performed on the field. The schedule file and management operations are 
adjusted to simulate the effect of the selected adaptation practices. The model 
simulates the soil organic matter and C/N ratios based on the historic land use 
before the 30-year period where adaptation practices are simulated (1980-2010). 
A detailed description of Daycent modeling and validation are presented in the 
author’s papers for reference (E.M. Sajeev, 2011a; E.M. Sajeev, 2011b; E.M. 
Sajeev, 2012; E.M. Sajeev, 2013).  
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3.4.4. Good Field Working Days 
The good field working days are estimated from a working empirical model 
based on the regression of days suitable for fieldwork (DSFW) –the observed 
number of field work days per week—on temperature, precipitation and soil 
properties for each period and the influence of weather in lagged time periods for 
the preceding weeks. The DSFW data were compiled at the crop reporting 
district (CRD) level from the NASS Weekly Crop Progress and Condition Reports 
issued during the growing season from 1980-2010 (USDA., 2014). The statistical 
model is estimated from the historical observations of DSFW and weather data 
provided by the Midwest Regional Climate Center (Timlin, 2014). Good field 
working days for each period throughout the growing season are defined in 
PCLP-GAMS based on the observed data for the northwest CRD in Indiana for 
the historical period and using the predicted DSFW values based on the 
parameter estimates from the regression model using the future climate 
scenarios from the GCMs. The observed and estimated field working days are an 
important input to PCLP-GAMS that ultimately constrain how much fieldwork can 
be performed during pre-planting, planting, post-planting, harvest and post-
harvest periods. This is further described and compared across weather data 





3.5. PCLP Model 
PCLP is an economic linear programming model that maximizes net 
returns from crop production for different cropping options and under various 
constraints on resources, particularly from land, labor, machinery and days 
suitable for field work. The model allows the user to conduct experiments by 
varying cropping decisions (planting dates, tillage, etc.), inputs, parameters and 
changing constraints to study how farm operators alter their management 
decisions to achieve profit maximization. The model has been used extensively 
in the past to evaluate the feasibility and viability of different crop mixes, 
scheduling of management activities, and machinery selection. It is a well 
validated tool for understanding farm management operations in the Eastern 
Corn Belt. This makes it well suited to model management adaptations to climate 
(Doering III, 1977; Brink and McCarl, 1979; Danok et al., 1980; Pfeifer and 
Habeck, 2002).. 
 
3.5.1. General Structure of the Model 
The general structure of the PCLP model is shown in Figure 5 and the 
linear program formulation that is the basis for the research version of PCLP 
coded in the General Algebraic Modeling Systems (GAMS) is detailed in Preckel, 
et al. (1992). The research version of the PCLP model that is updated and 
expanded for this study is refered to hereafter as PCLP-GAMS to distinguish it 
was from previous version of the PCLP model.  
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The model allows the user to define a specific case study or scenario from 
a varied set of options which include crop rotations, time periods and days 
available for field work, crop production practices, yields, grain moisture, 
production costs, machinery, labor, land, etc. Once the parameters and scalars 




Figure 5 General Structure of the Purdue Crop/Livestock Linear Program (PCLP) 
Model 
 
3.5.2. PCLP Inputs and Constraints 
PCLP has a suite of inputs to simulate crop production. The program has 
an existing “global set” of management configurations which includes inputs and 
management options ranging from the agent receiving income, time period and 
good field working days, cropping choices, equipment for field activities, labor 
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and machine availability, crop prices, sequencing of management operations and 
the variation of yield and harvested crop moisture content over defined time 
periods. The user has the ability to edit and add options to this input set that 
reflect a specific case study or farm using these inputs. Table 10 outlines the 
various inputs and also describes each one in detail. The important inputs for 
considering adaptations to climate change will be discussed in detail in the 
following sections.  




Shares of ownership between the farmer, agent and landlord 
Cropping options Individual crops, double crops and rotation options 
Equipment used for 
field activities 
Field preparation, planting, post-planting, harvesting and 
drying equipment 
Crop sequencing and 
rotation 
Crop combinations grown together in the same and different 
years 
Variable inputs Seeds, fertilizers, chemicals, insurance and other 
miscellaneous activities 
Time periods Specific windows over the growing season used to schedule 
management decisions and also define good field working 
days 
Labor Availability of permanent and temporary labor, wages and 
efficiency  
Machine Availability, efficiency and fuel use of machinery 
Crop prices Prices of crops initialized 
Sequencing of crop 
activities 
Scheduling the start and end dates of each individual 
management operation based on defined time periods 
Yield Estimates of yield under different planting and harvesting 
timing and associated field management operations 
Moisture content of 
harvested crop 





The model has various constraints and optimizes the variables based on 
the defined parameter and scalar values. Constraints exists for field work days in 
a defined calendar period, sequencing crop operations, labor and machine 
availability, processing and storage, net income etc. The general form of each 
constraint is similar to the shown for land in Equation 1 below. This specific 
constraint defines how land available for production of a multiple crop set must 
be less than or equal to the amount of land included in the initial endowment plus 
any land that was rented.  
Land is differnitated by both ownership and soil group in PCLP, but soil 
group is held constant in this single site study. Detailed information about all of 
the individual constraints in PCLP-GAMS is included in the PCLP formulation 
(Preckel et al. 1992).  
 
…………………………………………………    
………....Equation 1 
Where 
 = Land availabile by soil group (f) and ownership (o) under multiple 
crop (m) 
    = Rental land by soil group (f) and ownership (o) 




3.5.3. Defining Time Periods and Days Available for Field Work 
The growing season for a crop in PCLP is divided into time periods. The 
user has the ability to define these time periods. All the crop production activities 
from planting to harvesting take place within one or more of these defined 
periods. The user can sequence crop operations based on these time periods 
and constraints within the model ensure the order of these scheduled operations 
make sense so that you can’t harvest a crop before you plant it, for instance. The 
length of each time period can vary, with the most management-sensitive phases 
during the growing season (planting and harvest) having fewer days (one week) 
and other periods during the growing season where management is less 
constrained having more days (several weeks or a month). The days available 
for field work in each time period act as a constraint ensuring an accurate 
representation of the limited time available (due to weather related factors) to 
complete farm operations in each individual time period.  
The days available for field work for historic and future scenarios (based 
on the three GCMs) are estimated using a weather driven empirical model (see 
section 0). Table 11 below shows the input table in PCLP for time periods and 







Table 11 Initializing Time Periods and Good Field Work Days 






Historical NCAR UKMO GFDL 
Dc1 December 6-March 
26 110 0 5 3 1 
Mr1 March 27-April 11 14 2 3 4 4 
Ar1 April 12-April 26 14 6 5 5 5 
Ar2 April 27-May 11 14 6 7 6 7 
My1 May 12-May 26 14 6 6 7 7 
My2 May 27-June 11 14 8 6 6 6 
Jn1 June 12-June 26 14 10 6 8 9 
Jn2 June 27-July 11 14 12 9 10 11 
Jl1 July 12-July 26 14 18 11 13 12 
Jl2 July 27-August 19 22 12 17 21 20 
Ag1 August 20-
September 4 14 12 11 15 14 
Sp1 September 5-
September 19 14 10 12 13 13 
Sp2 September 20-
October 4 14 11 9 10 10 
Ot1 October 5-October 
19 14 29 8 10 11 
Ot2 October 20-
November 4 
14 11 11 12 11 
Nv1 Novermber 5-
November 19 14 9 9 9 9 
Nv2 November 20-




3.5.4. Cropping Options and Scheduling 
The model allows the user to choose not only individual crops, but rotation 
and allocation of land available to each crop. The predefined crop set includes 
corn, soybean, wheat and combinations of these crops grown in rotation (double 
crop wheat and beans). The user can program new crop varieties (shorter or 
longer season and new cropping systems) and initialize rotation options to this 
pre-defined set. The sequence of different types of crop operations is shown in 
Figure 6. The constraints in the PCLP-GAMS code maintain the correct order of 
activities.  
 
Figure 6 Sequencing Crop Operations in PCLP-GAMS 
 
As indicated in the inputs section, the management and crop production 
practices are scheduled based on the defined time periods. A sample crop 
operations scheduling table from PCLP for CC is shown in Table 12. The 
operations column defines the cropping system (“CCorn”), the piece of 
equipment used for the individual operations, and the name of the type of field 
operation (“prep” for field preparation activities, “plant” for planting, “post” for 
post-planting activities like side-dressing fertilizer, and “harv” for harvest).  
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The starting (“Start”) and ending (“End”) time periods based on the order 
of periods defined in Table 10 along with the work rate (acres per hour) and labor 
hours required for the operations are also defined in the scheduling table. All the 
scheduling tables used for various adaptation practices and status quo cases are 
embedded in the PCLP-GAMS code in the Appendix (see line numbers 511 to 
587). 
Table 12 Scheduling Crop Operations in PCLP-GAMS 
 Crop Operations Start End Work Rate Labor Hrs 
CCorn.Chisel.Prep1 18 1 6.5 1 
CCorn.FldCult.Prep2 1 7 13 1 
CCorn.FldCult.Prep3 1 7 10 1 
CCorn.CornPlanter.Plant 2 8 8 1.2 
CCorn.Anhydrous.Post1 4 2 8 1.2 
CCorn.Combine.Harv 16 20 5.5 2 
 
3.5.5. Yield and Moisture Variations 
Crop yield in PCLP is a function of planting and harvest timing. Each crop 
has a range of yields based on different planting and harvest dates. The matrix of 
yields is developed from Daycent using iterative runs for different planting dates 
based on historic and future projections of climate. It is important to note that 
Daycent (and most crop simulation models) does not account for standing losses 
in the field once a crop reaches maturity; hence a standing loss factor of 0.3% 
and 0.6% loss per day is applied to the yields for the periods after maturity 
(Schuler., 2005).  
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Crop moisture content is handled similarly in PCLP, and also depends on 
planting and harvest dates. Crop models usually cannot simulate variation in 
moisture content or other grain quality attributes beyond yield at physiological 
maturity. Hence this is estimated empirically using historic crop moisture content 
at harvest from the NASS Weekly Crop Progress and Condition Report. The 
observed data from NASS do not specify the crop planting date, only moisture 
content at harvest. It is assumed that an adequate number of growing degree 
days (GDDs) to reach hybrid maturity have accumulated for the corn harvested 
at the observed moisture content, and that more accumulated GDDs beyond 
those required for hybrid maturity contribute to field dry down of grain, thus 
reducing required grain drying prior to marketing or storage. A linear regression 
model is estimated by regressing observed grain moisture content on historical 
accumulated GDDs since emergence after planting, assuming that emergence 
occurs 10 days after planting on the date in the middle of the specified planting 
period in PCLP. Historical GDD data are retrieved from the Useful to Usable 
Corn GDD decision-support tool for that is freely available online 
(https://mygeohub.org/groups/u2u/gdd) and uses historic NOAA coop network 
station data based on a user-selected location.  
A sample yield adjustment table for CS is shown in Table 13. Each row in 
a yield adjustment table corresponds to the planting period and each column 
corresponds to a harvest period. Based on the planting and harvest period, 
varying yield penalties are applied to the maximum potential yield.  
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There is a separate yield adjustment table for each crop rotation-climate 
data-adaptation practice combination over the range of planting and harvest 
dates based on the crop growth simulation model output. This is how the effect 
on simulated yield from the adoption of respective adaptation practices is 
represented in PCLP-GAMS. All the yield adjustment tables for the crop and 
adaptation practice combinations considered are in the Appendix (Table A 2 to 
Table A 9) 
Table 13 Yield Adjustment Table for Corn-Soybean (CS) Rotation 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
19-Apr 45 47 47 43 39 35 
4-May 41 43 43 39 35 32 
19-May 36 39 39 35 32 28 
4-Jun 29 31 31 28 25 23 
19-Jun 22 25 25 22 20 18 
 
The grain moisture content at harvest is characterized similarly and is 
depicted in Table 14. Accounting for moisture variation is important because the 
higher the moisture content is above the moisture (15% for corn and 13% for 
soybeans) required to market the crop, the higher the drying costs will be for a 
farmer. All other things equal, the longer the time between planting and harvest, 
the lower the moisture content at harvest. All the moisture tables for the crops in 
combination with the adaptation practices considered in this study are in the 
Appendix (Table A 10) 
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Table 14 Moisture Adjustment Table for CC 
 
3.5.6. Other Inputs 
Costs for production activities involving seeds, nutrients, pesticides, fuel, 
etc. are calculated from input cost surveys and extension literature. The costs of 
labor and machinery, their efficiency and availability are estimated based on the 
Purdue Crop Cost and Return Guide (Purdue, 2014) and also from personal 
correspondace with Professor Craig Dobbins in the Department of Agricultural 
Economics at Purdue University. Table A 1 in the Appendix describes the inputs 
in detail. The model optimizes the number and hours of labor and machinery use 
based on equipment efficiencies, costs and revenue increases in an iterative 
fashion, until maximum profit is achieved. The constraints dictate the flexibility of 
choosing between extra labor and machinery or sequencing of operations like 
tillage and fertilizer application. The farm size, any farmland rental rates, 
ownership structure and commodity prices are customizable in PCLP-GAMS, but 
are held constant in this case study analysis.  
 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 16% 13% 10% 9% 8% 8% 
19-Apr 17% 14% 12% 10% 10% 9% 
4-May 20% 17% 14% 13% 12% 12% 
19-May 23% 19% 17% 16% 15% 15% 
4-Jun 26% 23% 21% 19% 18% 18% 
19-Jun - - - - - - 
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3.5.7. PCLP Outputs 
The model outputs indicate the sequencing of all field operations, specific 
management choices, acreage by crop and crop rotations that maximize profits. 
The model output also includes total cost of production, net income and provides 
an itemized breakdown of costs associated with all individual activities. The 
model is run for the selected adaptation practices to estimate the associated 
costs and subsequent profitability.  
 
3.5.8. Modeling Scenarios 
The modeling scenarios are based on the modeling framework described 
in Section 0 (see Figure 2). The status quo management systems (without 
adapatation practices) are based on the most prevalent current crop rotations 
and management. These serve as the base cases for implementing adaptation 
practices. In this case we consider two crop rotations CC and CS to evaluate 
current management practices and additional practices identified in the literature 
as having the potential to adapt to projected climate change. The adaptation 
practices are then simulated in Daycent for the two status quo rotations to 
understand their impacts on crop yield and profitability. All of the chosen 
adaptation practices will be simulated for the two status quo cases (only 
changing the necessary management practice as required by the adaptation 
practice) to compare and contrast the results. In this study we simulate four 
adaptation practices for CC and five adaptation practices for the CS rotation.  
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Yield tables were generated based on Daycent yield output for the status 
quo cases and all the adaptation practices (after necessary management 
changes are made) for historical and projected weather data to account for the 
effect of weather on yield. The field work days estimated for historical and 
projected weather capture the impact of climate on the number of days available 
for field work over the course of the growing season. Similarly the moisture tables 
capture the effect of climate on varying moisture. All of these serve as inputs to 
the updated PCLP-GAMS (input costs and management practices) to estimate 
the profitability of selected adaptation practices. The historical run represents the 
current predominant cropping practices and serves as a no adaptation scenario 
for future climate runs in PCLP-GAMS. A detailed description of the modeling 
information encompassing all these factors along with the various inputs, 
datasets and number of runs are provided in Table 15 and in Figure 7. 
 
3.6. Modeling Adaptation Practices in PCLP-GAMS 
Status quo cases refer to the current and prevalent cropping systems in 
the Corn Belt today. The seeding population, planting date, fertilization rate and 
cultivation dates for CC and CS rotation are assumed based on general cropping 
practices in the Midwest. This is reasonable since the objective of this study is to 
analyze the effects of climate on yield and profitability, and the ability of the 
management adaptations to combat these effects.  
The management practices assumed that are modeled in Daycent for the 
status quo cases are described in Table 16 and Table 17.  
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Notice that the amount of fertilizer applied in CS rotation is less than a CC 
system due to the N-fixing capability of soybeans. The sensitivity of Daycent to P 
and K amendments is unknown as these are not modeled due to the emphasis 
on C and N cycling, but these are applied in PCLP-GAMS for each crop rotation 
as per the 2014 Purdue Crop Costs and Returns Guide for average productivity 
soil. In combination, these practices and assumptions serve as base cases for 









Table 15 Detailed Description of Modeling Framework 
Inputs Description No: of inputs/datasets/cases No: of runs 
Geographical 
scope 
One case study location in Renssalaer, Indiana 
(40.938,-87.151) 1 location NA 
Cropping 
systems 
CC and CS rotation 2 cropping systems NA 
Weather data Historical (1981 to 2010) and projected weather data from three GCMs (2041 to 2070) 4 data sets NA 
Time periods and 
planting, harvest 
combinations 
Season divided into time periods and different 
planting and harvest periods considered to account 
for changing planting and harvest dates  
17 time periods with 6x6 





Historical and projected field working days according 
to defined time periods based on historical and 
projected weather data 
4 data sets NA 
Moisture tables 
Moisture tables are estimated for historical and 
projected weather based on the planting and harvest 
combinations  
4 data sets NA 
Adaptation 
practices 
 Status quo practices without adaptation (pre-plant 
fert.) 
Selected adaptation practices for both CC and CS 
rotation 
 Irrigation 
 Changing planting and harvesting dates 
 Changing tillage (continuous no-till in CS rotation) 
 Nitrogen management (fall and starter+sidedress) 









Daycent model used to generate yield tables for 
assumed planting and harvest combinations for 
historical and projected weather data encompassing 
all adaptation practices for the two cropping systems 
41 yield tables (16 for CC and 





PCLP-GAMS used to evaluate the profitability of 
different adaptation practices for historical and 
projected weather data. The historical run is used to 
establish historical cropping practices. A no 
adaptation (using historical cropping practices from 
first run) and adaptation scenario is then run on 
PCLP-GAMS to compare and contrast between the 
merits of adaptation and no adaptation  
8 output data sets 8 PCLP-GAMS runs 
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Table 16 Management Log file for Continuous Corn (CC) 
Tillage 
Type Disk + Field Cultivated 
Fertilization 
Nitrogen 180 lb N/acre (UAN) 
Phosphorus  45 lb/acre (P2O5) 
Potassium 53 lb/acre (K2O) 
Lime 660 lb/acre  
Planting 
Date 6 planting dates 
Harvest 
Date 6 harvest dates 
Tillage 
Type Chisel Plow 
 
Table 17 Management Log File for Corn-Soybean (CS) Rotation 
CORN 
Tillage 
Type Disk + Field Cultivated 
Fertilization 
Nitrogen 160 lb N/acre (UAN) 
Phosphorus 48 lb/acre (P2O5) 
Potassium 55 lb/acre (K2O) 




Table 17 continued 
Planting 
Date 6 planting dates 
Harvest 
Date 6 harvest dates 
Tillage 








3.6.1. Adaptation Practice 1: Changing Planting and Harvest dates 
For this adaptation practice the planting and harvest dates are changed to 
account for early and late planting and harvest combinations. We use a total of 
six planting and harvest periods in two week intervals spanning the planting and 
harvest dates assumed in the status quo case. The planting date within each 
period is flexible in PCLP-GAMS and is assumed to occur in the middle of the 
individual planting periods (e.g. April 17th is assumed to be the planting date for 
the period April 11th to April 24th) when simulating crop growth in Daycent. The 




Date 6 planting dates 
Harvest 
Date 6 harvest dates 
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Table 18 Planting and Harvest Periods 
No: Planting periods Harvest periods 
1 March 27-April 11 September 5-September 19 
2 April 12-April 26 September 20-October 4 
3 April 27-May 11 October 5-October 19 
4 May 12-May 26 October 20-November 4 
5 May 27-June 11 Novermber 5-November 19 
6 June 12-June 26 November 20-December 5 
 
Other inputs and management information like tillage, fertilizer application 
timing etc. is varied based on assumptions made in the status quo case. The 
Daycent model is then run for each planting and harvest combination to generate 
unique yield tables for the two cropping systems for historical and future weather 
data. These yield tables serve as inputs in PCLP-GAMS for CC and CS rotation 
to represent the effect of changing planting dates.  
 
3.6.2. Adaptation Practice 2: Changing Tillage 
This adaptation practice involves the same simulation runs in Daycent as 
in the case of changing planting dates. The only difference being that the tillage 
activity is removed from the management log in Daycent and subsequently the 
scheduling table in PCLP-GAMS. This adaptation practice is only applicable to 
the CS rotation today because CC leaves behind too much residue and needs to 
be tilled. Daycent is used to generate yield tables for the assumed planting-
harvest (P-H) combinations after removing the tillage operation.  
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The yield adjustment table is then populated using the results and the 
tillage operation is removed in PCLP-GAMS to create a new continuous no-till 
CS crop rotation.  
 
3.6.3. Adaptation Practice 3: Nitrogen Fertilizer Management 
Three nitrogen management strategies are considered: fall application, 
spring pre-plant and starter at planting plus post-planting side-dress. The status 
quo case considers a spring pre-plant application, where all of the fertilizers are 
applied before planting, and no fall application or side-dress. Nitrogen 
management is applicable only for corn, as soybeans do not require any N 
fertilizer. To simulate this adaptation practice, the Daycent model is run with 
varying planting dates as before, but for two additional cases. 
o Fall application 
In this case, keeping the amount of fertilizer applied constant, we 
have a fall application after the harvest (sometime in November). The 
Daycent model is run with the varying planting dates and this change in 
the nitrogen application. In practice, a higher N rate would likely be 
required for post-harvest fall N application because of increased 
opportunity for leaching and other loss pathways over winter before 
planting. Increasing the N rate above pre-plant applied N for fall applied N 
in Daycent had the unexpected effect of increasing yields, so the rates 
were kept the same for fall and pre-plant N.  
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Leaching and runoff in Daycent are known not to be as well 
modeled as these processes are in other models. It may also be the case 
that the yield response to N relationship in Dayent is already beyond the 
maximum yield at the lower pre-plant N rate simulated. 
o Starter with side-dress 
In this scenario, 1/3 of the fertilizer is applied as starter (similar 
timing as status quo case) and 2/3 after planting as side-dress (assumed 
3 to 4 weeks after planting). The total amount of fertilizer applied is the 
same as in the case of spring pre-plant and fall application, but in practice 
would be lower. The Daycent model is run with this nitrogen management 
over the same range of planting dates described above. It should be noted 
that this is the agronomically recommended practice assumed in state 
extension service N-rate recommendations. 
The yield adjustment table is estimated for both alternative nitrogen 
management strategies. These scenarios were included because warmer and 
wetter winter and spring conditions would reasonably be expected to result in 
greater over winter N losses and may constrain pre-plant field operations. Since 
the quantity of fertilizers remain the same in both cases, this doesn’t change the 
costs in PCLP, but the optimal timing of the management operations might 
change, affecting the final cropping decisions based on the interaction of 




3.6.4. Adaptation Practice 4:Irrigation 
This adaptation practice involves the availability of irrigation for crop 
growth. Water availability is estimated to be 15 cm and the amount of land that 
can be irrigated is 30% of the assumed land area. The amount of water used was 
estimated by dividing the total water used by the irrigated acres in Indiana. The 
assumed percentage of farm acres with irrigation available was calculated by 
dividing the land area irrigated currently by the total planted acres.  
All the estimates are based on the 2008 NASS Farm and Ranch Irrigation 
Survey data (http://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/Irrigation_Survey/). The 
Daycent model is run for the different planting periods with the inclusion of 
irrigation to estimate the yield adjustment tables. The cost of irrigation, including 
variable and annualized capital costs based on the NASS irrigation survey, is 
incorporated in PCLP-GAMS. Timing of irrigation is not included as a scheduling 
operation. The detailed breakdown of costs is shown in Table A 1. Total water 
availability is included as a constraint using a total irrigation ceiling cost and an 
additional constraint is placed on the amount of land that is irrigated. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
The effect of climate change on crop yield is an input to the economic 
optimization in PCLP-GAMS. All the adaptation practices along with status quo 
cases for CC and CS rotation are simulated in Daycent to estimate the yield for 
the historical and future climate. This yield along with good field working days, 
grain moisture variations and costs are incorporated into PCLP-GAMS to 
evaluate the economic impact of different adaptation practices.  
 
4.1. Climate Change Impacts on Yield  
The results from the Daycent model for CC and CS rotation for all the 
adaptation practices under the historical and projected climate are summarized in 
Table 19. The values reported in the table are the highest yields simulated under 
each adaptation practice for a unique P-H combination. Some of the key points 





4.1.1. Effect of Climate Projections on Yield 
A subset of results from the Daycent runs is shown in Table 20. The 
increase/decrease in yield for projections are represented as percentage 
changes relative to the simulated yields under the historical climate based on the 
values in the P-H row in Table 19. Although these relative comparisons allow for 
different planting and harvest combinations, which is one type of management 
adaptation, they do not include any other adaptation practice and hence isolates 
the effect of different climate projections on crop yield (over the different P-H 
combinations that maximize yield). The effect of climate on different P-H 
combinations will be discussed in detail later. 
The results indicate that under GFDL projections, yields for corn under CC 
and CS rotation show a significant decrease. Among CC and CS roation, corn 
under CS rotation has the highest decrease in yields. Corn yield under UKMO 
projection, does not show any effect in the case of CC. However, corn yield 
under CS rotation shows a slight decrease in yield. The corn yields under the 
NCAR projection shows an increase in corn yield for both CC and CS rotation 
with CC having the highest yield increase. In the case of soybeans, all 
projections show a yield increase, with UKMO projection being the highest. 
Analyzing the historical and projected weather data (see we observe that GFDL 
receives the least rainfall among the historical, NCAR and UKMO climate 





Table 19 Climate Change Impacts on Yield3 (bushels/acre)  
Adaptation 
CC ROTATION CORN ROTATION SOY 
Historical NCAR UKMO GFDL Historical NCAR UKMO GFDL Historical NCAR UKMO GFDL 











































































































                                            3 Table represents highest simulated yield for each adaptation practice for unique P-H combination. Coefficent of variation in parenthesis  
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Table 20 Effect of Climate Projections on Yield4 
Projections CC Rotation corn Rotation soy 
Historical 177.33 bu/acre 171.36 bu/acre 47.47 bu/acre 
NCAR 6% 4% 21% 
UKMO 0% -3% 22% 
GFDL -6% -13% 17% 
 
As far as temperatures are concerned, UKMO has the highest increase in 
maximum and minimum temperatues as compared to historical data and the rest 
of the GCMs. The trend of the yields from Daycent shows a heavy dependence 
on precipitation and also the effect of temperature changes.  
This trend in precipitation along with temperature might be the driver of 
yields. NCAR projections with relatively lower increases in temperature than the 
other two GCMs and a higher precipitation input than the historical and other 
future projections shows increases in corn yield, whereas the GFDL projection 
with higher temperatures than historical and NCAR, and the lowest rainfall has 
the lowest corn yield. Soybeans show an increase in yield with increasing 
temperatures, with UKMO, which has the highest increases in temperature 
relative to historical, having the highest yield increase. These results are in line 
with the literature which indicates that increases in temperature leads to a 
decreased corn yield although precipitation can offset these temperature effects.  




Also soybeans have a higher ceiling temperature for growth and respond 
positively to increasing temperatures in the range projected. Hence we see that 
two climate projections predict a decrease in corn yield (except corn yield under 
CC for UKMO), whereas NCAR leads to an increase in corn yield. Precipitation 
seems to be the major driver of this increase and decrease. All projections show 
an increase in soybean yields, mainly driven by temperature.  
 
4.1.2. Effect of Adaptation Practices on Yield 
Similar to the previous section, a subset of results from the Daycent runs 
are shown in Table 21. The increase/decrease in yield for GCM projections are 
represented as percentage changes relative to the historical yields. The yields 
are the average for each adaptation practice over all the GCMs to understand 
and isolate the effect of adaptation practices.  
Similar to the previous section, change in planting and harvest date 
combination is not the focus here, so the first row of Table 21 represents the 
mean of the P-H combinations that maximize yields over all GCMs in Table 19. 
Analyzing the yield impacts of adaptation practices for corn, we see that irrigation 
as an adaptation has the largest positive impact on yield. CC responds 
marginally better to irrigation than corn under a CS rotation. Split fertilization 
leads to marginal increase in yield and is similar for corn under both rotations. 
Rotation corn with no till also improves yield. However, fall application of fertilizer 
leads to decreased yields and is not a suitable adaptation practice.  
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Table 21 Effect of Adaptation Practices on Yield5 
Adaptation CC Rotation corn Rotation soy 
No adaptation 177.25 bu/acre 166.02 bu/acre 54.53 bu/acre 
Fall -7% -11% 0% 
Split 1% 1% 0% 
Irrigation 5% 4% 0% 
No till Not feasible 3% -4% 
 
This could be due to increased nitrogen losses through run-off and 
volatilization under the projected climate scenarios.In the case of soybeans, 
majority of the adaptation practices do not have any effect on yield, except for no 
till. Soybean yields under CS rotation with no till, leads to a decrease in yield that 
warrants further examination as it is counter to expectations.  
 
4.1.3. Effect of Climate Projections on Planting and Harvest Dates 
The effects of climate change on yield under different adaptation practices 
were documented in the previous two sections. However, climate change 
projections and adaptation practices also have an impact on planting and harvest 
combinations. Table 22 outlines the different P-H combinations achieving the 
highest yield under different climate projections and also varying adaptation 
practices. Any change in planting/harvest dates that maximize yield relative to 
the historical P-H combination is highlighted in red.  
                                            5 Table represents percentage yield changes for adaptation practices relative to historical 
yield (no adaptation, although P-H combination changes) in column one 
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Similar to the previous sections, all the results discussed are relative to 
the historical case.  
Analyzing the P-H combinations that maximize CC yield for different 
climate projections and adaptation practices, we see that NCAR projection has 
the greatest effect on change in P-H combinations whereas UKMO and GFDL 
projections do not show much variation in P-H dates. This is significantly different 
for rotation corn where all the climate projections show a significant change in 
yield maximizing P-H dates. In the case of rotation soybean all the climate 
projections lead to a different yield maximizing planting and harvest dates that 
lengthen the number of days between planting and harvest. The results indicate 
that changing climate is associated with a change in planting and harvest dates 
(except for CC under UKMO and GFDL) although the shifts do not follow a single 
trend. 
As far as adaptation practices are concerned, in the case of CC, irrigation 
shows the highest variability in P-H shifts. For all climate projections under 
irrigation a shift to an earlier planting date is preferred. However, in the case of 
fall application of fertilizer under NCAR a later planting and harvest combination 
achieves the highest yield.  
Split fertilization does not change the P-H dates for any climate projection. 
In the case of an adaptation scenario where only planting and harvest dates are 
allowed to vary, a later planting date is chosen for the NCAR projection. Rotation 
corn shows a higher degree of change in P-H combinations relative to CC. 
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Rotation corn under irrigation, no till and fall application of fertilizer shifts to an 
earlier planting date for all climate projections.  
Among the three adaptation practices, fall application of fertilizer has the 
earliest yield maximizing planting date. Split fertilization does not show any 
changes in P-H dates, as is the case for CC, for the NCAR and UKMO 
projections, shifts to earlier planting to maximize yield for the GFDL projection. 
When only the planting and harvest combinations are allowed to vary for rotation 
corn, a later harvest date maximizies yield under NCAR and an earlier planting 
date does so for GFDL. Rotation soybean prefers an earlier planting date for all 
adaptation practices, but the harvest dates that maximize yield vary. The shift in 
harvest dates are mixed, with mostly earlier harvest dates chosen for NCAR and 
UKMO and later harvest dates for GFDL although, this cannot be generalized.  
 
4.1.4. Effect of P-H Combinations on Yield 
P-H combinations have an effect on yield. This is shown in the different 
yield tables estimated from all the Daycent runs for climate projections and 
adaptation practices. Since there are 41 yield tables associated with all the 
climate projections for different adaptation practices, it is not feasible to discuss 
these effects in the same manner that the other adaptation practices were 
discussed.  
However, a planting date beyond 19th May leads to a decrease in yield 
and a harvest date beyond 12th October also decreases yieldfor all adaptation 
practices under the different climate projections.  
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Historical NCAR UKMO GFDL 
P-H 19 Apr - 12 Sep 4 May - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 
Fall 19 Apr - 12 Sep 4 May - 12 Oct 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 
Split 19 Apr - 12 Oct 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 
Irrigation 19 May - 12 Sep 4 May - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 
No till - - - - 
                      ROTATION CORN 
 Historical NCAR UKMO GFDL 
P-H 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 27 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 4 Apr - 12 Sep 
Fall 19 Apr - 12 Sep 4 Apr - 12 Sep 4 Apr - 12 Sep 4 Apr - 12 Sep 
Split 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 4 Apr - 12 Sep 
Irrigation 19 May - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 
No till 19 May - 27 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 19 Apr - 12 Sep 
                 ROTATION SOY 
 Historical NCAR UKMO GFDL 
P-H 19 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 12 Oct 
Fall 19 Apr - 12 Oct 4 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 12 Oct 
Split 19 Apr - 12 Oct 4 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 27 Sep 
Irrigation 19 Apr - 12 Oct 4 Apr - 12 Oct 4 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 12 Oct 
No till 19 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 27 Sep 4 Apr - 27 Sep 
 
4.2. PCLP Outputs 
Updated PCLP-GAMS is run for historical and projected climate to 
understand the impacts of climate change on management choices and also the 
feasibility of the selected adaptation practices to combat climate change. The 
following cases are simulated in PCLP-GAMS to compare and contrast the 
impacts of climate change on adaptation practices.  
 
                                            
15Table represents P-H combinations for adaptation practices that achieves maximum 
simulated            yield over all climate data for continuous corn and corn-soybean rotation 
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Case 1: Status quo case 
The status quo case representing the current cropping practices is 
assumed as the base case for the PCLP runs.  
The status quo case consists of CC and CS rotation with pre-plant 
fertilization. This status quo case is simulated in PCLP for future climate as a no 
adaptation scenario. 
Case 2: All adaptation case 
This case consists of all the adaptation practices discussed in the study. 
PCLP is run with all the adaptation practices for the historic as well as future 
climate projections. 
 
4.2.1. Status Quo Case Outputs 
This case represents the current cropping practices in the historical 
context and a no adaptation scenario with the current cropping practices held 
constant for a future climate. The results in Table 23  indicate the effects of not 
adapting to a changing climate.  
We see that a CC and CS rotation is preferred historically. Holding that 
constant aginst the three projections we observe that CC is a not a viable choice 
anymore. The changing climate also leads to different P-H combinations. In the 
case of NCAR, an earlier and later planting date and a later harvest date is 
chosen for corn. Soybean planting remains the same, but an additional later 
harvest window opens up. GFDL and UKMO has an earlier planting date and 
later harvest date for corn. Soybean planting is also shifted to an earlier window 
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and as in the case of NCAR an additional harvest period opens up. The variable 
cost in all three projections is the same since the same crop rotation is chosen 
and all of the land area is used up and is lesser than the historic case. As far as 
total and net income is concerned, not adapting to a changing climate leads to a 
decrease in both. This highlights an opportunity to adapt management practices 
with a changing climate. The next section looks at this scenario in detail.  
 
4.2.2. All Adaptation Case 
In the all adaptation case we open up all the adaptation practices for 
historical and future climate. When the historical weather is run with all the 
adaptation practices, we see that CC and CS rotation is replaced with a CS 
rotation with no till and continuos corn with irrigation. The variable cost remains 
the same; however the net income increases (by $15,220). We also see this 
increase in net income for all future climate projections as well. The highest 
increase in net income is for UKMO (by $7358), followed by NCAR and GFDL 
(by $3832 and $2241 respectively).  
As far as cropping options are considered, a CS rotation with split 
application is preferred as compared to a CS rotation as in the status quo case 
with the only exception being GFDL where a CS rotation is selected. Planting 





Table 23 Status Quo Outputs7 
Historical - preplant NCAR - preplant GFDL - preplant UKMO - preplant 
Outputs CC CS rotation CS rotation CS rotation CS rotation 
Land (Acres) 424.4 1575.6 2000 2000 2000 
Planting May 12 - May 26 
May 12 - May 26 
(Corn); Apr 12 - 
Apr 26 (Soybean) 
Apr 12 - Apr 26 and Jun 
12 - Jun 26 (Corn); 
 Apr 12 - Apr 26 
(Soybean) 
Mar 27 - Apr 11 and 
Apr 12 - Apr 26 
(Corn);  
 Mar 27 - Apr 11 
(Soybean) 
Mar 27 - Apr 11  
(Corn);  
 Mar 27 - Apr 11 
(Soybean) 
Harvesting Sep 5 - Sep 19 
Sep 5 - Sep 19 
(Corn);  
Sep 20 - Oct 4 
(Soybean) 
Oct 5 - Oct 19 and Oct 
20 - Nov 4 (Corn);  
Sep 20 - Oct 4 and Oct 
5 - Oct 19 (Soybean) 
Oct 5 - Oct 19 and Oct 
20 - Nov 4 (Corn); 
Sep 20 - Oct 4 and 
Oct 5 - Oct 19 
(Soybean) 
Oct 5 - Oct 19 and Oct 
20 - Nov 4 (Corn); 
Sep 20 - Oct 4 and Oct 
5 - Oct 19 (Soybean) 
Total variable 
cost $836,811 $774,000 $774,000 $774,000 
Net Income $537,616 $499,048 $437,110 $522,399 
Total Income $1,374,427 $1,260,877 $1,193,006 $1,297,028 




Table 24 All Adaptation Outputs8 
Historical - all options NCAR - all options GFDL - all options UKMO - all options 
Outputs CS rotation with no till 
CC with 
irrigation 
CS rotation with split 
app 
CS rotation 
with split app CS rotation 
CS rotation with 
split app 
Land (Acres) 1575.6 424.4 2000 1115.8 884.2 2000 
Planting 
May 12 - May 
26 (Corn);  
April 12 - April 
26 (Soybean) 
May 12 - May 
26 
Apr 12 - Apr 26 and 
Jun 12 - Jun 26 
(Corn); 
Apr 12 - Apr 26 
(Soybean) 
Apr 12 - Apr 26, 
Jun 12 - Jun 26 
and Sep 5 - 
Sep 19 (Corn); 
Mar 27 - Apr 11  
(Soybean) 
Apr 12 - Apr 
26 (Corn); 
 Mar 27 - Apr 
11 
(Soybean) 
Mar 27 - Apr 11 and 
Apr 12 - Apr 26  
(Corn); 
Mar 27 - Apr 11   
(Soybean) 
Harvesting 
Sep 5 - Sep 
19 (Corn);  
Sep 20 - Oct 4 
(Soybean) 
Sep 5 - Sep 19 
Sep 5 - Sep 19, Oct 5 
- Oct 19 and Oct 20 - 
Nov 4 (Corn);  
Sep 20 - Oct 4 and 
Oct 5 - Oct 19  
(Soybean) 
Oct 5 - Oct 19 
and Oct 20 - 
Nov 4 (Corn);  
Sep 20 - Oct 4 
and Oct 20 - 
Nov 4  
(Soybean) 
Oct 5 - Oct 
19 (Corn);  
Sep 20 - Oct 
4 and Oct 5 - 
Oct 19 
(Soybean) 
Sep 5 - Sep 19, Oct 
5 - Oct 19 and Oct 
20 - Nov 4 (Corn);  
Sep 20 - Oct 4 and 
Oct 5 - Oct 19  
(Soybean) 
Total 
variable cost $861,851 $774,000 $774,000 $774,000 
Net Income $552,836 $502,880 $439,351 $529,757 
Total 
Income $1,414,686 $1,264,640 $1,195,247 $1,293,585 
                                            8 Table represents optimized cropping choices and associated outputs for all adaptation practices runs for all climate data 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
The results show that climate change impacts crop yields. However the 
extent and direction of these impacts depend on different climate projections and 
crops. In this study, the NCAR GCM is associated with an increase in corn yields 
into the future (6% increase compared to historical), whereas GFDL and UKMO 
projections lead to a decrease in corn yield (3% and 13% respectively). Soybean 
yields increase for all future projections (17 to 22%). The adoption of irrigation 
and split fertilization in continuous and rotation corn (1 to 4%), and the adoption 
of no till in the case of rotation corn (by 3%) are found to be beneficial adaptation 
practices under a changing climate. Fall application of fertilizer for corn leads to a 
decrease in yield, relative to spring pre-plant fertilizer applications, and is not 
advisable. In the case of soybeans, adaptation practices do not affect yields for 
the crop model and climate projections analyzed. P-H date combinations that 
maximize yields also change with respect to a changing climate, but a 




Combining simulated yields under historic and projected climates with 
economic costs and management constraints in the PCLP-GAMS optimization 
model indicates that there is an opportunity to adapt to a changing climate. A 
change from the predominant historical cropping practices under the projected 
future climate can lead to higher returns. Among all the adaptation practices 
considered under the future climate, a CS rotation and CS rotation with a split 
application of nitrogen fertilizer leads to an increase in net income as compared 
to adopting the same historical cropping practices in the future.  
Hence we see that agriculture production is affected by climate change. 
Among the adaptation practices considered, irrigation, split application of fertilizer, 
crop rotations and changing tillage has a positive influence on corn yield. 
Soybean yields, although affected by a changing climate, do not respond to the 
adaptation practices considered. PCLP-GAMS successfully simulates the cost 
and feasibility of adaptation practices and suggests that there is the potential to 
slightly increase net income with the adoption of certain adaptation practices in 
the 2041-2070 mid-century period. 
Although this study analyzes the agronomic and economic impacts of 
climate change and associated adaptation practices that are more complete than 
any other previous analysis, it has certain limitations. The market dynamics in a 
changing climate, particularly on crop prices isn’t included in the analysis. The 
inclusion of predicted future crop prices from general equilibrium models would 
be useful. Although, these would be global crop prices and wouldn’t be 
applicable to a case study location as assumed in this study. The scope of 
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technology to counter climate change impacts is immense, but is not analyzed 
here. The equipment and labor efficiencies are fixed along with no yield trend 
gains, holding seed technology constant. Another important factor which is not 
analyzed in detail in this study is the distribution of climate variation and its 
impact on associated yield. The risk associated with cropping yields has the 
power to influence farmer decisions even though average yields might be high. 
The above assumptions on crop prices and technology make sense, since the 
aim of the study was to isolate the impacts of climate change on agriculture. 
However, an analysis that takes these factors into account is needed to inform 
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Figure A1 Monthly Distribution of Maximum Temperatures 
 











Table A 1 Updated (2014) Inputs for PCLP-GAMS 
LABOR AND LAND 
Line 




values Year Source URL  Notes 
282 area 
cropland acres 
farmed by soil 
group  
and ownership 














1.25  1.5 to 2  
Craig 
Dobbins  































labor (paid and 
unpaid) 













12600           Not used in calculations 
506 MachChg 
Charge for 
machinery 49500           




for rental 0        
508 CashRent 
Cash rent per 
acre of 
additional land 















Year Source Notes 




estimated from the 
link provided and 
costs calculated 301 drycap 
Dryer capacity in 














based on drying 
fuel cost and 5 
point moisture 
removal 









0.081   
 
VARIABLE INPUT COSTS 
Inputs CC RC RB 
http://www.agecon.purdue.edu/extension/pubs/id166_2014_Sept16_2013.pdf 
Seeds 122 122 73 
Fertilizer 153 138 61 
Lime Included in fertilizer 
Chemicals 44 44 28 
Hauling 15 16 5 
Interest 13 12 7 
Insurance 32 33 23 
Misc Included with insurance 
Fuel and 
repair 78 72 34 







Line # Input Description Legacy value Units Updated values  
441 to 445 
Inputs Variable inputs summed together 
Refer variable input 
cost sheet above 
Seeds 
Ccorn -183, 
Bcorn - 162,  
CBeanWR - 92 
$/acre 
Ccorn -457, 
Bcorn - 437,  










Fuel repair costs summed 
together Ccorn -30, 
Bcorn - 30,  




Bcorn - 72,  






Units Legacy value 
Updated 
values Year Source URL  Notes 
305 storecap bin capacity 250000        
No storage 
constraints  
         
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
351 numtractor Number of tractors by size class  Big -1, Small-2 
Big, 2 to 
3    
No need of small 






352 tractorhrpd Tractor hours available per day   Big-15, Small -15       
353 
numequip 
Numbers of each 
piece of equipment 
available       
  
354 Chisel        1   
355 Anhydrous 1   
356 FldCult 1   
357 Sprayer 1   
358 Cultivator 1     
This is more of a 
weed control 
mechanism 
359 CornPlanter 1   
360 OtherPlanter 1   
361 Combine 1   
362 
equiphpd 
Equipment hours  
available per day        
363 Chisel        15   
364 Anhydrous 15   
365 FldCult 15   
366 Sprayer 15   
367 Cultivator 15   




369 OtherPlanter 11 15    






440 yieldbase   
Base yield for crops   
Continuous Corn 
CCorn  - 177 
CCornf - 169 
CCorns - 177 











Tables A3 to A10 
 
 
    
Rotation Corn 
BCorn - 171 
BCornf - 154 
BCorns - 172 
BCorni - 180 
BCornNT - 173 
    
    
    
    
    
Rotation Beans 
CBeanWR - 48 
CBeanWRf - 48 
CBeanWRs - 48 
CBeanWRNT - 47 
CBeanWRi - 47 
    
LAND (ACRES) 
282 area Cropland acres 
farmed  
by soil group and 
ownership 
arrangement  









MACHINERY WORKING RATE 
Job Equipment Width Speed 































stalks 18 6 80% 8.25 10.5 1 10.5  10.5 17 20 
Chisel bean 





28 6 77% 8.25 15.7 1 15.7 15.7 15.7 1 8 
NH 20 5.5 80% 8.25 10.7 1 10.7 10.7 1 8 
Plant 
Field 
cultivator 28 6 81% 8.25 16.5 1 16.5 16.5 16.5 2 8 
Plant 8-30 20 5 69% 8.25 8.4 1 8.4 8.4 8.4 2 8 




corn 8-30 20 3 55% 8.25 4.0 1 4.0 4.0  16 20 
Combine 








dryreq  Drying Requirments         
Line # Crop TargMoist CostOffFarm CostOnFarm Source 
294 to 297 
CCorn        15 0.08125 0.039 
  
BCorn        15 0.08125 0.039 
CBeanWR     13 
CBeanWR      13     
 
TRACTOR HOURS FOR EQUIPMENT 
tractorrq Tractor hours req for each hour of equipment use   
Source Line # Equipment Big Small 









Combine   1 
 
CROP PRICES 
price Price of crops         
Line # Crop DryOffFarm DryOnFarm StoreOnFarm Source 
382 to 385 
Corn 4.8 4.8 5.2 (Purdue, 




















Water 198,880.00 acre-feet 
Planted acres 1,360,556.00 acres 
Water used 0.49 feet 
Water used  14.99 cm 
Land irrigated 30%   
Fixed costs land 207,209.00 acres 
Fixed costs 25,279,000.00 $ 
Maintenace and Repairs land 316,411.00 acres 
Maintenace and Repairs costs 3,428,000.00 $ 
Hired and contract labor land 135,611.00 acres 
Hired and contract labor costs 1,076,000.00 $ 
Total costs 45.18 $/acre 





Table A 2 Yield Tables for CC Under Historical Climate 
PLANTING DATE 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 177.33 176.88 174.85 166.98 159.11 151.24 
4-May 170.98 171.34 171.32 163.61 155.90 148.20 
19-May 172.84 173.34 173.34 165.54 157.74 149.94 
4-Jun 158.00 158.07 158.07 150.96 143.84 136.73 




Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 168.92 163.62 162.94 155.60 148.27 140.94 
4-May 164.52 163.07 162.70 155.38 148.06 140.74 
19-May 165.20 164.10 163.94 156.56 149.19 141.81 
4-Jun 148.50 148.66 148.59 141.91 135.22 128.53 
19-Jun 128.66 128.66 128.63 122.84 117.06 111.27 
IRRIGATION 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 185.40 184.43 184.04 175.76 167.47 159.19 
4-May 183.09 182.73 182.71 174.49 166.27 158.04 
19-May 186.09 185.65 185.66 177.30 168.95 160.59 
4-Jun 168.92 168.80 168.80 161.21 153.61 146.01 
19-Jun 145.20 145.20 145.20 138.67 132.13 125.60 
SPLIT APP 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 177.37 176.85 177.43 169.45 161.46 153.48 
4-May 170.10 170.29 170.12 162.46 154.81 147.15 
19-May 172.84 173.36 173.36 165.56 157.76 149.96 
4-Jun 157.85 157.91 157.90 150.80 143.69 136.59 




Table A 3 Yield Tables for CC Under NCAR Projection 
PLANTING DATE 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 186.02 172.76 173.36 165.56 157.76 149.96 
19-Apr 186.95 185.71 185.09 176.76 168.43 160.10 
4-May 187.50 185.27 184.95 176.63 168.30 159.98 
19-May 186.21 185.44 185.26 176.92 168.59 160.25 
4-Jun 169.44 169.75 169.73 162.10 154.46 146.82 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 167.12 166.72 170.09 162.43 154.78 147.12 
19-Apr 169.87 161.96 166.51 159.02 151.53 144.03 
4-May 167.17 164.32 164.78 157.36 149.95 142.53 
19-May 164.42 161.83 161.93 154.64 147.36 140.07 
4-Jun 145.90 146.08 146.03 139.46 132.88 126.31 
19-Jun 129.56 129.56 129.50 123.67 117.85 112.02 
IRRIGATION 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 179.50 171.14 178.53 170.50 162.46 154.43 
19-Apr 190.74 185.35 183.89 175.61 167.34 159.06 
4-May 195.26 191.76 190.86 182.28 173.69 165.10 
19-May 193.46 191.50 191.49 182.88 174.26 165.64 
4-Jun 180.23 180.20 180.20 172.09 163.98 155.87 
19-Jun 164.66 164.66 164.66 157.25 149.84 142.43 
SPLIT APP 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 188.25 169.21 182.69 174.46 166.24 158.02 
19-Apr 192.14 187.83 184.96 176.63 168.31 159.99 
4-May 180.94 179.59 178.55 170.52 162.48 154.45 
19-May 186.37 185.65 185.12 176.79 168.46 160.13 
4-Jun 166.19 166.46 166.42 158.93 151.44 143.95 




Table A 4 Yield Tables for CC Under UKMO Projection 
PLANTING DATE 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 168.46 169.52 165.41 157.96 150.52 143.08 
19-Apr 177.44 168.67 175.54 167.64 159.74 151.85 
4-May 166.87 167.34 167.26 159.73 152.20 144.68 
19-May 165.56 166.23 166.23 158.75 151.27 143.79 
4-Jun 146.76 147.63 147.63 140.98 134.34 127.70 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 155.52 159.94 157.37 150.29 143.21 136.13 
19-Apr 162.72 156.03 156.35 149.32 142.28 135.24 
4-May 150.47 148.37 148.85 142.15 135.46 128.76 
19-May 147.39 146.40 146.17 139.59 133.01 126.43 
4-Jun 131.23 131.41 131.37 125.46 119.55 113.64 
19-Jun 137.90 138.43 138.43 132.20 125.97 119.74 
IRRIGATION 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 176.39 174.49 174.87 167.00 159.13 151.26 
19-Apr 184.41 182.42 184.24 175.95 167.66 159.36 
4-May 180.56 179.30 178.69 170.65 162.61 154.57 
19-May 181.48 180.88 180.89 172.75 164.61 156.47 
4-Jun 159.71 159.57 159.57 152.39 145.21 138.03 
19-Jun 154.15 154.23 154.23 147.29 140.35 133.41 
SPLIT APP 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 174.05 168.83 167.35 159.82 152.29 144.76 
19-Apr 178.65 172.93 175.50 167.60 159.70 151.81 
4-May 163.35 163.32 163.12 155.78 148.44 141.10 
19-May 165.55 166.22 166.22 158.74 151.26 143.78 
4-Jun 145.95 146.68 146.68 140.08 133.48 126.88 




Table A 5 Yield Tables for CC Under GFDL Projection 
PLANTING DATE 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 165.02 163.09 160.32 153.11 145.90 138.68 
19-Apr 166.74 164.43 164.59 157.18 149.77 142.37 
4-May 156.86 156.80 156.75 149.69 142.64 135.59 
19-May 149.54 149.83 149.84 143.09 136.35 129.61 
4-Jun 131.16 131.71 131.71 125.78 119.86 113.93 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 147.50 145.97 151.12 144.32 137.52 130.72 
19-Apr 154.46 149.03 150.80 144.02 137.23 130.44 
4-May 144.95 143.14 142.46 136.05 129.64 123.23 
19-May 136.80 135.35 135.44 129.35 123.25 117.16 
4-Jun 118.82 118.38 118.32 112.99 107.67 102.35 
19-Jun 117.03 117.80 117.80 112.50 107.20 101.90 
IRRIGATION 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 169.19 165.20 165.34 157.90 150.46 143.02 
19-Apr 177.16 172.00 174.53 166.67 158.82 150.96 
4-May 171.02 169.51 169.89 162.24 154.60 146.95 
19-May 164.18 163.10 163.06 155.73 148.39 141.05 
4-Jun 144.20 143.82 143.82 137.35 130.88 124.41 
19-Jun 134.07 134.29 134.29 128.25 122.21 116.16 
SPLIT APP 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 165.31 162.16 162.99 155.66 148.32 140.99 
19-Apr 167.69 163.14 165.82 158.36 150.89 143.43 
4-May 154.09 153.09 152.97 146.08 139.20 132.32 
19-May 149.54 149.85 149.85 143.11 136.37 129.62 
4-Jun 130.66 131.00 130.99 125.09 119.20 113.31 




Table A 6 Yield Tables for CS under Historical Climate 
PLANTING DATE-SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 45.28 47.47 47.43 47.43 47.43 47.43 
4-May 41.08 43.22 43.23 43.23 43.23 43.23 
19-May 36.43 38.62 38.61 38.61 38.61 38.61 
4-Jun 28.59 30.84 30.83 30.83 30.83 30.83 





PLANTING DATE CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 171.36 169.79 169.65 169.65 169.65 169.65 
4-May 166.55 165.84 165.78 165.78 165.78 165.78 
19-May 168.42 167.91 167.85 167.85 167.85 167.85 
4-Jun 157.56 157.44 157.40 157.40 157.40 157.40 
19-Jun 132.81 132.77 132.76 132.76 132.76 132.76 
FALL APP CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 154.67 152.22 152.17 145.32 138.47 131.62 
4-May 148.61 146.49 146.43 139.84 133.25 126.67 
19-May 150.54 149.11 149.05 142.34 135.64 128.93 
4-Jun 137.65 136.85 136.80 130.65 124.49 118.33 
19-Jun 120.97 120.29 120.19 114.78 109.37 103.96 
FALL APP SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 45.36 47.54 47.55 43.27 38.99 34.71 
4-May 41.10 43.30 43.30 39.40 35.51 31.61 
19-May 36.48 38.69 38.69 35.21 31.73 28.24 
4-Jun 28.62 30.88 30.87 28.10 25.32 22.54 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 45.20 47.37 47.38 43.12 38.85 34.59 
4-May 41.00 43.17 43.15 39.27 35.38 31.50 
19-May 36.38 38.56 38.56 35.09 31.62 28.15 
4-Jun 28.53 30.78 30.78 28.01 25.24 22.47 




Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 175.83 174.42 174.62 166.76 158.90 151.04 
4-May 176.69 175.06 174.98 167.10 159.23 151.35 
19-May 179.67 178.37 178.27 170.25 162.23 154.20 
4-Jun 171.84 171.48 171.42 163.71 156.00 148.28 
19-Jun 147.47 147.43 147.42 140.79 134.16 127.52 
SPLIT APP CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 172.25 170.50 170.57 162.89 155.22 147.54 
4-May 166.81 165.97 165.90 158.44 150.97 143.50 
19-May 169.04 168.48 168.40 160.82 153.25 145.67 
4-Jun 158.03 157.90 157.86 150.75 143.65 136.55 
19-Jun 133.40 133.35 133.35 127.35 121.34 115.34 
SPLIT APP SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 45.28 47.44 47.45 43.18 38.91 34.64 
4-May 41.06 43.27 43.23 39.34 35.45 31.56 
19-May 36.44 38.64 38.64 35.16 31.69 28.21 
4-Jun 28.61 30.85 30.85 28.08 25.30 22.52 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 44.85 46.62 46.61 42.42 38.22 34.03 
4-May 41.11 43.26 43.26 39.36 35.47 31.58 
19-May 36.90 39.07 39.07 35.55 32.04 28.52 
4-Jun 28.91 31.18 31.18 28.37 25.57 22.76 
19-Jun 22.81 25.09 25.09 22.83 20.57 18.32 
NO TILL CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr - - - - - - 
19-Apr 173.28 172.76 172.74 164.97 157.19 149.42 
4-May 171.20 171.25 171.23 163.53 155.82 148.12 
19-May 173.15 173.37 173.36 165.56 157.76 149.96 
4-Jun 159.20 159.35 159.35 152.18 145.01 137.84 




Table A 7 Yield Tables for CS under NCAR Projection 
PLANTING DATE-SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 54.63 57.33 57.31 52.15 46.99 41.83 
19-Apr 52.47 55.09 55.03 50.08 45.12 40.17 
4-May 45.94 48.58 48.61 44.23 39.86 35.48 
19-May 40.06 42.73 42.71 38.87 35.02 31.18 
4-Jun 30.06 32.77 32.77 29.82 26.87 23.92 







PLANTING DATE CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 175.18 173.57 173.30 165.50 157.70 149.91 
19-Apr 177.68 175.87 175.49 167.59 159.69 151.80 
4-May 169.31 167.88 167.74 160.19 152.64 145.09 
19-May 165.61 164.65 164.66 157.25 149.84 142.43 
4-Jun 154.92 155.03 155.00 148.03 141.05 134.08 
19-Jun 144.41 144.51 144.50 137.99 131.49 124.99 
FALL APP CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 158.27 156.28 156.12 149.09 142.07 135.04 
19-Apr 156.77 155.25 155.25 148.27 141.28 134.29 
4-May 147.58 146.07 146.01 139.44 132.87 126.30 
19-May 140.87 140.22 140.13 133.83 127.52 121.22 
4-Jun 122.76 123.86 123.81 118.24 112.67 107.10 
19-Jun 105.83 107.33 107.30 102.47 97.64 92.81 
FALL APP SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 54.77 57.48 57.45 52.28 47.11 41.94 
19-Apr 52.54 55.20 55.22 50.25 45.28 40.31 
4-May 46.04 48.72 48.72 44.34 39.95 35.57 
19-May 40.15 42.83 42.84 38.98 35.13 31.27 
4-Jun 30.12 32.85 32.85 29.90 26.94 23.98 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 54.64 57.30 57.32 52.17 47.01 41.85 
19-Apr 52.38 54.98 55.01 50.06 45.11 40.16 
4-May 45.90 48.53 48.54 44.17 39.81 35.44 
19-May 40.01 42.66 42.67 38.83 34.99 31.15 
4-Jun 30.01 32.72 32.72 29.77 26.83 23.88 





Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 167.36 166.73 166.58 159.09 151.59 144.10 
19-Apr 176.86 175.56 175.48 167.59 159.69 151.79 
4-May 175.24 173.81 173.72 165.90 158.08 150.27 
19-May 173.77 172.60 172.52 164.75 156.99 149.23 
4-Jun 167.52 167.58 167.51 159.97 152.43 144.90 
19-Jun 161.26 161.59 161.57 154.29 147.02 139.75 
SPLIT APP CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 177.23 175.26 174.94 167.07 159.20 151.32 
19-Apr 178.99 176.80 176.64 168.69 160.74 152.79 
4-May 170.11 168.72 168.58 161.00 153.41 145.83 
19-May 167.23 166.14 166.04 158.57 151.10 143.63 
4-Jun 155.99 156.17 156.11 149.09 142.06 135.04 
19-Jun 144.50 144.54 144.53 138.02 131.52 125.02 
SPLIT APP SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 54.68 57.36 57.35 52.18 47.02 41.86 
19-Apr 52.44 55.05 55.08 50.13 45.17 40.21 
4-May 45.99 48.62 48.62 44.25 39.87 35.50 
19-May 40.09 42.74 42.75 38.90 35.05 31.21 
4-Jun 30.09 32.79 32.80 29.84 26.89 23.94 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 52.11 54.15 54.14 49.27 44.39 39.52 
19-Apr 51.43 53.42 53.43 48.62 43.81 39.00 
4-May 45.72 48.29 48.29 43.95 39.60 35.25 
19-May 40.11 42.74 42.74 38.89 35.05 31.20 
4-Jun 30.20 32.91 32.91 29.95 26.99 24.03 
19-Jun 23.13 25.88 25.87 23.54 21.21 18.89 
NO TILL CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 179.29 174.21 174.05 166.21 158.38 150.55 
19-Apr 183.42 177.24 177.35 169.37 161.39 153.40 
4-May 176.97 176.50 176.46 168.52 160.58 152.64 
19-May 175.13 175.17 175.12 167.24 159.36 151.48 
4-Jun 163.82 164.33 164.30 156.91 149.51 142.12 




Table A 8 Yield Tables for CS under UKMO Projection 
PLANTING DATE-SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 54.96 57.81 57.76 52.56 47.36 42.16 
19-Apr 51.59 54.32 54.25 49.37 44.48 39.60 
4-May 44.42 47.17 47.17 42.92 38.68 34.43 
19-May 37.50 40.26 40.26 36.63 33.01 29.39 
4-Jun 25.85 28.64 28.65 26.07 23.49 20.91 
19-Jun 17.70 20.56 20.56 18.71 16.86 15.01 
 
  
PLANTING DATE CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 163.92 162.56 162.24 154.94 147.64 140.34 
19-Apr 165.36 164.50 164.05 156.66 149.28 141.90 
4-May 154.91 154.35 154.33 147.39 140.44 133.50 
19-May 153.15 152.94 152.89 146.01 139.13 132.25 
4-Jun 142.72 143.59 143.56 137.10 130.64 124.18 
19-Jun 133.36 133.98 133.99 127.96 121.93 115.90 
FALL APP CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 144.91 142.74 142.78 136.36 129.93 123.51 
19-Apr 142.87 141.81 141.74 135.36 128.99 122.61 
4-May 129.62 128.86 128.83 123.03 117.23 111.44 
19-May 125.37 125.33 125.28 119.64 114.01 108.37 
4-Jun 106.69 108.15 108.10 103.23 98.37 93.50 
19-Jun 102.77 104.90 104.86 100.14 95.42 90.71 
FALL APP SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 55.13 57.93 57.91 52.70 47.49 42.27 
19-Apr 51.74 54.50 54.49 49.59 44.68 39.78 
4-May 44.51 47.28 47.28 43.02 38.77 34.51 
19-May 37.59 40.37 40.37 36.74 33.11 29.47 
4-Jun 25.90 28.71 28.71 26.13 23.54 20.96 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 54.95 57.75 57.72 52.53 47.33 42.14 
19-Apr 51.49 54.23 54.21 49.33 44.45 39.57 
4-May 44.38 47.13 47.13 42.89 38.65 34.41 
19-May 37.44 40.19 40.21 36.59 32.97 29.35 
4-Jun 25.81 28.59 28.59 26.01 23.44 20.87 





Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 163.55 162.35 162.29 154.99 147.69 140.38 
19-Apr 172.32 170.98 171.19 163.49 155.79 148.08 
4-May 165.19 163.97 163.90 156.53 149.15 141.78 
19-May 166.40 165.09 165.02 157.60 150.17 142.74 
4-Jun 159.23 159.22 159.19 152.03 144.86 137.70 
19-Jun 154.98 155.29 155.27 148.28 141.30 134.31 
SPLIT APP CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 165.94 163.32 163.61 156.24 148.88 141.52 
19-Apr 166.48 165.08 165.86 158.40 150.94 143.47 
4-May 154.81 154.27 154.24 147.30 140.36 133.42 
19-May 153.45 153.20 153.08 146.19 139.30 132.41 
4-Jun 142.53 143.41 143.39 136.93 130.48 124.03 
19-Jun 133.36 133.98 133.98 127.95 121.92 115.89 
SPLIT APP SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 55.02 57.79 57.76 52.56 47.36 42.17 
19-Apr 51.58 54.24 54.36 49.47 44.57 39.68 
4-May 44.44 47.20 47.19 42.94 38.69 34.45 
19-May 37.52 40.28 40.29 36.66 33.04 29.41 
4-Jun 25.87 28.66 28.66 26.08 23.50 20.92 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 52.11 54.15 54.14 49.27 44.39 39.52 
19-Apr 51.43 53.42 53.43 48.62 43.81 39.00 
4-May 45.72 48.29 48.29 43.95 39.60 35.25 
19-May 40.11 42.74 42.74 38.89 35.05 31.20 
4-Jun 30.20 32.91 32.91 29.95 26.99 24.03 




NO TILL CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 179.29 174.21 174.05 166.21 158.38 150.55 
19-Apr 183.42 177.24 177.35 169.37 161.39 153.40 
4-May 176.97 176.50 176.46 168.52 160.58 152.64 
19-May 175.13 175.17 175.12 167.24 159.36 151.48 
4-Jun 163.82 164.33 164.30 156.91 149.51 142.12 




Table A 9 Yield Tables for CS under GFDL Projection 
PLANTING DATE-SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 52.79 55.49 55.50 50.51 45.51 40.52 
19-Apr 50.60 53.30 53.31 48.51 43.71 38.91 
4-May 43.33 46.02 46.03 41.89 37.74 33.60 
19-May 36.16 38.83 38.82 35.33 31.84 28.34 
4-Jun 23.02 25.75 25.75 23.43 21.11 18.80 
19-Jun 13.94 16.57 16.57 15.07 13.58 12.09 
 
PLANTING DATE CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 149.77 148.89 148.74 142.04 135.35 128.66 
19-Apr 149.68 148.99 149.04 142.33 135.62 128.92 
4-May 140.43 140.15 140.11 133.81 127.50 121.20 
19-May 134.24 134.33 134.31 128.27 122.22 116.18 
4-Jun 118.24 119.03 119.01 113.65 108.30 102.94 
19-Jun 107.12 108.20 108.19 103.32 98.45 93.59 
FALL APP CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 134.50 133.20 133.22 127.23 121.23 115.24 
19-Apr 131.76 130.62 130.61 124.73 118.85 112.97 
4-May 118.97 118.20 118.18 112.86 107.54 102.22 
19-May 111.59 111.67 111.64 106.61 101.59 96.57 
4-Jun 91.03 92.26 92.22 88.07 83.92 79.77 
19-Jun 81.85 84.16 84.13 80.34 76.56 72.77 
FALL APP SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 52.88 55.61 55.61 50.60 45.60 40.59 
19-Apr 50.68 53.42 53.41 48.60 43.79 38.99 
4-May 43.41 46.13 46.13 41.98 37.82 33.67 
19-May 36.22 38.94 38.94 35.44 31.93 28.43 
4-Jun 23.05 25.80 25.80 23.48 21.16 18.83 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 52.72 55.42 55.48 50.49 45.50 40.50 
19-Apr 50.53 53.22 53.18 48.40 43.61 38.82 
4-May 43.26 45.96 45.95 41.81 37.68 33.54 
19-May 36.06 38.76 38.76 35.28 31.79 28.30 
4-Jun 22.93 25.66 25.67 23.36 21.05 18.74 





Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 151.06 150.60 150.46 143.69 136.92 130.15 
19-Apr 158.56 157.77 157.68 150.58 143.49 136.39 
4-May 153.82 152.54 152.50 145.64 138.78 131.92 
19-May 149.19 147.96 147.92 141.26 134.60 127.95 
4-Jun 137.30 136.92 136.89 130.73 124.57 118.41 
19-Jun 127.36 128.08 128.07 122.31 116.54 110.78 
SPLIT APP CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 151.53 150.57 150.35 143.59 136.82 130.06 
19-Apr 151.22 150.41 150.34 143.58 136.81 130.05 
4-May 140.56 140.22 140.22 133.91 127.60 121.29 
19-May 134.95 134.92 134.87 128.81 122.74 116.67 
4-Jun 118.39 119.13 119.09 113.73 108.38 103.02 
19-Jun 107.32 108.41 108.40 103.52 98.65 93.77 
SPLIT APP SOY 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 52.85 55.58 55.52 50.52 45.53 40.53 
19-Apr 50.63 53.31 53.32 48.53 43.73 38.93 
4-May 43.35 46.06 46.06 41.91 37.77 33.62 
19-May 36.15 38.85 38.85 35.36 31.86 28.36 
4-Jun 23.04 25.77 25.77 23.45 21.13 18.81 






Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 51.03 53.34 53.33 48.53 43.73 38.93 
19-Apr 49.95 52.35 52.35 47.64 42.92 38.21 
4-May 43.35 46.02 46.01 41.87 37.73 33.59 
19-May 36.25 38.94 38.95 35.44 31.94 28.43 
4-Jun 23.23 25.98 25.98 23.64 21.31 18.97 
19-Jun 13.97 16.63 16.63 15.14 13.64 12.14 
  
NO TILL CORN 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 154.34 153.89 153.86 146.94 140.01 133.09 
19-Apr 157.57 156.74 156.72 149.67 142.62 135.56 
4-May 145.77 146.49 146.47 139.88 133.29 126.70 
19-May 139.95 140.92 140.91 134.57 128.23 121.89 
4-Jun 120.55 121.65 121.64 116.16 110.69 105.22 








Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 23% 23% 21% 19% 19% 18% 
19-Apr 25% 23% 22% 21% 20% 20% 
4-May - 24% 23% 22% 22% 21% 
19-May - 26% 25% 24% 24% 23% 
4-Jun - 23% 21% 19% 26% 26% 








Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 16% 13% 10% 9% 8% 8% 
19-Apr 17% 14% 12% 10% 10% 9% 
4-May 20% 17% 14% 13% 12% 12% 
19-May 23% 19% 17% 16% 15% 15% 
4-Jun 26% 23% 21% 19% 18% 18% 
19-Jun - - - - - - 
GFDL 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 13% 10% 7% 6% 5% 5% 
19-Apr 14% 11% 8% 6% 6% 6% 
4-May 17% 13% 11% 9% 8% 8% 
19-May 20% 16% 14% 12% 11% 11% 
4-Jun 24% 20% 18% 16% 15% 15% 
19-Jun - - - - - - 
UKMO 
Harvest 
Planting 12-Sep 27-Sep 12-Oct 27-Oct 12-Nov 27-Nov 
4-Apr 13% 10% 7% 5% 4% 4% 
19-Apr 15% 11% 9% 7% 6% 6% 
4-May 15% 12% 10% 8% 7% 6% 
19-May 21% 17% 15% 13% 12% 12% 
4-Jun 25% 21% 19% 17% 16% 16% 




PCLP-GAMS Version 2.0 Code 
* GAMS Code for New PCLP -- Version 1.0 1 
* Authors: Paul Preckel and Craig Dobbins 2 
* Date: October 17, 2006 3 
* 4 
* Version 2.0 5 
DATE: October 1, 2014 6 
*Author: Sajeev, EM  7 
* First, define the sets from which users will select. 8 
* 9 
scalar debug / 1 / ; 10 
$offsymxref 11 
$offsymlist 12 
option limcol=0,limrow=0,solprint=off ; 13 
if (debug gt 0, 14 
OPTION limcol=40,limrow=21,solprint=on ; 15 
) ; 16 
SETS 17 
  aa  Agent receiving income / 18 
      Farmer       Owner-operator 19 
      Tenant       Tenant 20 
      Landlord     Landlord / 21 
  ab  Storage bin / 22 
      bin1*bin3    Storage bins / 23 
  ac  Crop / 24 
      CCorni       CC with irrigation 25 
      DWBean       Double-crop beans after wheat 26 
      CCorn        CC 27 
      BCorn        Corn after beans 28 
      BCornf       Corn after beans with fall app 29 
      BCorns       Corn after beans with split app 30 
      BCornNT      Corn after beans with no till 31 
      BCorni       Corn after beans with irrigation 32 
      WCorn        Corn after wheat 33 
      CBeanWR      Beans (wide row) after corn 34 
      CBeanWRi     Beans (wide row) after corn with irrigation 35 
      CBeanWRf     Beans (wide row) after corn with fall app 36 
      CBeanWRs     Beans (wide row) after corn with split app 37 
      CBeanWRNT    Beans (wide row) after corn with no till 38 
      CBeanNR      Beans (narrow row) after corn 39 
      BBean        Beans after beans 40 
      BPop         Popcorn preceded by any crop 41 
      Ccornf       CC with fall fertilizer app 42 
      CCorns       CC with split fertilizer app 43 
      OthCrop3     Other crop 3 / 44 
  af  Field Fields differrentiated by soil type / 45 
      Field1*Field10    Field index / 46 
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  ag  Commodities Homogeneous commodities / 47 
      Corn         Commodity corn 48 
      Bean         Commodity beans 49 
      Waxy         Waxy corn 50 
      Wheat        Commodity wheat 51 
      PCorn        Popcorn / 52 
  ah  Equipment / 53 
      PKSpreader   P&K spreader 54 
      Plow         Plow 55 
      Chisel       Chisel plow 56 
      Anhydrous    Anhydrous applicator 57 
      Disc         Disc 58 
      FldCult      Field cultivator 59 
      Sprayer      Sprayer 60 
      RotaryHoe    Rotary hoe 61 
      Cultivator   Cultivator 62 
      Other        Other equipment 63 
      CornPlanter  Corn planter 64 
      Drill        Drill planter 65 
      OtherPlanter Other planter 66 
      Combine      Combine harvester 67 
      OtherHarv1   Other harvester #1 68 
      OtherHarv2   Other harvester #2 69 
      Dryer        Grain dryer / 70 
  ah1(ah) Preparation equipment / 71 
      PKSpreader   P&K spreader 72 
      Plow         Plow 73 
      Chisel       Chisel plow 74 
      Anhydrous    Anhydrous applicator 75 
      Disc         Disc 76 
      FldCult      Field cultivator 77 
      Sprayer      Sprayer 78 
      RotaryHoe    Rotary hoe 79 
      Cultivator   Cultivator 80 
      Other        Other equipment / 81 
  ah2(ah) Planting equipment / 82 
      CornPlanter  Corn planter 83 
      Drill        Drill planter 84 
      OtherPlanter Other planter / 85 
  ah3(ah) Post-planitng equipment / 86 
      Anhydrous    Anhydrous applicator 87 
      Disc         Disc 88 
      FldCult      Field cultivator 89 
      Sprayer      Sprayer 90 
      RotaryHoe    Rotary hoe 91 
      Cultivator   Cultivator 92 
      Other        Other equipment / 93 
  ah4(ah) Harvesting equipment / 94 
      Combine      Combine harvester 95 
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      OtherHarv1   Other harvester #1 96 
      OtherHarv2   Other harvester #2 / 97 
  ah5(ah) Drying equipment / 98 
      Dryer        Grain dryer / 99 
  aops Crop operations / 100 
      Prep1*Prep6,Plant,Post1*Post4,Harv / 101 
  ai(aops) Preparation activities / 102 
      Prep1*Prep6 / 103 
  aii(aops) Post-planting activities / 104 
       Post1 / 105 
* Note that only one post planting activity is allowed in this version. 106 
* To add more, the PPL equations must be generalized. 107 
*Post4 / 108 
*  ai  Preparation activity / 109 
*      Prep1*Prep6  Preparation activities / 110 
  aj  Multiple crop index / 111 
      Crop1*Crop3  Crops in a multiple crop / 112 
  ak  Tractor size class / 113 
      Big          Big tractor 114 
      Small        Small tractor / 115 
  am  Multiple crops / 116 
* The following are degenerate (single crop) multiple crops. 117 
      CCorni       CC with irrigation 118 
      DWBean       Double-crop beans after wheat 119 
      CCorn        CC 120 
      BCorn        Corn after beans 121 
      BCornf       Corn after beans with fall app 122 
      BCorns       Corn after beans with split app 123 
      BCorni       Corn after beans with irrigation 124 
      BCornNT      Corn after beans with no till 125 
      WCorn        Corn after wheat 126 
      CBeanWR      Beans (wide row) after corn 127 
      CBeanWRf     Beans (wide row) after corn with fall app 128 
      CBeanWRs     Beans (wide row) after corn with split app 129 
      CBeanWRi     Beans (wide row) after corn with irrigation 130 
      CBeanWRNT    Beans (wide row) after corn with no till 131 
      CBeanNR      Beans (narrow row) after corn 132 
      BBean        Beans after beans 133 
      BPop         Popcorn preceded by any crop 134 
      Ccornf       CC with fall fertilizer app 135 
      CCorns       CC with split fertilizer app 136 
      OthCrop3     Other crop 3 137 
* The following are true multiple crops 138 
      WhtDWBean    Double-crop wheat and beans / 139 
  an  Variable inputs / 140 
      Inputs 141 
      FuelRep 142 
      Irrigation / 143 
  ao  Ownership arrangement / 144 
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      Owned        Owned land 145 
      Rented       Rented land / 146 
  ar  Rotation / 147 
      BCCCCBW      BCorn-CCorn-CBeanWR in a three year rotation 148 
      BCCBWW       BCorn-CBeanWR-Wheat in a three year rotation 149 
      WCDWB        WCorn-WhtDWBean in a two year rotation 150 
      BCCBW        BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation 151 
      BCCBWf       BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation with fall app 152 
      BCCBWs       BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation with split app 153 
      BCCBWNT      BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation with no till 154 
      BCCBWi       BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation with irrigation 155 
      BCCBN        BCorn-CBeanNR in a two year rotation 156 
      CC           CCorn in a continuous (one year) rotation 157 
      CCi          CCorn in a continuous (one year) rotation with irrigation 158 
      CCF          CCorn in a continuous (one year) rotation with fall fertilizer app 159 
      CCC          CCorn in a continuous (one year) rotation with split fertilizer app 160 
      BB           BBean in a continuous (one year) rotation / 161 
* Time periods -- Period name is the first and third letter of the month 162 
* followed by a number indicating the whether it is the first, second, etc. 163 
* period beginning in that month. 164 
  at  Time Period / 165 
      Dc1          December 6-March 26 166 
      Mr1          March 27-April 11 167 
      Ar1          April 12-April 26 168 
      Ar2          April 27-May 11 169 
      My1          May 12-May 26 170 
      My2          May 27-June 11 171 
      Jn1          June 12-June 26 172 
      Jn2          June 27-July 11 173 
      Jl1          July 12-July 26 174 
      Jl2          July 27-August 19 175 
      Ag1          August 20-September 4 176 
      Sp1          September 5-September 19 177 
      Sp2          September 20-October 4 178 
      Ot1          October 5-October 19 179 
      Ot2          October 20-November 4 180 
      Nv1          Novermber 5-November 19 181 
      Nv2          November 20-December 5 / 182 
; 183 
* 184 
* Now define the sets for the current problem. 185 
* 186 
SETS 187 
  a(aa)  Agent receiving income / 188 
      Farmer       Owner-operator 189 
*      Tenant       Tenant 190 
*      Landlord     Landlord 191 
 / 192 
  b(ab)  Storage bin / 193 
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      bin1         Storage bins 194 
 / 195 
  c(ac)  Crop / 196 
      CCorn        CC 197 
      Ccornf       CC with fall fertilizer app 198 
      CCorns       CC with split fertilizer app 199 
      CCorni       CC with irrigation 200 
      BCorn        Corn after beans 201 
      BCornf       Corn after beans with fall app 202 
      BCorns       Corn after beans with split app 203 
      CBeanWR      Beans (wide row) after corn 204 
      CBeanWRf     Beans (wide row) after corn with fall app 205 
      CBeanWRs     Beans (wide row) after corn with split app 206 
      BCornNT      Corn after beans with no till 207 
      CBeanWRNT    Beans (wide row) after corn with no till 208 
      BCorni       Corn after beans with irrigation 209 
      CBeanWRi     Beans (wide row) after corn with irrigation 210 
    / 211 
  f(af)  Field Fields differrentiated by soil type / 212 
      Field1       Field index 213 
      Field2       Field index 214 
 / 215 
  g(ag)  Commodities Homogeneous commodities / 216 
      Corn         Commodity corn 217 
      Bean         Commodity beans 218 
  / 219 
  h(ah)  Equipment / 220 
      Chisel       Chisel plow 221 
      Anhydrous    Anhydrous applicator 222 
      FldCult      Field cultivator 223 
      CornPlanter  Corn planter 224 
      Combine      Combine harvester 225 
      Dryer        Grain dryer 226 
      Sprayer      Sprayer 227 
      OtherPlanter Other planter 228 
 / 229 
  h1(h) Preparation equipment / 230 
      Chisel       Chisel plow 231 
      Anhydrous    Anhydrous applicator 232 
      FldCult      Field cultivator 233 
      Sprayer      Sprayer 234 
      / 235 
  h2(h) Planting equipment / 236 
      CornPlanter  Corn planter 237 
      OtherPlanter Other planter 238 
      / 239 
  h3(h) Post-planitng equipment / 240 
      Anhydrous    Anhydrous applicator 241 
      Sprayer      Sprayer 242 
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 / 243 
  h4(h) Harvesting equipment / 244 
      Combine      Combine harvester 245 
 / 246 
  h5(h) Drying equipment / 247 
      Dryer        Grain dryer 248 
 / 249 
  ops Crop operations / 250 
      Prep1*Prep3,Plant,Post1,Harv / 251 
  i(ops) Preparation activities / 252 
      Prep1*Prep3 / 253 
  ii(ops) Post-planting activities / 254 
      Post1 / 255 
  j(aj)  Multiple crop index / 256 
      Crop1*Crop3  Crops in a multiple crop 257 
 / 258 
  k(ak)  Tractor size class / 259 
      Big          Big tractor 260 
      Small        Small tractor 261 
 / 262 
  m(am)  Multiple crops / 263 
* The following are degenerate (single crop) multiple crops. 264 
      CCorn        CC 265 
      Ccornf       CC with fall fertilizer app 266 
      CCorns       CC with split fertilizer app 267 
      CCorni       CC with irrigation 268 
      BCorn        Corn after beans 269 
      BCornf       Corn after beans with fall app 270 
      BCorns       Corn after beans with split app 271 
      CBeanWR      Beans (wide row) after corn 272 
      CBeanWRf     Beans (wide row) after corn with fall app 273 
      CBeanWRs     Beans (wide row) after corn with split app 274 
      BCornNT      Corn after beans with no till 275 
      CBeanWRNT    Beans (wide row) after corn with no till 276 
      BCorni       Corn after beans with irrigation 277 
      CBeanWRi     Beans (wide row) after corn with irrigation 278 
     / 279 
  n(an)  Variable inputs / 280 
      Inputs       Seed fertilizer lime chemicals hauling interest insurance misc. 281 
      FuelRep      Fuel and reparis for tractor and harvester 282 
      Irrigation   Cost for irrigation / 283 
  o(ao)  Ownership arrangement / 284 
      Owned        Owned land 285 
*      Rented       Rented land 286 
 / 287 
  r(ar)  Rotation / 288 
       CC           CCorn in a continuous (one year) rotation 289 
       CCF          CCorn in a continuous (one year) rotation with fall fertilizer app 290 
       CCC          CCorn in a continuous (one year) rotation with split fertilizer app 291 
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       CCi          CCorn in a continuous (one year) rotation with irrigation 292 
       BCCBW        BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation 293 
       BCCBWf       BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation with fall app 294 
       BCCBWs       BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation with split app 295 
       BCCBWNT      BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation with no till 296 
       BCCBWi       BCorn-CBeanWR in a two year rotation with irrigation 297 
 / 298 
* Time periods -- Period name is the first and third letter of the month 299 
* followed by a number indicating the whether it is the first, second, etc. 300 
* period beginning in that month. 301 
  t(at)  Time Period / 302 
      Dc1          December 6-March 26 303 
      Mr1          March 27-April 11 304 
      Ar1          April 12-April 26 305 
      Ar2          April 27-May 11 306 
      My1          May 12-May 26 307 
      My2          May 27-June 11 308 
      Jn1          June 12-June 26 309 
      Jn2          June 27-July 11 310 
      Jl1          July 12-July 26 311 
      Jl2          July 27-August 19 312 
      Ag1          August 20-September 4 313 
      Sp1          September 5-September 19 314 
      Sp2          September 20-October 4 315 
      Ot1          October 5-October 19 316 
      Ot2          October 20-November 4 317 
      Nv1          Novermber 5-November 19 318 
      Nv2          November 20-December 5 319 
 / 320 
; 321 
ALIAS (t,s,u,w),(c,d),(j,l) ; 322 
* New aliases. 323 
ALIAS (m,mm) ; 324 
$onlisting 325 
* Land Resources 326 
PARAMETER 327 
 area(o,f) Cropland acres farmed by soil group and ownership arrangement 328 
  / owned.field1 2250 329 
    owned.field2 500 / ; 330 
* Labor Resources 331 
SCALAR 332 
 permhand  Permanent people available / 1.25 / 333 
 permhrpd  Permanent people hours worked per day / 12 / 334 
 temphand  Temporary people available / 3 / 335 
 temphrpd  Temporary people hours worked per day / 5 / 336 
 tempwage  Temporary worker hourly wage / 9 / ; 337 
* Drying and Storage Resources 338 
TABLE 339 
 dryreq(c,*) Drying requirements 340 
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          TargMoist  CostOffFarm  CostOnFarm 341 
 CCorn       15         0.08125      0.039 342 
 CCornf      15         0.08125      0.039 343 
 CCorns      15         0.08125      0.039 344 
 CCorni      15         0.08125      0.039 345 
 BCorn       15         0.08125      0.039 346 
 CBeanWR     13 347 
 BCornNT     15         0.08125      0.039 348 
 CBeanWRNT   13 349 
 BCorni      15         0.08125      0.039 350 
 CBeanWRi    13 351 
 BCorns      15         0.08125      0.039 352 
 CBeanWRs    13 353 
 BCornf      15         0.08125      0.039 354 
 CBeanWRf    13 355 
 356 
  ; 357 
SCALAR 358 
 dryhrs     Hours per day the dryer runs / 22 / 359 
 drycap     Dryer capacity in bushel-points of moisture removed per hour / 3000 / 360 
 ondrycost  On-farm dryer cost in $ per point / 0.039 / 361 
 offdrycost Off-farm dryer cost in $ per point / 0.081 / ; 362 
PARAMETER 363 
 storecap(b) / bin1 250000 / ; 364 
* Suitable field working days. 365 
PARAMETER fielddays(t)  Good field days per time period / 366 
      Dc1          9.3 367 
      Mr1          4 368 
      Ar1          5 369 
      Ar2          7 370 
      My1          9 371 
      My2          8 372 
      Jn1          9 373 
      Jn2          3.8 374 
      Jl1          3.5 375 
      Jl2          3.5 376 
      Ag1          3.5 377 
      Sp1          3.5 378 
      Sp2          3.5 379 
      Ot1          29 380 
      Ot2          12.3 381 
      Nv1          4.2 382 
      Nv2          8.2 / ; 383 
PARAMETER days(t)  Days per time period / 384 
      Dc1          110 385 
      Mr1          14 386 
      Ar1          14 387 
      Ar2          14 388 
      My1          14 389 
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      My2          14 390 
      Jn1          14 391 
      Jn2          14 392 
      Jl1          14 393 
      Jl2          22 394 
      Ag1          14 395 
      Sp1          14 396 
      Sp2          14 397 
      Ot1          14 398 
      Ot2          14 399 
      Nv1          14 400 
      Nv2          15 / ; 401 
* Machinery resources. 402 
PARAMETER 403 
 numtractor(k)  Number of tractors by size class / Big 2, Small 2 / 404 
 tractorhrpd(k) Tractor hours available per day  / Big 15, Small 15 / 405 
 numequip(h)    Numbers of each piece of equipment available / 406 
      Chisel       1 407 
      Anhydrous    1 408 
      FldCult      1 409 
      CornPlanter  1 410 
      Combine      1 411 
      Sprayer      1 412 
      OtherPlanter 1 413 
 / 414 
 equiphpd(h)    Equipment hours available per day / 415 
      Chisel       15 416 
      Anhydrous    15 417 
      FldCult      15 418 
      CornPlanter  15 419 
      Combine      11 420 
      Sprayer      15 421 
      Otherplanter 15 422 
 / ; 423 
TABLE 424 
 tractorrq(h,k) Tractor hours required for each hour of equipment use 425 
                   Big    Small 426 
      Chisel       1 427 
      Anhydrous           1 428 
      FldCult      1 429 
      CornPlanter         1 430 
      Combine             1 431 
      Sprayer             1 432 
      OtherPlanter        1 433 
; 434 
TABLE price(g,*) 435 
               DryOffFarm DryOnFarm StoreOnFarm 436 
      Corn         4.8        4.8        5.2 437 




* Rotation bounds. 440 
TABLE 441 
 rotbnd(*,ar)  Rotation bounds and multiple crops 442 
                  BCCCCBW    BCCBWW   WCDWB    BCCBW    BCCBN    CC      BB      443 
CCF     CCC     CCi     BCCBWNT     BCCBWi      BCCBWf      BCCBWs 444 
 445 
      LO          0          0        0        0        0        0       0       0       0       0       0           0           446 
0           0 447 
      UP          INF        INF      INF      INF      INF      INF     INF     INF     INF     INF     448 
INF         INF         INF         INF 449 
      CCorn                                                       1 450 
      CCornf                                                                      1 451 
      CCorns                                                                              1 452 
      CCorni                                                                                      1 453 
      BCorn                                    1 454 
      CBeanWR                                  2 455 
      BCornNT                                                                                                1 456 
      CBeanWRNT                                                                                              2 457 
      BCorni                                                                                                           1 458 
      CBeanWRi                                                                                                         2 459 
      BCornf                                                                                                                        1 460 
      CBeanWRf                                                                                                                      461 
2 462 
      BCorns                                                                                                                                    463 
1 464 
      CBeanWRs                                                                                                                                  465 
2 466 
 ; 467 
TABLE 468 
 multicrp(c,am)  Correspondence between single crops and multiple crops 469 
* The following are all degenerate. 470 
            CCorni  DWBean  CCorn  BCorn  WCorn CBeanWR  CBeanNR  BBean  BPop  471 
CCornf  CCorns  OthCrop3 BCornNT CBeanWRNT BCorni CBeanWRi BCornf BCorns 472 
CBeanWRf CBeanWRs 473 
   CCorn                      1 474 
   CCornf                                                                                  1 475 
   Ccorns                                                                                          1 476 
   CCorni     1 477 
   BCorn                             1 478 
   CBeanWR                                         1 479 
   BCornNT                                                                                                 1 480 
   CBeanWRNT                                                                                                        1 481 
   BCorni                                                                                                                   1 482 
   CBeanWRi                                                                                                                         483 
1 484 




   CBeanWRf                                                                                                                                                487 
1 488 
   BCorns                                                                                                                                           489 
1 490 
   CBeanWRs                                                                                                                                                491 
1 492 
 ; 493 
TABLE commcrp(g,c) Correspondence between commodities and single crops 494 
         CCorn CCornf CCorns CCorni CBeanWR BCorn BCornNT CBeanWRNT BCorni 495 
CBeanWRi BCornf CBeanWRf BCorns CBeanWRs 496 
Corn       1      1      1      1             1      1                 1               1               1 497 
Bean                                   1                      1               1                1               1 498 
 499 
 ; 500 
TABLE commbin(g,b) Storage of commodities in bins 501 
* The following nonsense puts both beans and corn into the same bin. 502 
          Bin1 503 
Corn        1 504 
Bean        1 505 
 ; 506 
 507 
 508 
* Crop operations. 509 
TABLE 510 
 equipuse(c,h,ops,*) Crop operations 511 
                               Start    End      WorkRate LaborHrs 512 
 513 
  CCorn.Chisel.Prep1              2      6        14.4      1 514 
  CCorn.FldCult.Prep2             2      6        26.8      1 515 
  CCorn.Anhydrous.Prep3           4      6        14.5      1 516 
  CCorn.CornPlanter.Plant         6      8        28        1.2 517 
  CCorn.Combine.Harv             14     17        9.5       2 518 
 519 
  CCornf.Anhydrous.Prep1         17      3        14.5      1 520 
  CCornf.Chisel.Prep2             3      6        14.4      1 521 
  CCornf.FldCult.Prep3            3      6        26.8      1 522 
  CCornf.CornPlanter.Plant        6      8        28        1.2 523 
  CCornf.Combine.Harv            14     17        9.5       2 524 
 525 
  CCorns.Chisel.Prep1             2       6       14.4      1 526 
  CCorns.FldCult.Prep2            2       6       26.8      1 527 
  CCorns.Anhydrous.Prep3          3       6       14.5      1 528 
  CCorns.CornPlanter.Plant        8       9       28        1.2 529 
  CCorns.Anhydrous.Post1          2       4       14.5      1.2 530 
  CCorns.Combine.Harv            14      17       9.5       2 531 
 532 
  CCorni.Chisel.Prep1             2      6        14.4      1 533 
  CCorni.FldCult.Prep2            2      6        26.8      1 534 
  CCorni.Anhydrous.Prep3          4      6        14.5      1 535 
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  CCorni.CornPlanter.Plant        6      8        28        1.2 536 
  CCorni.Combine.Harv            14     17        9.5       2 537 
 538 
  BCorn.Chisel.Prep1              2      6        14.4      1 539 
  BCorn.FldCult.Prep2             2      6        26.8      1 540 
  BCorn.Anhydrous.Prep3           4      6        14.5      1 541 
  BCorn.CornPlanter.Plant         6      8        28        1.2 542 
  BCorn.Combine.Harv             14     17        9.5       2 543 
 544 
  CBeanWR.OtherPlanter.Plant      2       6        28        1.2 545 
  CBeanWR.Sprayer.Post1           2       4        48.4      1.2 546 
  CBeanWR.Combine.Harv           14      17        9.5       2 547 
 548 
  BCornNT.Anhydrous.Prep1         2       7        14.5      1 549 
  BCornNT.CornPlanter.Plant       3       7        28        1.2 550 
  BCornNT.Combine.Harv           14      17        9.5       2 551 
 552 
  CBeanWRNT.OtherPlanter.Plant    3       7        28        1.2 553 
  CBeanWRNT.Sprayer.Post1         2       4        48.4      1.2 554 
  CBeanWRNT.Combine.Harv         14      17        9.5       2 555 
 556 
  BCorni.Chisel.Prep1             2      6        14.4      1 557 
  BCorni.FldCult.Prep2            2      6        26.8      1 558 
  BCorni.Anhydrous.Prep3          4      6        14.5      1 559 
  BCorni.CornPlanter.Plant        6      8        28        1.2 560 
  BCorni.Combine.Harv            14     17        9.5       2 561 
 562 
  CBeanWRi.OtherPlanter.Plant     2       6        28        1.2 563 
  CBeanWRi.Sprayer.Post1          2       4        48.4      1.2 564 
  CBeanWRi.Combine.Harv          14      17        9.5       2 565 
 566 
  BCornf.Anhydrous.Prep1         17      3        14.5      1 567 
  BCornf.Chisel.Prep2             3      6        14.4      1 568 
  BCornf.FldCult.Prep3            3      6        26.8      1 569 
  BCornf.CornPlanter.Plant        6      8        28        1.2 570 
  BCornf.Combine.Harv            14     17        9.5       2 571 
 572 
  CBeanWRf.OtherPlanter.Plant     2       6        28        1.2 573 
  CBeanWRf.Sprayer.Post1          2       4        48.4      1.2 574 
  CBeanWRf.Combine.Harv          14      17        9.5       2 575 
 576 
  BCorns.Chisel.Prep1             2       6       14.4      1 577 
  BCorns.FldCult.Prep2            2       6       26.8      1 578 
  BCorns.Anhydrous.Prep3          3       6       14.5      1 579 
  BCorns.CornPlanter.Plant        8       9       28        1.2 580 
  BCorns.Anhydrous.Post1          2       4       14.5      1.2 581 
  BCorns.Combine.Harv            14      17       9.5       2 582 
 583 
  CBeanWRs.OtherPlanter.Plant     2       6        28        1.2 584 
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  CBeanWRs.Sprayer.Post1          2       4        48.4      1.2 585 
  CBeanWRs.Combine.Harv          14      17        9.5       2 586 
   ; 587 
PARAMETER yieldbase(c)  Ideal yield by crop 588 
 / CCorn 153, CCornf 153, CCorns 153, CCorni 183, BCorn 163, CBeanWR 54, 589 
BCornNT 163, CBeanWRNT 54, BCorni 183, CBeanWRi 64, BCornf 163, CBeanWRf 54, 590 
BCorns 163, CBeanWRs 54   / ; 591 
TABLE vcost(c,n)  Variable costs by crop 592 
             Inputs  FuelRep  Irrigation 593 
  CCorn       457      78         0 594 
  CCornf      457      78         0 595 
  CCorns      457      78         0 596 
  CCorni      497      78         1 597 
  BCorn       437      72         0 598 
  CBeanWR     231      34         0 599 
  BCornNT     437      72         0 600 
  CBeanWRNT   231      34         0 601 
  BCorni      497      72         1 602 
  CBeanWRi    231      34         1 603 
  BCorns      437      72         0 604 
  CBeanWRs    231      34         0 605 
  BCornf      437      72         0 606 
  CBeanWRf    231      34         0 607 
  ; 608 
* Yield adjustment sets 609 
TABLE yieldadj(c,t,t)  Yield adjustment by crop plant date and harvest date 610 
                    Sp1   Sp2   Ot1   Ot2   Nv1 611 
   CCorn.Ar1        .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 612 
   CCorn.Ar2             1.00   .98   .94   .89 613 
   CCorn.My1              .95   .98   .94   .89 614 
   CCorn.My2              .92   .94   .90   .85 615 
   CCorn.Jn1                    .84   .84   .79 616 
   CCorn.Jn2                    .74   .74   .69 617 
   CCorn.Jl1                                .56 618 
 619 
   CCornf.Ar1       .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 620 
   CCornf.Ar2            1.00   .98   .94   .89 621 
   CCornf.My1             .95   .98   .94   .89 622 
   CCornf.My2             .92   .94   .90   .85 623 
   CCornf.Jn1                   .84   .84   .79 624 
   CCornf.Jn2                   .74   .74   .69 625 
   CCornf.Jl1                               .56 626 
 627 
   CCorns.Ar1       .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 628 
   CCorns.Ar2            1.00   .98   .94   .89 629 
   CCorns.My1             .95   .98   .94   .89 630 
   CCorns.My2             .92   .94   .90   .85 631 
   CCorns.Jn1                   .84   .84   .79 632 
   CCorns.Jn2                   .74   .74   .69 633 
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   CCorns.Jl1                               .56 634 
 635 
   CCorni.Ar1       .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 636 
   CCorni.Ar2            1.00   .98   .94   .89 637 
   CCorni.My1             .95   .98   .94   .89 638 
   CCorni.My2             .92   .94   .90   .85 639 
   CCorni.Jn1                   .84   .84   .79 640 
   CCorni.Jn2                   .74   .74   .69 641 
   CCorni.Jl1                               .56 642 
 643 
   BCorn.Ar1        .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 644 
   BCorn.Ar2             1.00   .98   .94   .89 645 
   BCorn.My1              .95   .98   .94   .89 646 
   BCorn.My2              .92   .94   .90   .85 647 
   BCorn.Jn1                    .84   .84   .79 648 
   BCorn.Jn2                    .74   .74   .69 649 
   BCorn.Jl1                                .56 650 
 651 
   CBeanWR.Ar1      .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 652 
   CBeanWR.Ar2           1.00   .98   .94   .89 653 
   CBeanWR.My1            .95   .98   .94   .89 654 
   CBeanWR.My2            .92   .94   .90   .85 655 
   CBeanWR.Jn1                  .84   .84   .79 656 
   CBeanWR.Jn2                  .74   .74   .69 657 
   CBeanWR.Jl1                              .56 658 
 659 
   BCornNT.Ar1      .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 660 
   BCornNT.Ar2           1.00   .98   .94   .89 661 
   BCornNT.My1            .95   .98   .94   .89 662 
   BCornNT.My2            .92   .94   .90   .85 663 
   BCornNT.Jn1                  .84   .84   .79 664 
   BCornNT.Jn2                  .74   .74   .69 665 
   BCornNT.Jl1                              .56 666 
 667 
   CBeanWRNT.Ar1    .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 668 
   CBeanWRNT.Ar2         1.00   .98   .94   .89 669 
   CBeanWRNT.My1          .95   .98   .94   .89 670 
   CBeanWRNT.My2          .92   .94   .90   .85 671 
   CBeanWRNT.Jn1                .84   .84   .79 672 
   CBeanWRNT.Jn2                .74   .74   .69 673 
   CBeanWRNT.Jl1                            .56 674 
 675 
   BCorni.Ar1       .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 676 
   BCorni.Ar2            1.00   .98   .94   .89 677 
   BCorni.My1             .95   .98   .94   .89 678 
   BCorni.My2             .92   .94   .90   .85 679 
   BCorni.Jn1                   .84   .84   .79 680 
   BCorni.Jn2                   .74   .74   .69 681 




   CBeanWRi.Ar1     .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 684 
   CBeanWRi.Ar2          1.00   .98   .94   .89 685 
   CBeanWRi.My1           .95   .98   .94   .89 686 
   CBeanWRi.My2           .92   .94   .90   .85 687 
   CBeanWRi.Jn1                 .84   .84   .79 688 
   CBeanWRi.Jn2                 .74   .74   .69 689 
   CBeanWRi.Jl1                             .56 690 
 691 
   BCornf.Ar1       .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 692 
   BCornf.Ar2            1.00   .98   .94   .89 693 
   BCornf.My1             .95   .98   .94   .89 694 
   BCornf.My2             .92   .94   .90   .85 695 
   BCornf.Jn1                   .84   .84   .79 696 
   BCornf.Jn2                   .74   .74   .69 697 
   BCornf.Jl1                               .56 698 
 699 
   BCorns.Ar1       .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 700 
   BCorns.Ar2            1.00   .98   .94   .89 701 
   BCorns.My1             .95   .98   .94   .89 702 
   BCorns.My2             .92   .94   .90   .85 703 
   BCorns.Jn1                   .84   .84   .79 704 
   BCorns.Jn2                   .74   .74   .69 705 
   BCorns.Jl1                               .56 706 
 707 
   CBeanWRs.Ar1     .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 708 
   CBeanWRs.Ar2          1.00   .98   .94   .89 709 
   CBeanWRs.My1           .95   .98   .94   .89 710 
   CBeanWRs.My2           .92   .94   .90   .85 711 
   CBeanWRs.Jn1                 .84   .84   .79 712 
   CBeanWRs.Jn2                 .74   .74   .69 713 
   CBeanWRs.Jl1                             .56 714 
 715 
   CBeanWRf.Ar1     .90   .96   .94   .90   .85 716 
   CBeanWRf.Ar2          1.00   .98   .94   .89 717 
   CBeanWRf.My1           .95   .98   .94   .89 718 
   CBeanWRf.My2           .92   .94   .90   .85 719 
   CBeanWRf.Jn1                 .84   .84   .79 720 
   CBeanWRf.Jn2                 .74   .74   .69 721 
   CBeanWRf.Jl1                             .56 722 
         ; 723 
 724 
TABLE moisture(c,t,t)  Moisture by crop plant date and harvest date 725 
                   Sp1   Sp2   Ot1   Ot2   Nv1 726 
   CCorn.Ar1        30    28    24    21    20 727 
   CCorn.Ar2              30    24    22    20 728 
   CCorn.My1              28    26    23    21 729 
   CCorn.My2              30    28    24    21 730 
   CCorn.Jn1                    26    26    22 731 
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   CCorn.Jn2                    28    29    23 732 
   CCorn.Jl1                                26 733 
 734 
   CCornf.Ar1       30    28    24    21    20 735 
   CCornf.Ar2             30    24    22    20 736 
   CCornf.My1             28    26    23    21 737 
   CCornf.My2             30    28    24    21 738 
   CCornf.Jn1                   26    26    22 739 
   CCornf.Jn2                   28    29    23 740 
   CCornf.Jl1                               26 741 
 742 
   CCorns.Ar1       30    28    24    21    20 743 
   CCorns.Ar2             30    24    22    20 744 
   CCorns.My1             28    26    23    21 745 
   CCorns.My2             30    28    24    21 746 
   CCorns.Jn1                   26    26    22 747 
   CCorns.Jn2                   28    29    23 748 
   CCorns.Jl1                               26 749 
 750 
   CCorni.Ar1       30    28    24    21    20 751 
   CCorni.Ar2             30    24    22    20 752 
   CCorni.My1             28    26    23    21 753 
   CCorni.My2             30    28    24    21 754 
   CCorni.Jn1                   26    26    22 755 
   CCorni.Jn2                   28    29    23 756 
   CCorni.Jl1                               26 757 
 758 
   BCorn.Ar1        30    28    24    21    20 759 
   BCorn.Ar2              30    24    22    20 760 
   BCorn.My1              28    26    23    21 761 
   BCorn.My2              30    28    24    21 762 
   BCorn.Jn1                    26    26    22 763 
   BCorn.Jn2                    28    29    23 764 
   BCorn.Jl1                                26 765 
 766 
   CBeanWR.Ar1      30    28    24    21    20 767 
   CBeanWR.Ar2            30    24    22    20 768 
   CBeanWR.My1            28    26    23    21 769 
   CBeanWR.My2            30    28    24    21 770 
   CBeanWR.Jn1                  26    26    22 771 
   CBeanWR.Jn2                  28    29    23 772 
   CBeanWR.Jl1                              26 773 
 774 
   BCornNT.Ar1      30    28    24    21    20 775 
   BCornNT.Ar2            30    24    22    20 776 
   BCornNT.My1            28    26    23    21 777 
   BCornNT.My2            30    28    24    21 778 
   BCornNT.Jn1                  26    26    22 779 
   BCornNT.Jn2                  28    29    23 780 
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   BCornNT.Jl1                              26 781 
 782 
   CBeanWRNT.Ar1    30    28    24    21    20 783 
   CBeanWRNT.Ar2          30    24    22    20 784 
   CBeanWRNT.My1          28    26    23    21 785 
   CBeanWRNT.My2          30    28    24    21 786 
   CBeanWRNT.Jn1                26    26    22 787 
   CBeanWRNT.Jn2                28    29    23 788 
   CBeanWRNT.Jl1                            26 789 
 790 
   BCorni.Ar1       30    28    24    21    20 791 
   BCorni.Ar2             30    24    22    20 792 
   BCorni.My1             28    26    23    21 793 
   BCorni.My2             30    28    24    21 794 
   BCorni.Jn1                   26    26    22 795 
   BCorni.Jn2                   28    29    23 796 
   BCorni.Jl1                               26 797 
 798 
   CBeanWRi.Ar1     30    28    24    21    20 799 
   CBeanWRi.Ar2           30    24    22    20 800 
   CBeanWRi.My1           28    26    23    21 801 
   CBeanWRi.My2           30    28    24    21 802 
   CBeanWRi.Jn1                 26    26    22 803 
   CBeanWRi.Jn2                 28    29    23 804 
   CBeanWRi.Jl1                             26 805 
 806 
   BCorns.Ar1       30    28    24    21    20 807 
   BCorns.Ar2             30    24    22    20 808 
   BCorns.My1             28    26    23    21 809 
   BCorns.My2             30    28    24    21 810 
   BCorns.Jn1                   26    26    22 811 
   BCorns.Jn2                   28    29    23 812 
   BCorns.Jl1                               26 813 
 814 
   CBeanWRs.Ar1     30    28    24    21    20 815 
   CBeanWRs.Ar2           30    24    22    20 816 
   CBeanWRs.My1           28    26    23    21 817 
   CBeanWRs.My2           30    28    24    21 818 
   CBeanWRs.Jn1                 26    26    22 819 
   CBeanWRs.Jn2                 28    29    23 820 
   CBeanWRs.Jl1                             26 821 
 822 
   BCornf.Ar1       30    28    24    21    20 823 
   BCornf.Ar2             30    24    22    20 824 
   BCornf.My1             28    26    23    21 825 
   BCornf.My2             30    28    24    21 826 
   BCornf.Jn1                   26    26    22 827 
   BCornf.Jn2                   28    29    23 828 




   CBeanWRf.Ar1     30    28    24    21    20 831 
   CBeanWRf.Ar2           30    24    22    20 832 
   CBeanWRf.My1           28    26    23    21 833 
   CBeanWRf.My2           30    28    24    21 834 
   CBeanWRf.Jn1                 26    26    22 835 
   CBeanWRf.Jn2                 28    29    23 836 
   CBeanWRf.Jl1                             26 837 
        ; 838 
* Resources and charges or indirect costs. 839 
SCALARS 840 
  PermLabor      Charge for permantent labor (paid and unpaid) / 60000 / 841 
  LandChg        Charge for present land (owned and rented)    / 315500 / 842 
  GrainHndl      Charge for grain handling improvemnts         / 12600 / 843 
  MachChg        Charge for machinery                          / 49500 / 844 
  RentAvail      Available land for rental                     / 0 / 845 
  CashRent       Cash rent per acre of additional land         / 366 / ; 846 
* The following creates some handy parameters to make sequencing constraints simpler. 847 
PARAMETER 848 
  start(ops,c)  Period to start activity i for crop c 849 
  done(ops,c)   Period by which activity i must be done for crop c 850 
  winter(ops,c) Equal to 1 if start of activity i and start of activity i+1 span the first period 851 
  lagmin(c)     Minimum lag for post-planting activity for crop c 852 
  lagmax(c)     Maximum lag for post-planting activity for crop c 853 
 ; 854 
 start(i,c)       = sum(h,equipuse(c,h,i,'Start')) ; 855 
 done(i,c)        = sum(h,equipuse(c,h,i,'End')) ; 856 
 winter(i,c)      = 1$(start(i,c) gt done(i,c)) ; 857 
*(start(i,c) gt start(i+1,c) and start(i+1,c) gt 0) ; 858 
 start('Plant',c) = smin((t,u)$yieldadj(c,t,u),ord(t)) ; 859 
 done('Plant',c)  = smax((t,u)$yieldadj(c,t,u),ord(t)) ; 860 
 lagmin(c)        = sum(h,equipuse(c,h,'Post1','Start')) ; 861 
 lagmax(c)        = sum(h,equipuse(c,h,'Post1','End')) + lagmin(c) - 1 ; 862 
 start(ii,c)$sum(h,equipuse(c,h,ii,'Start')) 863 
                  = start('Plant',c) + lagmin(c) ; 864 
 done(ii,c)$sum(h,equipuse(c,h,ii,'Start')) 865 
                  =  done('Plant',c) + lagmax(c) ; 866 
 start('Harv',c)  = smin((t,u)$yieldadj(c,t,u),ord(u)) ; 867 
 done('Harv',c)   = smax((t,u)$yieldadj(c,t,u),ord(u)) ; 868 
if (debug gt 0, 869 
display "Summary of Period Ranges for Activities",equipuse,start,done,winter ; 870 
) ; 871 
POSITIVE VARIABLES 872 
  Av(a,g,t)      Amount of commodity sold after storage in processed units (agent a 873 
commodity g period t) 874 
  Bv(a,c,t,u)    Amount of crop sold in unprocessed units (agent a crop c planted in t 875 
harvested in u) 876 
  Cv(f,k,c,i,t)  Amount of land prepared (field f tractor size k crop c preparation i period t) 877 
  Dv(o,f,m)      Amount of land in multiple crop m (ownership o field f) 878 
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  Gv(o,f,c,t,u)  Amount of land in crop c (ownership o field f planted t harvested u) 879 
  Hv(f,c,t)      Amount of land harvested (field f crop c period t) 880 
  Iv(a,n,f)      Amount of net cost (agent a input n field f) 881 
  Mv(f,c,t,s)    Amount of land post-planted (field f crop c post-plant oper. 1 planted in t 882 
post-planted in s) 883 
  Ov(t)          Labor sold off-farm in period t 884 
  Pv(a,h,c,t,u)  Amount processed in crop units (agent a equipment h crop c planted in t 885 
harvested in u) 886 
  Qv(o,f,r)      Amount of land in rotation r (ownership o field f) 887 
  Rv(o,f)        Amount of land rented (ownership o field f) 888 
  Sv(a,g,t)      Amount of commodity g placed in storage (agent a period t) 889 
  Vv(a,f)        Total variable cost charged (agent a field f) 890 
  Wv(f,t)        Workers hired (hours in period t to work on field f) 891 
  Xv(a,g,u)      Amount of processed commodity transfered to storage (agent a 892 
commodity g period u) 893 
  Yv(a,g,u)      Amount of stored commodity g sold for agent a after processing but before 894 
stroage (period u) 895 
  Zv(a)          Total net income (agent a) 896 
 ; 897 
PARAMETERS 898 
  IfAv(a,g,u)     Logical variable to keep track of whether Av with the given indices is used 899 
  IfCv(f,k,c,i,t) Logical variable to keep track of whether Cv with the given indices is used 900 
  IfGv(o,f,c,t,u) Logical variable to keep track of whether Gv with the given indices is 901 
used 902 
  IfHv(f,c,t)     Logical variable to keep track of whether Hv with the given indices is used 903 
  IfMv(f,c,t,s)   Logical variable to keep track of whether Mv with the given indices is used 904 
  IfPv(a,h,c,t,u) Logical variable to keep track of whether Pv with the given indices is 905 
used 906 
  IfSv(a,g,t)     Logical variable to keep track of whether Sv with the given indices is used 907 
  IfXv(a,g,u)     Logical variable to keep track of whether Xv with the given indices is used 908 
  IfYv(a,g,u)     Logical variable to keep track of whether Yv with the given indices is used 909 
 ; 910 
 IfAv(a,g,t)     = 1$sum(c,commcrp(g,c)*sum(u,yieldadj(c,u,t))) ; 911 
 IfCv(f,k,c,i,t) = 1$(((winter(i,c) eq 0 and (ord(t) ge start(i,c) and ord(t) le done(i,c))) 912 
                   or (winter(i,c) eq 1 and (ord(t) ge start(i,c) or ord(t) le done(i,c)))) 913 
                   and sum(h$equipuse(c,h,i,'LaborHrs'),tractorrq(h,k)) gt 0) ; 914 
 IfGv(o,f,c,t,u) = 1$yieldadj(c,t,u) ; 915 
 IfHv(f,c,u)     = 1$sum(t,yieldadj(c,t,u)) ; 916 
 IfMv(f,c,t,s)   = 1$(ord(s) ge ord(t) + lagmin(c) 917 
   and ord(s) le ord(t) + lagmax(c))$sum((o,u),IfGv(o,f,c,t,u)) ; 918 
 IfPv(a,h,c,t,u) = 1$h5(h)$yieldadj(c,t,u) ; 919 
 IfSv(a,g,t)     = 1$sum(c,commcrp(g,c)*sum(u,yieldadj(c,u,t))) ; 920 
 IfXv(a,g,t)     = 1$sum(c,commcrp(g,c)*sum(u,yieldadj(c,u,t))) ; 921 
 IfYv(a,g,t)     = 1$sum(c,commcrp(g,c)*sum(u,yieldadj(c,u,t))) ; 922 
VARIABLE 923 
  z              Total weighted net income (the objective) 924 
 ; 925 
EQUATIONS 926 
  LAF(o,f)       Land available (ownership o field f) 927 
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  ROT(o,f,m)     Rotation proportion constraints (ownership o field f multiple crop m) 928 
  DLG(o,f,c)     Linking constraitns for crops and multiple crops (ownership o field f crop c) 929 
  LAP(f,s)       Land availability by period (field f period s) 930 
  PRP(f,c,i,s)   Preparation sequencing (field f crop c prep activity i period s) 931 
  PLT(f,c,s)     Preparation-planting sequencing (field f crop c period s) 932 
* I don't think the following equations are right. 933 
  PPL(f,c,s)     Planting-post-planting sequencing (field f crop c period s post-plant activity 934 
ii) cumulative version 935 
  HAR(f,c,s)     Harvesting requirement (field f crop c period s) 936 
  HPR(f,c,s)     Harvesting-preparation or harvesting-planting (if no preps) sequencing 937 
(field f crop c period s) 938 
  MCCLO(o,f,c)   Crop acreage limitations (ownership o field f crop c) 939 
  MCCUP(o,f,c)   Crop acreage limitations (ownership o field f crop c) 940 
  FLA(s)         Field labor availability (period s) 941 
  TRA(k,s)       Tractor time availability (size k period s) 942 
  PEQ(h,t)       Tillage machine time availability (equipment h period t) 943 
  SEQ(h,t)       Planting machine time availability (equipment h period t) 944 
  HEQ(h,t)       Harvesting machine time availability (equipment h period t) 945 
  STA(f,t)       Field labor availability (field f period t) 946 
  PTA(s)         Field labor hiring availaibility (period s) 947 
  YLD(a,c,t,u)   Yield balance (agent a crop c planted in t harvested in u) 948 
  PRC(h,u)       Processing capacity (equipment h period u) 949 
  PCB(a,g,u)     Processed commodity availability (agent a commodity g period u) 950 
  STR(a,g,u)     Storage constraints (agent a commodity g period u) 951 
  STL(a,b,t)     Storage limits (agent a bin b period t) 952 
  VIN(n,f)       Variable input balance (input n field f) 953 
  VCT(a,f)       Crop variable cost balance constraints (agent a field f) 954 
  FLI(a)         Farm-level income balance (agent a) 955 
  OBJ            Weighted sum across agents of net income to agent a 956 
 ; 957 
* Coefficients. 958 
PARAMETERS 959 
  rhof(r,m)       Fraction of rotation r made up of multiple crop m 960 
* Labor requirements are in hours per land unit.  These have been suppressed. 961 
*  alphaa(f,k,c,i,t) Labor requirements (land prep  i tractor size k crop c field f period t) 962 
*  betaa(o,f,h,c,t,u) Planting labor requirements (ownership o field f planter h crop c 963 
planted in t and harvested in u) 964 
*  iotaa(f,k,c,w,ii,s,t) Labor requirements period t for post-planting activity ii in period w 965 
(field f tractor size k crop c plant in s harvest in t) 966 
*  thetaa(f,h,k,c,t) Labor requirements to harvest (field f equpment h tractor k crop c 967 
period t) 968 
*  pia(a,h,c,t) Labor requirements to process (agent a equipment h crop c period t) 969 
* The following separately track field labor requirements. 970 
  alphal(f,k,c,i,t) Field labor requirements (land prep  i tractor size k crop c field f period t) 971 
  betal(o,f,h,c,t,u) Planting field labor requirements (ownership o field f planter h crop c 972 
planted in t and harvested in u) 973 
  iotal(f,c,ii,s,t) Field labor requirements period t for post-planting activity ii in period w 974 
(field f tractor size k crop c plant in s harvest in t) 975 
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  thetal(f,h,k,c,t) Field labor requirements to harvest (field f equpment h tractor k crop c 976 
period t) 977 
  pil(a,h,c,t) Field labor requirements to process (agent a equipment h crop c period t) 978 
  lambdal(t) Field labor hours as a proportion of totla labor hours in period t 979 
  omegal(t) Field labor hours as a proportion of total labor hours for hired labor in period t 980 
* Tractor requirements are in hours per land unit. 981 
  alphat(f,k,c,i,t) Tractor requirements (land prep  i tractor size k crop c field f period t) 982 
  betat(o,f,h,k,c,t,u) Planting tractor requirements (ownership o field f planter h tractor k 983 
crop c planted in t and harvested in u) 984 
  iotat(f,k,c,ii,s,t) Tractor requirements period t for post-planting activity ii in period w (field 985 
f tractor size k crop c plant in s harvest in t) 986 
  thetat(f,h,k,c,t) Tractor requirements to harvest (field f equpment h tractor k crop c 987 
period t) 988 
* Equipment requirements are in hours per land unit. 989 
  betas(o,f,h,c,t,u) Planter time requirements (ownership o field f planter h crop c planted 990 
in t harvested in u) 991 
  alphap(f,h,k,c,i,t) Tillage equipment requirements (land prep  i tractor size k crop c field 992 
f period t) 993 
  iotap(f,h,c,ii,s,t) Preparation equipment requirements period t for post-planting activity ii 994 
on crop planted in period s (field f tractor size k crop c) 995 
  thetah(f,h,k,c,t) Harvester requirements to harvest (field f equpment h tractor k crop c 996 
period t) 997 
* Yields 998 
  betay(a,o,f,c,t,u) Yield (agent a ownership o field f planter h crop c planted in t 999 
harvested in u) 1000 
* Processing requirments. 1001 
  pid(h,c,t,u) Equipment use to process (equipment h crop c planted in t harvested in u) 1002 
in hours per unit of unprocessed output 1003 
  pir(h,c,t,u) Processing survival factor (equipment h crop c planted in t harvested in u) in 1004 
units of processed output per unit of unprocessed output 1005 
  kappau(a,g,u) Grain handling survival factor (agent a commodity g period u) 1006 
  betan(n,o,f,c,t,u) Amount of input used (input n ownership o field f planter h crop c 1007 
planted in t harvested in u) 1008 
  nuc(a,o,f) Land rental cost (agent a ownership o field f) 1009 
* Variable costs. 1010 
  alphac(a,f,k,c,i,t) Variable cost charged for preparation (agent a field f tractor k crop c 1011 
preparation i period t) 1012 
  betac(a,o,f,h,c,t,u) Variable cost charged for planting (agent a ownership o field f 1013 
planter h crop c planted in t harvested in u) 1014 
  iotac(a,f,k,c,w,ii,t,s) Variable cost charged for post-planting activity ii (agent a field f 1015 
tractor k crop c planted in w post-plant in t harvested in s) 1016 
  thetac(a,f,h,k,c,t) Variable cost for harvesting (agent a field f harvester h tractor k crop c 1017 
period t) 1018 
  phic(a,n) Variable input cost (agent a input n) 1019 
* Revenues. 1020 
  etai(a,c,t,u) Revenue for crop sold at harvest (agent a crop c planted in t sold in u) 1021 
  mui(a,g,t) Revenue for processed commodity sold after storage (agent a commodity g 1022 
period t) 1023 
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  xii(a,g,t) Revenue for processed commodity sold before storage (agent a commodity g 1024 
period t) 1025 
  lambdai(a,t) Off-farm wage rate received (agent a period t) 1026 
* More costs. 1027 
  omegai(a,t) Cost of hired labor (agent a period t) 1028 
  psii(a,g,t) Cost of storage (agent a commodity g period t) 1029 
  kappai(a,g,u) One-time cost of grain handling (agent a commodity g period u) 1030 
  taui(a,t) Cost per hour of hired field labor (agent a period t) 1031 
  pii(a,h,c,t,u) Variable costs for processing crop (agent a processor h crop c planted in t 1032 
harvested in u) 1033 
  phii(a,n) Revenue from other income (agent a "input" n) 1034 
* Objective weights. 1035 
  sigmao(a) Weight on net income in the objective (agent a) 1036 
; 1037 
* Set rotation proportions. 1038 
  rhof(r,m)$sum(mm,rotbnd(mm,r)) = 1/sum(mm$rotbnd(mm,r),1) ; 1039 
* Load labor coefficients -- total labor suppressed (use good field time only) 1040 
*  alphaa(f,k,c,i,t) = sum(h$equipuse(h,'WorkRate',i,c), 1041 
*    equipuse(h,'LaborHrs',i,c)/equipuse(h,'WorkRate',i,c)) ; 1042 
*  betaa(o,f,h,c,t,u)$sum(i,equipuse(h,'WorkRate',i,c)) = 1043 
*    equipuse(h,'LaborHrs','Plant',c)/sum(i,equipuse(h,'WorkRate',i,c)) ; 1044 
*  iotaa(f,k,c,w,ii,s,t) = sum(h$equipuse(h,'WorkRate',ii,c), 1045 
*    equipuse(h,'LaborHrs',ii,c)/equipuse(h,'WorkRate',ii,c)) ; 1046 
*  thetaa(f,h,k,c,t)$sum(i,equipuse(h,'WorkRate',i,c)) = 1047 
*    equipuse(h,'LaborHrs','Harv',c)/sum(i,equipuse(h,'WorkRate',i,c)) ; 1048 
* Craig -- No labor to do processing? 1049 
*  pia(a,h,c,t) = 0 ; 1050 
* Craig -- No difference between field labor and total labor? 1051 
  alphal(f,k,c,i,t) = sum(h$equipuse(c,h,i,'WorkRate'), 1052 
    equipuse(c,h,i,'LaborHrs')/equipuse(c,h,i,'WorkRate')) ; 1053 
  betal(o,f,h,c,t,u)$equipuse(c,h,'Plant','WorkRate') = 1054 
    equipuse(c,h,'Plant','LaborHrs')/equipuse(c,h,'Plant','WorkRate') ; 1055 
  iotal(f,c,ii,s,t) = sum(h3$equipuse(c,h3,ii,'WorkRate'), 1056 
    equipuse(c,h3,ii,'LaborHrs')/equipuse(c,h3,ii,'WorkRate')) ; 1057 
  thetal(f,h,k,c,t)$equipuse(c,h,'Harv','WorkRate') = 1058 
    (equipuse(c,h,'Harv','LaborHrs')/equipuse(c,h,'Harv','WorkRate')) 1059 
    $tractorrq(h,k) ; 1060 
  pil(a,h,c,t) = 0 ; 1061 
  lambdal(t) = 1 ; 1062 
* Craig -- No restrictions on hired labor hours as a proportion of total labor hours (i.e., 1063 
supervision)? 1064 
  omegal(t) = 1 ; 1065 
* Load tractor coefficients 1066 
  alphat(f,k,c,i,t) = sum(h$equipuse(c,h,i,'WorkRate'), 1067 
    tractorrq(h,k)/equipuse(c,h,i,'WorkRate')) ; 1068 
  betat(o,f,h,k,c,t,u)$equipuse(c,h,'Plant','WorkRate') = 1069 
    tractorrq(h,k)/equipuse(c,h,'Plant','WorkRate') ; 1070 
  iotat(f,k,c,ii,s,t) = sum(h$equipuse(c,h,ii,'WorkRate'), 1071 
    tractorrq(h,k)/equipuse(c,h,ii,'WorkRate')) ; 1072 
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  thetat(f,h,k,c,t)$equipuse(c,h,'Harv','WorkRate') = 1073 
    tractorrq(h,k)/equipuse(c,h,'Harv','WorkRate') ; 1074 
* Load planter use coefficients 1075 
  betas(o,f,h2,c,t,u)$sum(i,equipuse(c,h2,'Plant','WorkRate')) = 1076 
    1/equipuse(c,h2,'Plant','WorkRate') ; 1077 
* Load equipment use coefficients 1078 
  alphap(f,h,k,c,i,t) = (1/equipuse(c,h,i,'WorkRate')) 1079 
    $equipuse(c,h,i,'WorkRate')$tractorrq(h,k) ; 1080 
  iotap(f,h,c,ii,s,t) = (1/equipuse(c,h,ii,'WorkRate'))$equipuse(c,h,ii,'WorkRate') ; 1081 
  thetah(f,h,k,c,t)$equipuse(c,h,'Harv','WorkRate') = 1082 
    (1/equipuse(c,h,'Harv','WorkRate'))$tractorrq(h,k) ; 1083 
* Yields (output units/land unit). 1084 
  betay(a,o,f,c,t,u) = yieldbase(c)*yieldadj(c,t,u) ; 1085 
* Processing requirements (hours/unprocessed output unit). 1086 
  pid(h,c,t,u) = (moisture(c,t,u)-dryreq(c,'TargMoist')) 1087 
    *smax((a,o,f),betay(a,o,f,c,t,u))/drycap ; 1088 
* Survival factors for processing and handling 1089 
  pir(h,c,t,u) = 1 ; 1090 
  kappau(a,g,u) = 1 ; 1091 
* Input use (note these data are collected as cost per acre) 1092 
  betan(n,o,f,c,t,u) = vcost(c,n) ; 1093 
* Land rental cost per acre. 1094 
  nuc(a,o,f) = CashRent ; 1095 
* Variable costs. 1096 
  alphac(a,f,k,c,i,t) = 0 ; 1097 
  betac(a,o,f,h,c,t,u) = 0 ; 1098 
  iotac(a,f,k,c,w,ii,t,s) = 0 ; 1099 
  thetac(a,f,h,k,c,t) = 0 ; 1100 
  phic(a,n) = 1 ; 1101 
* Revenues. 1102 
* It appears we don't sell crops -- only commodities. 1103 
  etai(a,c,t,u) = sum(g,commcrp(g,c)*price(g,'DryOffFarm')) 1104 
    - offdrycost*(moisture(c,t,u)-dryreq(c,'TargMoist')) ; 1105 
  mui('Farmer',g,t) = price(g,'StoreOnFarm') ; 1106 
  xii(a,g,t) = price(g,'DryOnFarm') ; 1107 
  lambdai(a,t) = 0 ; 1108 
* More costs. 1109 
  omegai(a,t) = tempwage ; 1110 
  psii(a,g,t) = 0 ; 1111 
  kappai(a,g,u) = 0 ; 1112 
  taui(a,t) = tempwage ; 1113 
  pii(a,'Dryer',c,t,u) = ondrycost*(moisture(c,t,u)-dryreq(c,'TargMoist')) ; 1114 
  phii(a,n) = 0 ; 1115 
* Objective weights. 1116 
* The following gives the Farmer objective 100% of the weight. 1117 
  sigmao(a) = 1$(ord(a) eq 1) ; 1118 
* Right-hand sides. 1119 
PARAMETERS 1120 
  itA(o,f)         Amount of owned land (ownership o field f) 1121 
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  itF(a,b,u)       Storage capacity (agent a bin b period u) 1122 
  itHd(h,t)        Processor capacity (processor h period t) 1123 
  itHw(f,t)        On-farm field labor available (field f period t) 1124 
  itKh(h,t)        Harvester capacity available (harvester h period t) 1125 
  itKp(h,t)        Tillage machine capacity available (equipment h period t) 1126 
  itKs(h,t)        Planter capacity available (planter h period t) 1127 
  itLl(t)          On-farm good field time labor available (period t) 1128 
  itLa(t)          On-farm total time labor available (period t) 1129 
  itGLO(o,f,c)     Crop lower bounds by field and ownership 1130 
  itGUP(o,f,c)     Crop lower bounds by field and ownership 1131 
  itMt(k,t)        Tractor time available (tractor size k period t) \ 1132 
  itHl(t)          Hired field labor availability 1133 
; 1134 
 itA(o,f) = area(o,f) ; 1135 
 itF(a,b,u) = storecap(b) ; 1136 
 itHd('Dryer',t) = dryhrs*drycap*days(t) ; 1137 
 itHw(f,t) = INF ; 1138 
 itKh(h4,t) = fielddays(t)*numequip(h4)*equiphpd(h4) ; 1139 
 itKp(h,t) = fielddays(t)*numequip(h)*equiphpd(h) ; 1140 
 itKs(h,t) = fielddays(t)*numequip(h)*equiphpd(h) ; 1141 
* Craig -- There appear to be no limits on post-planting machinery availability. 1142 
 itLl(t)    = fielddays(t)*permhand*permhrpd ; 1143 
 itLa(t)    = fielddays(t)*permhand*permhrpd ; 1144 
 itGLO(o,f,c) = 0 ; 1145 
 itGUP(o,f,c) = INF ; 1146 
 itMt(k,t)  = fielddays(t)*numtractor(k)*tractorhrpd(k) ; 1147 
 itHl(t)    = temphand ; 1148 
* Variable bounds. 1149 
 Qv.lo(o,f,r) = rotbnd('LO',r) ; 1150 
 Qv.up(o,f,r) = rotbnd('UP',r) ; 1151 





























* Here are the guts of the model. 1179 
 1180 
  LAF(o,f) .. sum(m,Dv(o,f,m)) - Rv(o,f)$sum(a,nuc(a,o,f)) =l= itA(o,f) ; 1181 
 1182 
  ROT(o,f,m) .. sum(r$rotbnd(m,r),rhof(r,m)*Qv(o,f,r)) - Dv(o,f,m) =e= 0 ; 1183 
 1184 
  DLG(o,f,c) .. sum((t,u),Gv(o,f,c,t,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,u)) 1185 
    - sum(m$sum(r,rotbnd(m,r)*multicrp(c,m)),Dv(o,f,m)) =e= 0 ; 1186 
 1187 
  LAP(f,s) .. sum((o,c,t,u)$(ord(t) le ord(s) and ord(s) le ord(u)), 1188 
    Gv(o,f,c,t,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,u)) - sum((o,m),Dv(o,f,m)) =l= 0 ; 1189 
 1190 
* The sequencing constraints are a bit messier than the documentation because 1191 
* of the possibility that permitted periods for activities may span year-end. 1192 
 1193 
  PRP(f,c,i,s)$(((winter(i+1,c) eq 0 and ord(s) ge start(i+1,c) and ord(s) le done(i+1,c)) 1194 
    or (winter(i+1,c) eq 1 and (ord(s) ge start(i+1,c) or ord(s) le done(i+1,c)))) 1195 
    and (start(i,c) gt 0 and start(i+1,c) gt 0 and done(i,c) ge start(i+1,c))) .. 1196 
 1197 
    sum(k,sum(t$((winter(i+1,c) eq 0 and ord(t) le ord(s)) 1198 
    or (winter(i+1,c) eq 1 and ((ord(s) ge start(i+1,c) and ord(t) le ord(s)) 1199 
    or (ord(s) lt done(i+1,c) and ((ord(t) le ord(s)) or (ord(t) ge start(i+1,c))))))), 1200 
    Cv(f,k,c,i+1,t)$IfCv(f,k,c,i+1,t))) 1201 
    - 1202 
    sum(k,sum(t$((winter(i,c) eq 0 and ord(t) le ord(s)) 1203 
    or (winter(i,c) eq 1 and ((ord(s) ge start(i,c) and ord(t) le ord(s)) 1204 
    or (ord(s) le done(i+1,c) and ((ord(t) le ord(s)) or (ord(t) ge start(i,c))))))), 1205 
    Cv(f,k,c,i,t)$IfCv(f,k,c,i,t))) 1206 
    =l= 0 ; 1207 
 1208 
  PLT(f,c,s)$(((winter('Plant',c) eq 0 and ord(s) ge start('Plant',c) 1209 
    and ord(s) le done('Plant',c)) 1210 
    or (winter('Plant',c) eq 1 and (ord(s) ge start('Plant',c) 1211 
    or ord(s) le done('Plant',c)))) 1212 
    and (sum(i$(start(i+1,c) eq 0 and start(i,c) gt 0),start(i,c)) gt 0 1213 
    and sum(i$(start(i+1,c) eq 0 and start(i,c) gt 0),done(i,c)) ge start('Plant',c))) .. 1214 
 1215 
    sum((o,u),sum(t$((winter('Plant',c) eq 0 and ord(t) le ord(s)) 1216 
    or (winter('Plant',c) eq 1 and ((ord(s) ge start('Plant',c) and ord(t) le ord(s)) 1217 
    or (ord(s) lt done('Plant',c) and ((ord(t) le ord(s)) or (ord(t) ge start('Plant',c))))))), 1218 
    Gv(o,f,c,t,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,u))) 1219 
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    - 1220 
    sum(k,sum(t$((sum(i$(start(i+1,c) eq 0 and start(i,c) gt 0),winter(i,c)) eq 0 1221 
    and ord(t) le ord(s)) 1222 
    or (sum(i$(start(i+1,c) eq 0 and start(i,c) gt 0),winter(i,c)) eq 1 1223 
    and ((ord(s) ge sum(i$(start(i+1,c) eq 0 and start(i,c) gt 0),start(i,c)) 1224 
    and ord(t) le ord(s)) 1225 
    or (ord(s) le done('Plant',c) and ((ord(t) le ord(s)) 1226 
    or (ord(t) ge sum(i$(start(i+1,c) eq 0 and start(i,c) gt 0),start(i,c)))))))), 1227 
    sum(i$(start(i+1,c) eq 0 and start(i,c) gt 0),Cv(f,k,c,i,t)$IfCv(f,k,c,i,t)))) 1228 
    =l= 0 ; 1229 
 1230 
* I don't think the following equations are right. 1231 
  PPL(f,c,s)$(((winter('Plant',c) eq 0 and ord(s) ge start('Plant',c) 1232 
    and ord(s) le done('Plant',c)) 1233 
    or (winter('Plant',c) eq 1 and (ord(s) ge start('Plant',c) 1234 
    or ord(s) le done('Plant',c)))) 1235 
    and (sum(i$(start(i+1,c) eq 0 and start(i,c) gt 0),start(i,c)) gt 0 1236 
    and sum(i$(start(i+1,c) eq 0 and start(i,c) gt 0),done(i,c)) ge start('Plant',c)) 1237 
    and start('Post1',c) gt 0) 1238 
     .. 1239 
 1240 
    sum(t$((ord(t) ge ord(s) + lagmin(c)) and (ord(t) le ord(s) + lagmax(c))), 1241 
    Mv(f,c,s,t)) 1242 
    - sum((o,u),Gv(o,f,c,s,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,s,u)) =e= 0 ; 1243 
 1244 
  HAR(f,c,s) .. 1245 
    sum((o,t),Gv(o,f,c,t,s)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,s)) 1246 
    - Hv(f,c,s)$IfHv(f,c,s) =e= 0 ; 1247 
 1248 
* Below we assume no harvest period crosses the end of the year. 1249 
  HPR(f,c,s)$((start('Prep1',c) ge start('Harv',c)) 1250 
    and (start('Prep1',c) le done('Harv',c)) and (ord(s) ge start('Prep1',c))) .. 1251 
 1252 
    - sum(t$(ord(t) le ord(s)),Hv(f,c,t)$IfHv(f,c,t)) 1253 
    + sum((k,t)$(ord(t) le ord(s) and ord(t) ge start('Prep1',c)), 1254 
    Cv(f,k,c,'Prep1',t)$IfCv(f,k,c,'Prep1',t)) 1255 
    + sum((o,t,u)$((ord(t) le ord(s)) and (ord(t) ge start('Plant',c))), 1256 
    Gv(o,f,c,t,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,u))$(start('Prep1',c) eq 0) 1257 
    =l= 0 ; 1258 
 1259 
  MCCLO(o,f,c)$(itGLO(o,f,c) gt 0) .. 1260 
    sum((t,u),Gv(o,f,c,t,u)) =g= itGLO(o,f,c) ; 1261 
 1262 
  MCCUP(o,f,c)$(itGUP(o,f,c) lt INF) .. 1263 
    sum((t,u),Gv(o,f,c,t,u)) =l= itGUP(o,f,c) ; 1264 
 1265 
  FLA(s) .. 1266 
    sum((f,k,c,i),alphal(f,k,c,i,s)*Cv(f,k,c,i,s)$IfCv(f,k,c,i,s)) 1267 
    + sum((o,f,h,c,u),betal(o,f,h,c,s,u)*Gv(o,f,c,s,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,s,u)) 1268 
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    + sum((f,c,t),iotal(f,c,'Post1',t,s)*Mv(f,c,t,s)$IfMv(f,c,t,s)) 1269 
    + sum((f,h,k,c),thetal(f,h,k,c,s)*Hv(f,c,s)$IfHv(f,c,s)) 1270 
    + sum((a,h,c,t),pil(a,h,c,s)*Pv(a,h,c,t,s)$IfPv(a,h,c,t,s)) 1271 
    + Ov(s)$sum(a,lambdai(a,s)) - sum(f,Wv(f,s)) 1272 
    =l= itLa(s) ; 1273 
 1274 
  TRA(k,s) .. 1275 
    sum((f,c,i),alphat(f,k,c,i,s)*Cv(f,k,c,i,s)$IfCv(f,k,c,i,s)) 1276 
    + sum((o,f,h,c,u),betat(o,f,h,k,c,s,u)*Gv(o,f,c,s,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,s,u)) 1277 
    + sum((f,c,t),iotat(f,k,c,'Post1',s,t)*Mv(f,c,t,s)$IfMv(f,c,t,s)) 1278 
    + sum((f,h,c),thetat(f,h,k,c,s)*Hv(f,c,s)$IfHv(f,c,s)) 1279 
    =l= itMt(k,s) ; 1280 
 1281 
  PEQ(h,t)$(h1(h) or h3(h)) .. 1282 
    sum((f,k,c,i),alphap(f,h,k,c,i,t)*Cv(f,k,c,i,t)$IfCv(f,k,c,i,t)) 1283 
    + sum((f,c,s),iotap(f,h,c,'Post1',s,t)*Mv(f,c,s,t)$IfMv(f,c,s,t)) 1284 
    =l= itKp(h,t) ; 1285 
 1286 
  SEQ(h,t) .. 1287 
    sum((o,f,c,u),betas(o,f,h,c,t,u)*Gv(o,f,c,t,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,u)) 1288 
    =l= itKs(h,t) ; 1289 
 1290 
  HEQ(h,t) .. 1291 
    sum((f,k,c),thetah(f,h,k,c,t)*Hv(f,c,t)$IfHv(f,c,t)) 1292 
    =l= itKs(h,t) ; 1293 
 1294 
  STA(f,t)$(card(f) gt 0 and itHw(f,t) lt INF) .. 1295 
    sum((k,c,i),alphal(f,k,c,i,t)*Cv(f,k,c,i,t)$IfCv(f,k,c,i,t)) 1296 
    + sum((o,h,c,u),betal(o,f,h,c,t,u)*Gv(o,f,c,t,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,u)) 1297 
    + sum((k,c,s,w),iotal(f,c,'Post1',t,s)*Mv(f,c,t,s)$IfMv(f,c,t,s)) 1298 
    + sum((h,k,c),thetal(f,h,k,c,t)*Hv(f,c,t)$IfHv(f,c,t)) 1299 
    + sum((a,h,c,s),pil(a,h,c,t)*Pv(a,h,c,s,t)$IfPv(a,h,c,s,t)) 1300 
    + Ov(t) - Wv(f,t) 1301 
    =l= itHw(f,t) ; 1302 
 1303 
  PTA(s)$(card(f) gt 1 and itHl(s) lt INF) .. 1304 
    sum(f,Wv(f,s)) =l= itHl(s) ; 1305 
 1306 
  YLD(a,c,t,u)$sum((o,f),IfGv(o,f,c,t,u)) .. 1307 
    sum((o,f),betay(a,o,f,c,t,u)*Gv(o,f,c,t,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,u)) 1308 
    - Bv(a,c,t,u) - sum(h,Pv(a,h,c,t,u)$IfPv(a,h,c,t,u)) =g= 0 ; 1309 
 1310 
  PRC(h5,u) .. 1311 
    sum((a,c,t),pid(h5,c,t,u)*Pv(a,h5,c,t,u)$IfPv(a,h5,c,t,u)) 1312 
    =l= itHd(h5,u) ; 1313 
 1314 
  PCB(a,g,u) .. 1315 
    - sum((h5,c,t)$(commcrp(g,c) gt 0),pir(h5,c,t,u)*Pv(a,h5,c,t,u)$IfPv(a,h5,c,t,u)) 1316 




  STR(a,g,u) .. 1319 
    Sv(a,g,u)$IfSv(a,g,u) - Sv(a,g,u-1)$IfSv(a,g,u-1) 1320 
    - kappau(a,g,u)*Xv(a,g,u)$IfXv(a,g,u) + Av(a,g,u)$IfAv(a,g,u) =e= 0 ; 1321 
 1322 
* The following puts all grain into one bin. 1323 
  STL(a,b,t) .. sum(g$commbin(g,b),Sv(a,g,t)$IfSv(a,g,t)) =l= itF(a,b,t) ; 1324 
 1325 
* There are currently no constraints that define the split of inputs across agents. 1326 
  VIN(n,f) .. 1327 
    sum((o,c,t,u),betan(n,o,f,c,t,u)*Gv(o,f,c,t,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,u)) 1328 
    - sum(a,Iv(a,n,f)) =e= 0 ; 1329 
 1330 
  VCT(a,f) .. 1331 
    Vv(a,f) - sum(o$nuc(a,o,f),nuc(a,o,f)*Rv(o,f)) 1332 
    - sum((k,c,i,t),alphac(a,f,k,c,i,t)*Cv(f,k,c,i,t)$IfCv(f,k,c,i,t)) 1333 
    - sum((o,h,c,t,u),betac(a,o,f,h,c,t,u)*Gv(o,f,c,t,u)$IfGv(o,f,c,t,u)) 1334 
    - sum((k,c,w,t,s),iotac(a,f,k,c,w,'Post1',t,s)*Mv(f,c,w,t)$IfMv(f,c,w,t)) 1335 
    - sum((h,k,c,t),thetac(a,f,h,k,c,t)*Hv(f,c,t)$IfHv(f,c,t)) 1336 
    - sum(n,phic(a,n)*Iv(a,n,f)) =g= 0 ; 1337 
 1338 
  FLI(a) .. 1339 
    sum((c,t,u),etai(a,c,t,u)*Bv(a,c,t,u)$sum((o,f),IfGv(o,f,c,t,u))) 1340 
    + sum((g,t),mui(a,g,t)*Av(a,g,t)$IfAv(a,g,t)) 1341 
    + sum((g,t),xii(a,g,t)*Yv(a,g,t)$IfYv(a,g,t)) 1342 
    - sum((g,t),psii(a,g,t)*Sv(a,g,t)$IfSv(a,g,t)) 1343 
    - sum((g,t),kappai(a,g,t)*Xv(a,g,t)$IfXv(a,g,t)) 1344 
    - sum((f,t),taui(a,t)*Wv(f,t)) 1345 
    - sum((h,c,t,u),pii(a,h,c,t,u)*Pv(a,h,c,t,u)$IfPv(a,h,c,t,u)) 1346 
    - sum(f,Vv(a,f)) 1347 
*    + sum((f,n),phii(a,n)*Iv(a,n,f)) 1348 
    + sum(t,lambdai(a,t)*Ov(t)) 1349 
    - Zv(a) =e= 0 ; 1350 
 1351 
* Real objective 1352 
  OBJ .. z =e= sum(a,sigmao(a)*Zv(a)) ; 1353 
 1354 
* Debugging objective 1355 
*  OBJ .. z =e= Dv('Owned','Field1','BCorn') ; 1356 
 1357 
MODEL PCLP0 / ALL / ; 1358 
OPTION iterlim=100000,lp=minos ; 1359 
SOLVE PCLP0 USING LP MAXIMIZING z ; 1360 
*$ontext 1361 
* Report the necessary. 1362 
 1363 
DISPLAY 'Contribution Margin by Agent',Zv.l ; 1364 
SCALAR  temp, temp1,total,cm Contribution margin ; 1365 




'Land Not Used by Field and Ownership Arrangement',temp 1368 
'Land Rented by Field and Ownership Arrangement',Rv.l ; 1369 
DISPLAY 'Multiple Crop Production',Dv.l ; 1370 
PARAMETER IncomeStmnt(a,g,*,*) Sales Revenues from Commodities (by Agent) ; 1371 
OPTION IncomeStmnt:0:2:1 ; 1372 
IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Unproc.','Quantity') = sum((t,u,c),commcrp(g,c)*Bv.l(a,c,t,u)) ; 1373 
IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Unproc.','Value')    = 1374 
sum((t,u,c),etai(a,c,t,u)*commcrp(g,c)*Bv.l(a,c,t,u)) ; 1375 
IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Proc.','Quantity')   = sum(t,Yv.l(a,g,t)) ; 1376 
IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Proc.','Value')      = sum(t,xii(a,g,t)*Yv.l(a,g,t)) ; 1377 
IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Stored','Quantity')  = sum(t,Av.l(a,g,t)) ; 1378 
IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Stored','Value')     = sum(t,mui(a,g,t)*Av.l(a,g,t)) ; 1379 
total = sum((a,g),IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Unproc.','Value') 1380 
    + IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Proc.','Value') + IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Stored','Value')) ; 1381 
DISPLAY IncomeStmnt,'Total Income',total ; 1382 
DISPLAY 'Total Variable Cost by Agent and Field',Vv.l ; 1383 
PARAMETER 1384 
  ProcCost(a) Total processing cost by agent 1385 
  StorCost(a) Total storage cost by agent ; 1386 
ProcCost(a) = sum((h,c,t,u),pii(a,h,c,t,u)*Pv.l(a,h,c,t,u)$IfPv(a,h,c,t,u)) ; 1387 
StorCost(a) = sum((g,t),psii(a,g,t)*Sv.l(a,g,t)) ; 1388 
temp  = sum((f,t),Wv.l(f,t)) ; 1389 
temp1 = sum((a,f,t),taui(a,t)*Wv.l(f,t)) ; 1390 
cm    = total - sum((a,f),Vv.l(a,f)) - sum(a,ProcCost(a)) 1391 
    - sum((a,g,t),psii(a,g,t)*Sv.l(a,g,t)) - temp1 ; 1392 
DISPLAY 'Processing Cost by Agent', ProcCost,Iv.l, 1393 
'Cash Rented Land',Rv.l,'Hired Labor',temp,'Cost of Hired Labor',temp1,cm,Gv.l,Mv.l ; 1394 
PARAMETER 1395 
  GrossMarg(c,t,u)  Gross margins by plant-harvest schedule ; 1396 
GrossMarg(c,t,u)$yieldadj(c,t,u) = sum(g,commcrp(g,c)*price(g,'StoreOnFarm') 1397 
  *yieldbase(c)*yieldadj(c,t,u)) - sum(n,vcost(c,n)) 1398 
  - (moisture(c,t,u) - dryreq(c,'TargMoist'))*dryreq(c,'CostOnFarm') ; 1399 
 1400 
file out / pclprept / ; 1401 
put out ; 1402 
puttl 'PCLP Report File. ',system.date,'  Time ='system.time,@65 '  Page  ', 1403 
  system.page:3:0 / /'  Input  = ',system.ifile / '  Output = ',system.ofile/ / / ; 1404 
put 1405 
'Table A-1: Production Summary'// 1406 
'                                            ' ; loop(a,put a.tl:<>12) ; put / ; 1407 
put 1408 
'Total Contribution Margin                  $' ; loop(a,put Zv.l(a):>12:0) ; put / ; 1409 
put 1410 
'   (Return to Resources)'/ ; 1411 
put 1412 
'Profit from Operation                      $       ?'/// ; 1413 
put 1414 




"Ownership/Field     Initial Acres    Acres Not Used  Add'l. Acres Rented   Marginal 1417 
Value"/ 1418 
loop((o,f)$LAF.up(o,f), 1419 
  temp = LAF.up(o,f) - LAF.l(o,f) ; 1420 
  put o.tl:8,f.tl:8,LAF.up(o,f):>12:1,temp:>15:1,Rv.l(o,f):>15:1,LAF.m(o,f):>25:1 / ; 1421 
) ; 1422 
put / / ; 1423 
put 1424 
'Production of Multiple Crop Sets by Ownership Arrangement and Field'/ / ; 1425 
loop((o,f)$LAF.up(o,f), 1426 
  put o.tl:8,f.tl:8 / ; 1427 
  loop(m, 1428 
    put m.tl:<30,'(acres)',Dv.l(o,f,m):>12:1 / ; 1429 
  ) ; 1430 
) ; 1431 
putpage ; 1432 
put 1433 
'Table A-3:  Income Statement' // 1434 
loop(a, 1435 
  put / a.tl / ; 1436 
  put @35 'Unit      Quantity       Value' / ; 1437 
  loop(g, 1438 
  put @4 g.tl / ; 1439 
  put @9 'Sold Unprocessed' @36 'bu.' IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Unproc.','Quantity'):15:0 1440 
    IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Unproc.','Value'):15:0 / ; 1441 
  put @9 'Sold After Processing' @36 'bu.' IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Proc.','Quantity'):15:0 1442 
    IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Proc.','Value'):15:0 / ; 1443 
  put @9 'Sold After Storage' @36 'bu.' IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Stored','Quantity'):15:0 1444 
    IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Stored','Value'):15:0 / ; 1445 
  ) ; 1446 
  put / 'Total Crop Sales Revenue' @53 '$' total:15:0 / / ; 1447 
  put 1448 
  'Less Variable Costs' / 1449 
  '   Inputs for Crop Production' / ; 1450 
  loop(f, 1451 
  put @6 f.tl / ; 1452 
    loop(n, 1453 
      put @7 n.tl:8 @54 Iv.l(a,n,f):15:0 /; 1454 
    ) ; 1455 
  ) ; 1456 
  put @4 'Processing Cost' @54 ProcCost(a):15:0 / 1457 
      @4 'Storage Cost' @54 StorCost(a):15:0 / / ; 1458 
  temp = sum((o,f)$nuc(a,o,f),nuc(a,o,f)*Rv.l(o,f)) ; 1459 
  put @4 'Additional Rented Land' @54 temp:15:0 / ; 1460 
  temp = sum((f,t),taui(a,t)*Wv.l(f,t)) ; 1461 
  put @4 'Additional Hired Labor' @54 temp:15:0 / ; 1462 
  put / ; 1463 
  total = sum((n,f),Iv.l(a,n,f)) + ProcCost(a) + StorCost(a) 1464 
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    + sum((o,f)$nuc(a,o,f),nuc(a,o,f)*Rv.l(o,f)) 1465 
    + sum((f,t),taui(a,t)*Wv.l(f,t)) ; 1466 
  put / 'Total Variable Costs' @53 '$' total:15:0 / / / ; 1467 
  total = sum(g,IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Unproc.','Value') 1468 
    + IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Proc.','Value') + IncomeStmnt(a,g,'Stored','Value')) 1469 
    - total ; 1470 
  put 'Total Contribution Margin' @53 '$' total:15:0 /; 1471 
) ; 1472 
putpage ; 1473 
put 1474 
'Table B-1:  Summary of Limiting Labor and Machinery Resources'/ / 1475 
'If a resource is listed in this table, the available quantity is' / 1476 
'completely utilized.  If you could obtain one more unit of this' / 1477 
'resource, your revenues would increase by the amount of the '/ 1478 
'marginal value.' / / 1479 
'Item or Resource                        Marginal Value' / 1480 
'----------------                        --------------' / ; 1481 
put 1482 
'Full-Time Field Labor                      ($/hour)' / ; 1483 
loop(t$FLA.m(t), 1484 
put @9 t.tl @40 FLA.m(t):>12:2 / ; 1485 
) ; 1486 
put / 1487 
'Tractors' / ; 1488 
loop(k$smax(t,TRA.m(k,t)), 1489 
  put 1490 
  @4 k.tl:9,'                                 ($/hour)' / ; 1491 
  loop(t$TRA.m(k,t), 1492 
    put @9 t.tl @40 TRA.m(k,t):>12:2 / ; 1493 
  ) ; 1494 
) ; 1495 
put / 1496 
'Tillage Equipment' / ; 1497 
loop(h$smax(t,PEQ.m(h,t)), 1498 
  put @4 h.tl:9,'                                 ($/hour)' / ; 1499 
  loop(t$PEQ.m(h,t), 1500 
    put @10 t.tl @40 PEQ.m(h,t):>12:2 / ; 1501 
  ) ; 1502 
) ; 1503 
put / 1504 
'Planters' / ; 1505 
loop(h2$smax(t,SEQ.m(h2,t)), 1506 
  put @4 h2.tl:9,'                                 ($/hour)' / ; 1507 
  loop(t$SEQ.m(h2,t), 1508 
    put @10 t.tl @40 SEQ.m(h2,t):>12:2 / ; 1509 
  ) ; 1510 
) ; 1511 
put / 1512 




  put @4 h4.tl:9,'                                 ($/hour)' / ; 1515 
  loop(t$HEQ.m(h4,t), 1516 
    put @10 t.tl @40 HEQ.m(h4,t):>12:2 / ; 1517 
  ) ; 1518 
) ; 1519 
putpage ; 1520 
put / / / 1521 
'Table D-2:  Opportunity Income for Multiple Crop Set and Rotation Requirements' 1522 
/ / ; 1523 
loop((o,f)$itA(o,f), 1524 
  put 'Soil Group:  ' f.tl @40 'Ownership Arrangement:  ' o.tl / / ; 1525 
  put 1526 
  '                       -Required Acreage-   Optimal    Income' / 1527 
  '  Multi-Crop           Minimum    Maximum   Acreage    Penalty' / ; 1528 
  loop(m,put @3 m.tl @17 Dv.lo(o,f,m):11:0,Dv.up(o,f,m):11:0,Dv.l(o,f,m):11:0, 1529 
    Dv.m(o,f,m):11:0 / ; 1530 
  ) ; 1531 
  put / / ; 1532 
  put 'Soil Group:  ' f.tl @40 'Ownership Arrangement:  ' o.tl / / ; 1533 
  put 1534 
  '                       -Required Acreage-   Optimal    Income' / 1535 
  '  Rotation             Minimum    Maximum   Acreage    Penalty' / ; 1536 
  loop(r,put @3 r.tl @17 Qv.lo(o,f,r):11:0,Qv.up(o,f,r):11:0,Qv.l(o,f,r):11:0, 1537 
    Qv.l(o,f,r):11:0 / ; 1538 
  ) ; 1539 
  put / / ; 1540 
) ; 1541 
putpage ; 1542 
put 1543 
'Table C-2:  Storage Capacity per Period'/ / ; 1544 
loop((a,b)$sum(t,itF(a,b,t)), 1545 
  put '  Agent:  ',a.tl,'  Bin:  ',b.tl / ; 1546 
  put 1547 
  '                                                              Marginal' / 1548 
  'Period               Available       Used       Remaining      Value' / 1549 
  '                                                               ($/bu.)' / ; 1550 
  loop(t, 1551 
    temp = STL.up(a,b,t) - STL.l(a,b,t) ; 1552 
    put @4 t.tl @20 STL.up(a,b,t):12:0,STL.l(a,b,t):12:0,temp:12:0, 1553 
    STL.m(a,b,t):12:0 / ; 1554 
  ) ; 1555 
  put / / ; 1556 
) ; 1557 
putpage ; 1558 
put 1559 
'Table B-2:  Field Labor Availability and Utilization' / / 1560 
'                -Full Time Labor-          -Part Time-    Total  Marginal' / 1561 





  temp = itLa(t) - FLA.l(t) ; 1565 
  temp1= FLA.l(t) + PTA.l(t) ; 1566 
  put t.tl @10 itLa(t):>9:2,FLA.l(t):>9:2,temp:>9:2,itHl(t):>9:2, 1567 
  PTA.l(t):>9:2,temp1:>9:2,FLA.m(t):>9:2 / ; 1568 
) ; 1569 
putpage ; 1570 
put 1571 
'Table B-4: Tractor Time Availability and Utilization' / / 1572 
'                                                      Marginal' / 1573 
'Tractor/Period      Available    Used     Remaining    Value' / 1574 
'                     -hours-    -hours-    -hours-     -$/hr-' / 1575 
loop(k, 1576 
  put k.tl:8,' Tractors' / ; 1577 
  loop(t, 1578 
    temp = TRA.up(k,t) - TRA.l(k,t) ; 1579 
    put @4 t.tl @18 TRA.up(k,t):>11:2,TRA.l(k,t):>11:2,temp:>11:2, 1580 
    TRA.m(k,t):>11:2 / ; 1581 
  ) ; 1582 
  put / ; 1583 
) ; 1584 
putpage ; 1585 
put 1586 
'Table B-5:  Tillage Equipment Capacity and Utilization' / / 1587 
'                       Total     Capacity   Capacity    Marginal' / 1588 
'Tiller/Period         Capacity     Used     Remaining    Value' / 1589 
'                       -hours-    -hours-    -hours-    -$/hr-' / ; 1590 
loop(h$(h1(h) or h3(h)), 1591 
  put h.tl / ; 1592 
  loop(t, 1593 
    temp = PEQ.up(h,t) - PEQ.l(h,t) ; 1594 
    put @4 t.tl @18 PEQ.up(h,t):>11:2,PEQ.l(h,t):>11:2,temp:>11:2, 1595 
    PEQ.m(h,t):>11:2 / ; 1596 
  ) ; 1597 
  put / ; 1598 
) ; 1599 
putpage ; 1600 
put 1601 
'Table B-6:  Planter Capacity and Utilization' / / 1602 
'                       Total     Capacity   Capacity    Marginal' / 1603 
'Panter/Period         Capacity     Used     Remaining    Value' / 1604 
'                       -hours-    -hours-    -hours-    -$/hr-' / ; 1605 
loop(h$h2(h), 1606 
  put h.tl / ; 1607 
  loop(t, 1608 
    temp = SEQ.up(h,t) - SEQ.l(h,t) ; 1609 
    put @4 t.tl @18 SEQ.up(h,t):>11:2,SEQ.l(h,t):>11:2,temp:>11:2, 1610 
    SEQ.m(h,t):>11:2 / ; 1611 
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  ) ; 1612 
  put / ; 1613 
) ; 1614 
putpage ; 1615 
put 1616 
'Table B-7:  Harvester Capacity and Utilization' / / 1617 
'                       Total     Capacity   Capacity    Marginal' / 1618 
'Harvester/Period      Capacity     Used     Remaining    Value' / 1619 
'                       -hours-    -hours-    -hours-    -$/hr-' / ; 1620 
loop(h$h4(h), 1621 
  put h.tl / ; 1622 
  loop(t, 1623 
    temp = HEQ.up(h,t) - HEQ.l(h,t) ; 1624 
    put @4 t.tl @18 HEQ.up(h,t):>11:2,HEQ.l(h,t):>11:2,temp:>11:2, 1625 
    HEQ.m(h,t):>11:2 / ; 1626 
  ) ; 1627 
  put / ; 1628 
) ; 1629 
putpage ; 1630 
put 1631 
'Table B-8:  Processor Capacity and Utilization' / / 1632 
'                    Total        Capacity   Capacity    Marginal' / 1633 
'Processor/Period   Capacity        Used     Remaining    Value' / 1634 
'                    -hours-       -hours-    -hours-    -$/hr-' / ; 1635 
loop(h$h5(h), 1636 
  put h.tl / ; 1637 
  loop(t, 1638 
    temp = PRC.up(h,t) - PRC.l(h,t) ; 1639 
    put @4 t.tl @18 PRC.up(h,t):>11:2,PRC.l(h,t):>11:2,temp:>14:2, 1640 
    PRC.m(h,t):>8:2 / ; 1641 
  ) ; 1642 
  put / ; 1643 
) ; 1644 
putpage ; 1645 
put 1646 
'Table E-1:  Crop Activities by Period - Calendar of Events' / / 1647 
'Period        Soil Group       Crop         Operation    Equipment    Acres' / ; 1648 
loop(t, 1649 
  put t.tl / ; 1650 
  loop(f, 1651 
    loop(c, 1652 
      loop(h, 1653 
        loop(i, 1654 
          temp = sum(k,Cv.l(f,k,c,i,t))$equipuse(c,h,i,'WorkRate') 1655 
          if (temp gt 0, 1656 
            put t.tl @18 f.tl @32 c.tl @45 i.tl @58 h.tl @71 temp / ; 1657 
          ) ; 1658 
        ) ; 1659 
      ) ; 1660 
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      loop(h2$equipuse(c,h2,'Plant','WorkRate'), 1661 
        temp = sum((o,u),Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)) ; 1662 
        if (temp gt 0, 1663 
          put t.tl @18 f.tl @32 c.tl @45 'Plant' @58 h2.tl @71 temp / ; 1664 
        ) ; 1665 
      ) ; 1666 
      loop(h3$equipuse(c,h3,'Post1','WorkRate'), 1667 
        temp = sum(u,Mv.l(f,c,t,u)) ; 1668 
        if (temp gt 0, 1669 
          put t.tl @18 f.tl @32 c.tl @45 'Post1' @58 h3.tl @71 temp / ; 1670 
        ) ; 1671 
      ) ; 1672 
      loop(h4$equipuse(c,h4,'Harv','WorkRate'), 1673 
        temp = Hv.l(f,c,t) ; 1674 
        if (temp gt 0, 1675 
          put t.tl @18 f.tl @32 c.tl @45 'Harvest' @58 h4.tl @71 temp / ; 1676 
        ) ; 1677 
      ) ; 1678 
    ) ; 1679 
  ) ; 1680 
  put / ; 1681 
) ; 1682 
putpage ; 1683 
put 1684 
'Table E2:  Gross Margin per Acre by Plant-Harvest Schedule' / ; 1685 
loop(o, 1686 
  loop(f, 1687 
    loop(c, 1688 
      temp = sum(g,commcrp(g,c)*price(g,'StoreOnFarm')) ; 1689 
      put 'Crop:  ' c.tl @25 'Soil Group:  ' f.tl @45 'Ownership:' o.tl / 1690 
      @2 'Price - $' temp:>5.2 @30 'Harvest Period' / 1691 
      @2 'Plant Period' @25 ; 1692 
      loop(u$sum(t,yieldadj(c,t,u)), 1693 
        put u.tl:<11 ; 1694 
      ) ; 1695 
      put / 1696 
      @2 '------------------------------------------------------------------------' /; 1697 
      loop(t$sum(u,yieldadj(c,t,u)), 1698 
        put @2 t.tl @19 ; 1699 
        loop(u$sum(s,yieldadj(c,s,u)), 1700 
          if (GrossMarg(c,t,u) gt 0, 1701 
            put GrossMarg(c,t,u):>11:2 ; 1702 
          else 1703 
            put '       -   ' 1704 
          ) ; 1705 
        ) ; 1706 
      ) ; 1707 
      put / 1708 
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      @2 1709 
'==================================================================1710 
======' /; 1711 
      put / / ; 1712 
    ) ; 1713 
  ) ; 1714 
) ; 1715 
putpage ; 1716 
put 1717 
'Table E3:  Crops by Plant-Harvest Combination' / ; 1718 
loop(o, 1719 
  loop(f, 1720 
    loop(c$sum((t,u),Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)), 1721 
      put 'Crop:  ' c.tl @25 'Soil Group:  ' f.tl @45 'Ownership:' o.tl / 1722 
      @30 'Harvest Period' / 1723 
      'Plant Period' @25 ; 1724 
      loop(u$sum(t,yieldadj(c,t,u)), 1725 
        put u.tl:<11 ; 1726 
      ) ; 1727 
      put '     Total     Average' / @25 ; 1728 
      loop(u$sum(t,yieldadj(c,t,u)), 1729 
        put '           ' ; 1730 
      ) ; 1731 
      put '  Production  per Acre' / ; 1732 
      put / 1733 
      '--------------------------------------------------------------' /; 1734 
      loop(t$sum(u,yieldadj(c,t,u)), 1735 
        put t.tl @19 ; 1736 
        loop(u$sum(s,yieldadj(c,s,u)), 1737 
          if (Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u) gt 0, 1738 
            put Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u):>11:2 ; 1739 
          else 1740 
            put '       -   ' 1741 
          ) ; 1742 
        ) ; 1743 
        temp = sum(u,Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)*yieldbase(c)*yieldadj(c,t,u)) ; 1744 
        temp1$sum(u,Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)) = temp/sum(u,Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)) ; 1745 
        if (temp gt 0, 1746 
          put temp:>11:0,temp1:>9:2 / ; 1747 
        else 1748 
          put '       -         -' / ; 1749 
        ) ; 1750 
      ) ; 1751 
      put / 1752 
      '--------------------------------------------------------------' /; 1753 
      put 'Total' / 'Production' @19 ; 1754 
      loop(u$sum(t,yieldadj(c,t,u)), 1755 
        temp = sum(t,Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)*yieldbase(c)*yieldadj(c,t,u)) ; 1756 
        if (temp gt 0, 1757 
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          put temp:>11:0 ; 1758 
        else 1759 
          put '       -   ' 1760 
        ) ; 1761 
      ) ; 1762 
      temp = sum((t,u),Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)*yieldbase(c)*yieldadj(c,t,u)) ; 1763 
      if (temp gt 0, 1764 
        put temp:>11:0 ; 1765 
      else 1766 
        put '       -   ' / ; 1767 
      ) ; 1768 
      put 'Average' / 'per Acre' @19 ; 1769 
      loop(u$sum(t,yieldadj(c,t,u)), 1770 
        temp = sum(t,Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)*yieldbase(c)*yieldadj(c,t,u)) ; 1771 
        temp1$sum(t,Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)) = temp/sum(t,Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)) ; 1772 
        if (temp1 gt 0, 1773 
          put temp1:>11:0 ; 1774 
        else 1775 
          put '       -   ' 1776 
        ) ; 1777 
      ) ; 1778 
      temp = sum((t,u),Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)*yieldbase(c)*yieldadj(c,t,u)) 1779 
      /sum((t,u),Gv.l(o,f,c,t,u)) ; 1780 
      put '           ',temp:>9:2 ; 1781 
      put / / ; 1782 
    ) ; 1783 
  ) ; 1784 
) ; 1785 
